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Aurora Rebek,j„g April 14th of
r.. there will be a visitation
Whitten of Fairfield, Matron
Assembly of Maine. A supper
he followed by work in the
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onurtainment. A full attend-
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meeting, March 27th, of the K.
jrnham, the Pythian Sisters
^
min purpose of uniting with the
surprise party to Mr. and Mrs.
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‘^.•v r. miiitor for some time and is now
Mr.
io rikowhegan to work.
Hint 1
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rnandery No. 5, Knights Temtheir fiftieth anniversary on
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General school purposes.
Sewers......
Sidewalks.

..ttonHiiirr
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anocio 1 aonrino

Central ConWilson, who
!
'k -:mn,under and honorary life memof
Belfast, will
ommandery
J
a'gpeciai sermon. St. Jean Baptist
:it two o’clock at
'iiurch. Rev. D. L.

■■V-wick

376 62
4 23
8 40

Total.$2,729 74

Correspondence.

■oonty

government.

passed:
Contingent.$1,816 69
Highways..- 895 96
124 88
Free Library.
91 48
School Contingent.
116 88
Free text books and supplies.
89 38
School repairs and insurance.
255 77
Fire Department.

IN

BOARD

OF

ALDERMEN.

Fred W. Brown, tax collector, reported that
he had paid E. S. Pitcher, city treasurer, to
date, $56,550, and had collected and deposited
in the Waldo Trust Co. $187 75, a total of $56,The report was read, accepted and
737 75.
ordered placed on file.
The petition of L. A. Webber and others for
a sidewalk on the west side of Bay view street,
from Allyn to Condon streets,was read and referred to the committee on sidewalks and the
road commissioner.
The petition from W. B. Woodbury and the
school committee that the debris at the North
school site be sold to David E. Walker, or a
higher bidder, and the lot cleaned up, was read
and referred to the committee oneity property.
The petition of B. L Davis and others for a
sidewalk on Waldo avenue between Primrose
and Main streets was read and referred to the
committee on sidewalks.
The petition of Geo. L. Bowman and others
that

the nre

alarm

system

ue exieuueu

to tne

of Congress and Grove streets was read
and referred to the committee on fire department with power to act.
The petition of G. B. Marsano and others for
the extension of sewer from Green to High
streets was read and referred to the committee
corner

has been engaged to furparade from the asylum to on sewers.
Independant
uhun’h.—hath
The petition of H. C. Buzzell and others that
v,: oiandery of Augusta and Palesthe extra electric light on Church street near
the
invitation
of
have
accepted
i-eii'h-t
the Hazeltine residence be changed to some
’. ;
city to be its guests in this
fCH
Church street
or‘<[ j:,hi. Day- The threecommanderies point on Bridge street between

IN

BOARD or

Dutch,
Connor, and Fred D. Jones were
drawn as Jurors for the April term of the Supreme Judicial Court to be held April 21st.
R.

IN

JOINT CONVENTION.

The following police were elected in the different wards: Ward 1. Elmer S. Whitehead,
Harvard Saulsbury, Clair Stevens, Walter J.
Clifford; Ward 2. Luther Hammons, Jr., Leslie
Elms, Alton Ridley; ward 8, Jesse Staples,
Walter Juan, Wm. H. Staples, Samuel Stevens;
ward 4, Henry Wentworth, J. A. Wood; ward
5, Alvin Howard, HarriBon Shaw, John Crosby.
K. B. Craig waa elected a measurer of wood
and bark and weigher of coal, etc.
C. G. Dickey was elected city electrician.
Edward R. Pierce, C. J. Pattee, and James H.
Howes appeared before the convention in behalf of the Board of Trade for higher pressure and better protection with
city water in
case of fire.
Mr. Pierce spoke at length, stating that the insurance was likely to be withdrawn or the rates greatly increased if this
was not done.
Mayor Robert F. Dunton replied that the matter would be taken up as

possible.
Adjourned.
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the arrival of the visitors
hr;i>
cars to Oakland Park,
aftlrward takewill
be served and a pleasre a snort- dinner
ut-of-door
sports will be enrani
rs will be taken on automobile
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’.iru us places of interest in the neighood Supper will be served at Rockland
In the evening, the Knights
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attend performance at one of the city
a
here
special program will be pres\\..
].—keck land Opinion.
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jnjrot.e Chapter, 0.
ile meeting i riday
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served at 6:30 under the
W. Proctor and an
The menu included cold
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E. S., held a very
evening, April 3rd.

Mrs. Clarence
,r.n
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potatoes, pickles, rolls, fancy
jL,u s and coffee. The degree were
1
h rt candidates and the beauti7s

i,

scant-'

ed

of obligation
by the officers. An inB
the evening was the pres;..,iiure
Matron, Mrs. Julia A. Vickery,
Mrs. Hattie S.
i. i. UA jewel to
Label C. Howes, the organist,
the Chapter in that capacity
.^inized, was then presented
i

[u.g

s:

ceremony

r-.-ssive

nod out

-at

wa

lily, the associate matron,
iis, voicing the appreciation
f Mrs. Howes, faithful and ef-

Luster

It

complete surprise to
meeting, April 17th,

Delegates representing every one of the 79
subordinate lodges of the New England Order
of Protection met in Bangor April 1st for the
annual convention of the grand lodge of the
order. The forenoon session consisted of the
initiation of candidates, an address by Grand
referred
to
read
and
was
avenue
and Waldo
Warden C. W. Wentworth and the presentation of reports by the various officers. The
the committee on lights.
warden devoted his address mainly to
grand
The monthly report of City Marshal P. S.
suggestions for increasing the membership,
Edgcomb was read, accepted, and ordered the year 1913 having closed with a net loss of
213. The annual report of the secretary shows
placed on file.
the number of lodges in good standing at
The report of Fred W. brown, tax collector that
the present time is 79. One lodge was instituted
for the year 1912, showing total collections of
during the year while three surrendered their
charters and consolidated with other lodges;
$55,900, was read and ordered placed on file.
The petition of A. Beckwith and others for number of members, 6,091; number of benefit
members initiated during the past year, 24;
a sidewalk on Waldo avenue from the resinumber of first rate members, 3,927; number of
dence of John G. Jackson to the Job White second rate members, 1,056; number of third
road and the Head of the Tide road was read rate members, 318; number of sisters, 2,667;
number of brothers, 3 424; insurance in force in
and referred to the committee on sidewalks.
Maine, $7,329,000; net loss in insurance in
The petition of W. A. Decrow and others for Maine during the past year, $283,000.
The
an appropriation of $100 for maintenance and
report of the treasurer shows that the
of
the
for
the
total
receipts
lodge
past
year
rental of city boat landing was read and
were $5,770.72, and the disbursements were
granted.
$2,373.78, leaving a balance of $3,404 34.
The report of Alderman Fred A. Holmes that James W. Jones of Gardiner was elected past
he had appointed M. L. Slugg to tend the warden, C. W. Wentworth of Westbrook,
warden; Irving A. Turner of Bangor, vice
lower draw for the Coe-Mortimer vessels was
warden; Forrest E. Ludden of Auburn, secreon
file.
accepted and ordered placed
tary; C. H. Sullivan of Bangor, treasurer; D..
The report of the Mayor and City Clerk that W. Lewis of Skowhegan, guide; Alice J. Reny
of Westbrook, chaplain; Cora L. Davis of
they had engaged Henry D. Clark to serve as j Moulton, guardian; Hilda Small of Portland,
janitor of the city building for $15 per month 1 W. T. McKinnon of Bangor and U. B. Scott of
was accepted and ordered placed on file.
Saco, trustees; F. M. Mooers of Gardiner, senB Hersey, Mary A. Washburn, Cora
The report of the trustees of the Free Library j tinel; W.
E. Powers, Walter Wood and E. P. Ray, dethat the “Wilson Fund” be used to buy books
legates to the Supreme Lodge convention
and for the payment of necessary expenses in Boston in May. It was voted to hold the
next Stale convention in Auburn.
on file.
and
was

accepted
placed
proposition of S. W. Newcomb to deThe Democratic Love Feast.
i. be worked.
liver 512 tons of rock to the crusher,as ordered
March
road
the
1915,
commissioner, by
1st,
by
•un
ei.t given in the Town hall,
[Damariscotta Herald ]
and paid for when delivered, was accepted and
•j evening, March 28th, by
“The sight of Edgar F. Hanson and Sam
placed on file.
i-rs was a success in every
Gould eating out of Patt’s hand is the most
The following special orders were read and
humiliating one yet presented to the people of
i;ram consisted of a farce, A
Maine.
Probably many people had some deMeeting, and the parts were passed, the council concurring:
gree of respect for Messrs. Gould and Hanson
Road
of
the
the
the
That
expenses
city pay
iKen
and afforded much amuseprevious to the convention.”
is the cast: Mrs. Manchester, Commissioner to attend the State Road Con[Lisbon Enterprise.]
r.
u
c
McKechnie; Mrs. Briggs, vention in Bangor.
Editor Hanson has plainly informed us tha
That the chief engineer test the height to
c
u-:e E. Mudgett;
Mrs. Smart,
is
not a fit man to represent Maine
Pattangall
■■rgie Cunningham; Mrs. Gray, which water can be thrown from the Congress in the U. o Congress. Now watch this political
in his weekly performances as he
Maggie Reynolds; Mrs. Eaton, street hydrants when the standpipe is filled contortionist
climbs into Patt’s band wagon again. Mr. PatL.-ra Prescott; Mrs. Cash, tree with water, and also to report the condition of
stands for exactly the same things
tangall
s!
ole; Mrs. Jones, superintend- all the city hydrants at the next regular meet- now as he did when Mr. Hanson so vigorously
i:
Agnes Call; Mrs. White, over- ing, to see if the Belfast Water Co. is comply- opposed him, and if he is right now, he was
right then. If this be so, there was absolutely
of .r :-•)
Maud Miles; Mrs. Prouty, chair- ing with the city contract.
no principle involved in Mr. Hanson’s deadly
boa
That the city pay foi the surety company
;-3e?surs, Florice D. Foster; Mrs
opposition last Fall neither has he had to conbond fixed by the municipal officers for the sult the rules of principle in his pledging to
-pector, Idella Call; Mrs. Drake,
*"
again support the man who forced him to eat
r, Minnie McAllister;
Mrs. city treasurer.
humble pie.
•a...
t,va i„oie;
That the city solicitor and committee on
Mrs. riam, cnairNow it’s up to Editor Hanson to look back
r-ari
nealth, Hattie Perkins; Mrs. liehts investigate the claim and suit of the Bei- over the files of his newspapers and refresh
about
his
1
memory as to just what he did say
fast Gas & Electric Co. against the city, ascerusurer, Augusta Hunt; Mrs.
Hon. Wm. R. PatUngall ^during the memora\i .n
board of selectmen, Nellie tain the least it can be settled for and report L 1 _1
4-1,,.4- /iiufvint
nf
Han.
1
> chairman School committee,
at the next meeting, with a recommendation son, being a former occupant of the Sacred
> Snerrr.ar
Desk, is more used to bending the knee and
Bridgett, Blanche Foster; as to settlement or trial.
the right hand of fellowship than is
B«a: the Allen; Mr. Manchester, O. B.
That the city solicitor and committee on fire extending
the astute Waterville political leader.
>
Belof
the
the
claim
During the play a short enter- department investigate
fiem v,as given consisting of reading by fast Water Co, for hydrant rental, for which
Eastern Maine Baseball League.
solo, Dorothy McKechnie; suit has been brought and report at the next
-:i ii,
Bangor., Me, April 3 It is expected that a
ihanche Allen. At the close of the meeting.
was a

the

next

a

pack of playing cards.

lUtjUCB,

D. Ui. Good of Randolph, Maas., has been engaged as foreman in the treeing, dressing and
packing departments of the Leonard & BarHe will sucrows shoe factory of this city.

;he

<

ceed Alexander Lindgren, who resigned some
weeks ago to accept a position in Manchester,
N. H. Mr. Good will enter upon his duties
here Monday, April 13th and Mr. Lindgren
will leave for his new home April 18th.
Anna A. Maley of New York City, Socialist
lecturer and member of the Woman’s National
Committee, -will speak in Knowlton’s hall,
High street, at 7.30 o’clock this, Thursday
evening; subject, “The Class Struggle in
America.” She gives a clear explanation of
and remedy for the bitter labor
struggle now raging; facts Maine people know
little about, but will soon have reason to investigate, and need to be prepared for with all
the information obtainable to still hold the
record as one of the most progressive and independent States in the Union. Lecture free
the

causes

to all.

Miss Annie L. Barr entertained a five-table
auction party April 1st in honor of her sister,
Mrs. Hall F. Hoxie of Augusta. There were a
few guests besides Miss Barr’s regular auction
club. Mrs. Amos Clement won the first prize,
a gilt frame, and Mrs. James C. Durham, the
second, a hand-made handkerchief. Ices, cake
and coffee were served after the game. The
hostess was assisted in serving by Miss Grace
H. Hall and Mrs. Hoxie. Jonquils were used
for decoration and the score cards were in

The

Easter effects.

-a

Parish party under the auspices of the
Unitarian Alliance in Memorial Hall, Thursday
The

evening, April 2nd,

■■

nnnraa

an

1
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er9,

re<1

ginal song to the tune of Swanee
sung by members of the Pythian
After the
program ice cream was
a dance
was held.
About $35 was
The entertainment was repeated

JMj&y evening, April 2, in the Town hall
••-bene.ii of the Willing Workers.

EAST

BELFAST.

Maude Savery of Searsport was a
Mrs. Ltta Savery last week.
aiui Mr*.
Joseph S. Mullen of Lincoln-

^
r-

rfller

visiting Mr. and Mrs. Eugene

b
088
*
lr’

U Stevens of
Portland was a week-end
bis n.other, Mrs. Jennie Stevens, on
Ukc Avenue.
^

^ i^ciep
"HI

Aid of

meet

with

‘^.afternoon.
1

the Trinity Reformed
Mrs. Harry Shawthis,

V'
a:

urti« of the steamer Belfast is
ll‘f home of Mr. and Mrs. E. S.
Uke avenue.

k
h* L(b-f:
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That the compensation of the road commissioner be fixed at $600 and $200 for U6e of
team.

That the committee on highways and bridges
confer with the selectmen of the town of
Northport in relation to the road crossing
Little River bridge, laid out by the County
Commissioners in August, 1913, and report at
the next meeting.
That the proposition of S. W. Newcomb for
modification of contract to deliver rock be
accepted and that the mayor draw his order
on the city treasurer for $494 in payment for
rock already delivered on contract.
That the city treasurer be authorized to procure a loan of $13,000 from the City National
Bank, to be paid for by taxation money on or
before Aug. 15,1914, at 4£ per cent per annum.
That the city treasurer procure $4,000 from
the Belfast Savings Bank under the same
terms.

That the city marshal be instructed to prouniforms for the night police.
That the committee on finance, accounts and
claims be instructed to prepare and report to
the city council a statement in detail of the
liabilities of the city as of
resources and
March 2, 1914. and for that purpose to examine
and verify the accounts of all city officials
who have received or disbursed the funds of
the city as far back as they see fit to go, and to
employ a certified public accountant to assist
them if they deem it necessary.
That the tax collector report the amount of
cure

was

most

enjoyable. Sup-

served at 6 o’clock, the menu includrolls, cold meats, chicken, escalloped
clams, jelly, assorted cake, cream pie and coffee. A social hour followed the supper, when
the children played games and danced under
the direction of Miss Marian Lambert. Keyes’
orchestra furnished music f< r the dance. The
presence of the boys and girls home from

-■

1

per

was

ing

hot

school and college added greatly to the enjoy| ment of the
party.

jI

The engagement of Miss Louise M. Webber,
I
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Webber, to
Frederick F. Ingersoll, superintendent of the
plant of the Saco Valley Canning Co. in this
city, waB announced at a party given at her
home

on

High

street

Thureday evening, April

2nd. The guests were members of Miss Webber’s class, juniors in the Belfast high school,
and included Miss Martha Knowlton, Miss Annette Holt, Miss Lillian Knowlton, Miss Maude
Field, Miss Hazel Sheldon and others. The
evening was delightfully spent with music and
dancing and a dainty luncheon was served in
the dining

room

which

was

prettily decorated

baseball circuit, to be known as the Eastern
Maine League, will be formed soon. Bangor,
Belfast, Dover- Foxcroft and the Easterns of
South Brewer will make up the league The
latter three clubs played a series on Saturdays
and holdidays last season, while Bangor wag in
the New Brunswick and Maine League, which
will not be in existence this year. All four
places have available grounds and organized
associations
Tentative plans contemplate a nonprotected
league, which will admit school and college
players, a moderate salary list and a fourgames-a-week schedule, with each team at
home two days.
Mayor Utterback, president of the Bangor
association, is in favor of the league, which
the only chance for
seems to offer Bangor
baseball this season.

Lee's surrender was fittingly observed at the
meeting of Emma White Barker Tent, Daughters of Veterans at their meeting Wednesday
evening, April 1st. Miss Louisa H. Ferguson,
Miss Annella Guptill, Mrs. Myra Dutch, Miss
Alice Mason read, and interesting remarks
were made by Comrade HasBan. One candidate
At the next meeting, which
was obligated.
will be held in Memorial hall Wednesday evening, April 15th, there will be an initiation and
Patriots Day will be observed. Mrs. Belle
Nickerson, patriotic instructor, will be assisted
by Mrs. Myra Dutch, Miss Annella Guptill and
Miss Florence Kimball in arranging the pro-

Letters have been received here from last
season’s players asking what the prospects are
for the summer. Among the letters received
is one from Foote of South Boston, who was
one of the mainstays of last season's team and
the bright and shining star of the aggregation
of all stars. Foote is ready to come back and
will be one of the first men hired, without
doubt. Mose Williams is also ready to sign
again, it is said, and several others o last
year’s players. The players last year not only
liked Belfast very much, but made many
friends here, and many if not all of them are
anxious to wear its colors another season.

Your Casting done in Belfast. For
time after the Duplex Roller Bushing
Co. went out of business Belfast was without
a foundry and people had to send out of town
for work of this kind. This was inconvenient
and expensive. So the Belfast Foundry & Machine Co. was organized about a year ago, and
has a well equipped plant in charge of an experienced man and has engaged in the manufacture of sash weights, builders supplies,

gram.
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Miss Clara R. Steward, who has keen the
guest of friend3 in town for several weeks,returned to her home in Northport Monday.

CUUJDIUBUUUB,

fancy and moire ribbons and old garden flowOne of the most
ers, were seen in profusion.
fashionable, and by many thought to be the
prettiest,was a medium size straw,tango color,
with soft ribbon facing and two high loops at
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the winter with Miss Maude E. Barker, has
gone to Dover for a short visit with her moth-

the back of the same shade with a close wreath
of zinnias of the same tones just above the
band. Another of the new ideas was a black
Watteau plateau crowned hat, the high left
side filled in with pink roses, large and small,
and a single pink rose on the top. Another
novelty in shape and trimmings was a Watteau
Shepherdess of the Louis XV time of fine
French blue straw with under trimmings and
raised back of ribbon of the same color. Several clusters of old fashioned flowers ornamented the crown. Good sales were reported.

er.

Mrs. E. J. Morison and daughters, Misses
Evelyn P. and Cora S. Morison are guests of
Mrs. S. W. Mathews, Cedar street, for several
weeks.
Mrs. Addie S. Condon has returned from
Seal Harbor, where she spent the winter, for
a visit with her son, Abs T. Condon, on
Bay
View street
Misses Gertrude Coombs and Frances Wylie
arrived last Saturday from St. Joseph Convent
Academy, Portland, to spend the Easter vacation with their parents.

Engaged by Wednesday. B. H. S.f 1914,
presented their class play “Engaged by WedMr. and Mrs. D. A. Dyer have returned to
nesday” in the Colonial Theater last Friday Burnham from a week’s
visit in Portland and
and
enthusiastic
audience, in
evening to a large
Fryeburg, where they visited at the home of
which included a number of B. H. S. alumni as
her brother, Dr. Norman Thurlow.
well as parents, friends and schoolmates. The
John C. Carr has returned to Wilbraham,
class of 1901 inaugurated the custom of senior
to resume his duties as instructor in
dramatics by presenting “His Lordship” at Mass.,
Wilbraham Academy, after spending a week’s
Memorial Hall for the benefit of their graduvacation with his parents in Frankfort.
ating fund, and practically every class has folMiss Wescottof Boston, a trained nurse, arlowed their lead with pleasant and profitable
results. 1914 was the first to stage their pro- rived last Friday morning to assist her sister
duction in the Colonial, and they have every Mrs. Carl H. Stevens, in the care of Mrs. Sarah,
E. Freeman at the Stevens home on Congress
reason to be both pleased ani satisfied with
The play, which was street.
the evening’s work.
coached by Mrs S. A. Parker,was well adapted
Miss Stella McCartney of Bangor, who is emto the needs of the class, and was pleasing in
ployed as a nurse at the Tapley Hospital, will
the
costumes.
ail its details.including
becoming
spend several weeks on a case in Searsmont,
The stage setting was most attractive and j while the hospital is closed in Dr. Tapley’s abmade an effective background for the groups sence.
of the young people in their light gowns. The
Dr. George B. Phelan of Montreal, who has
three acts took place on the lawn between the
| been visiting relatives in Islesboro, left Thurshomes of Arthur Watson and Lucile Pe rsons, ;
day for Ash Point, where he was called prowhose relatives had decided that, after a sepI fessionally, and will return from there to
must
be
aration of seven years, they
“Engaged Montreal.
|
by Wednesday”. Neither liked the idea, and
! Mr. and Mrs. John C. Clement arrived last
while the three friends who accompanied each
from Seal Haibor to visit his parents,
!
of the plotters home from college were mas- Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Clement. Mr. Clement reof
their
host
and
the
|
under
names
querading
! turned to Seal Harbor Monday, Mrs. Clement
hostess, amusing complications arose. MeanI remaining fora longer visit,
fell
love
"in
in
and
Arthur
cog”,
while
Lucile,

j

j

Miss Katherine Peirce has returned to Miss
with each other, aided and abetted by Martin
Henry, "The hired man.” The cast was as ! Wheeler’s school, and Robert W. Peirce to the
Moses Brown school in Providence, R. I., after
follows:
Martin Henry, the laziest man in the country, ! spending vacations with their parents, Hon.
Malcolm Cottrell and Mrs. Albert Peirce, in Frankfort.
Alton Johnson
Arthur Watson,
Charles Ellingwood, Jr., of Winterport while
) Myrle Smith
Jack, )
v Friends of Arthur > Frank Waterman
visiting his brother, Koscoe Ellingwood, in this
Ted,
) Malcolm Vaughan city, was taken seriously ill and removed to
Dick, )
Miss Abigail Persons, a woman of ideas,
the Belfast City Hospital, where he received
Louise limes
Arline Wadlin successful surgical treatment for appendicitis.
Mrs. Watson, a gentle person,
Marie,
) Ida Carle ton
Von Stevens returned to Pittsfield last SatJane, > Friends of Lucile’s Margaret Craig
urday from Troy, where he passed a week
) Marian Hayes
Mabel, )
Agnes Coombs with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. M. V. B.
Lucile Persons.
Mary, Martin Henry’s aunt; cook at the
Mitchell. He was accompanied home by Carl
Ethel Siurtevant
eon’s,
Esther Wiley Myrick of Troy, who passed Sunday in PittsNellie,
Evelyn Richards field.
Betty,
I Myrtle Frost
Tola
Two GyvByBIrving T. Dinsmore will spend the week in
I Clyde Shorey
Dan, )
Mr6. Dinsmore.
Assisted by Misses Jessie Hart, Helen Kit- Rockland, accompanied by
tredge, Esther Wiley, Lewis Glannon, Leroy They are stopping at the Thorndike Hotel.
Coombs, Perley Tibbetts, Milton Stephenson, Miss Ruth Dinsmore will be the guest of her
AlDhonso Ritchie.
cousin, Miss Florence Dinsmore, in Waterville,
As the lazyman,Malcolm Cottrell brought down
during their absence.
the house and both in make up and his acting
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Kotman have arrived
The difficult role ol
were thoroughly enjoyed.
New York for the season to look after
Arthur was well sustained by Alton Johnson, from
vac compieuuu ui tucir new summer uuiue uu
Malcolm
and
Waterman
Frank
Myrle Smith,
the North Shore, Northport, and will be at the
Vaughan were excellent as Arthur’s friendi
the work is in progressand doubles, and Misses Ida Carleton, Mar- Windsor Hotel while
well theii They went to Bangor last Saturday for a short
gare t Craig and Marian Hayes acted
visit with Mrs. Kotman’s relatives.
as the very attractive friends of Lucile

J

parts

personified by Miss Agnes Coombs ic
The elders,
praiseworthy manner.
played by Miss Louise Innis and Miss Arline
Wadlin, were splendid, both as to make-up anc
in the rendition of their lines. Mary, the cook,
taken by Miss Ethel Sturtevant, was very well
done, and Miss Myrtle Frost and Clyde Shore}
played their gypsy parts to perfection. Misses
Esther Wiley and Evelyn Richards were ver}
pleasing, and the other B. H. S. students whc
assisted in making up the various stage pic
tures were a distinct addition to the performwho

a

was

most

The finale of the first act, when the
curtain dropped on the firefly dance, was especially pretty. The ’cello solo and encore,
lr V;
1
sled castings, wagon shoes, axle nuts and
by Miss Gladys Pitcher, between the first and
n. n
were thorough ly enjoyed. During
iw.
brake wheels, grates of all kinds, shafting second acts,
the second act Miss Jessie Hart, in a dainty
iC.p
boxes, collars, couplings, sleeves, pulleys and Japanese kimona, sang “A Japanese Love
APRIL
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SUNDAY,
NEW
ID.
to the insistant encore
gears. It will also make brass and composi- Song,” and in response
12TH.
lr; ,;r‘
of Maine Stein Song,
|
tion castings up to 100 pounds, do jobbing and sang the University
iad an informal
words
the
with
slightly
adapted to apply to
the sch#i°V<
motbers’meeting
In the issue of Apiil 12th, the NEW YORK repairs, and carries Hege rotary mill parts.
the Belfast High and with the chorus by the
iast Friday afternoon from
it.;
SUNDAY HERALD is presenting to the pub- The
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1 Was a
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and
on
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corner
The Stein song was
is
cast.
of
the
foundry
young people
L j,0(lf)
very interesting meeting
lic a feature which it believes is going to be
written by Lincoln R. Colcord of Searsport, U,
attei»ded. Refreshments
This state- Federal streets.
one of g-eateat hits ever made.
of M., ’07. Between the second and third acts
ment refers to the Zotwot series, with story
In noting the im- Alphonso Ritchie pleased his audience by inThe Local Markets.
Kervices will be held at the
81
Bob Dean; His stories are
illustrations
by
and
all taxes remaining unpaid May 1, 1914, that.
strumental solos on four different instruments.
730 t,ormed church to-morrow, Friday,
delightfully whimsical and certainly are second provements in many directions the local mar- The entire performance reflected much credit
Preparatory to communion, they may be published in the annual report.
to the Uncle Remus stories and Alice in
that carry meats, vegetables, etc.,
only
those
standkets,
upon the class and coach, and set a high
k, foiiil-oj ,Ulfcre will be preaching at 2.30
That the overseers of the poor procure the Wonderland. A little girl tella the stories to
**
that deal in sea food, should ard for the years to come. The proceeds were
DSun(ja ec*byoolthe Lord’s Supper. After card system required by the State Board of a grown-up. She opens his eyes to the Zotwots, as well as those
the S unday school Chil^vfill
the Jay-fowl, the Blubberingboo, the Slinks, not be overlooked. From a sanitary point of about $120.
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con cert in the vestry.
the Mukes and the Wot, who iB King of the view, as well as in the stock carried, there has
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officers
bury
Zotwots
^ That
been a great advance over former years. This "Dirigo Grange, Freedom, is in a very flourishOther big features for April 12th will be the
fife Prevention
designated as night watch and their compensaThe goods are
The lecturer has good proDay.
ing condition.
marvellous article by Naulty the Sky may be said of all of them.
fourth
tion be fixed at $2 per day.
•taernor u “'"ea
Rebel; advance photographs of the forthcom- attractively displayed and glass cases are used grams. which are well carried out and all queshas
issued a proclamation
"in.'
That the bid of the Belfast Printing Com- ing Suffrage Pageant; a page of Fashions; an for
many articles. Then we have, what Belfast tions are ably discussed. Four new members
ldayvApril «»> aa^ Maine Fire
to print the report of the city at $1 per article on Botarianism, which is a business has not had until
recently, a wholesale concern, were recently taken in and at the meeting
“ir-.u, " at 1,1 commemoration of the pany
over
the
and
a
vement
m*
sweeping
country,
of llk
Hangur, April 80,1911. A page, exclusive of cover, be accepted for 600 remarkable analysis of the Trial of Christ conveniently located at the foot of Main April 4th two applications were presented.
'“racter has beau designated in
The
for
cover.
no
'■) si,
city
and
charge
copies,
written by a famous woman lawyer.
street, the Frenchboro Land and Fisheries Co.t Saturday, April 11th, there will be an all-day
VlUI,C8 at f*1® present time. In clerk was instructed to have the report printDon’t let the NEW YORK SUNDAY where all kinds of
fresh, salted and smoked meeting. In the forenoon there will be an
d®y Observed ia November
of April 12th fail to be at the head of
wisda,
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*°» lire -I !* ltie anniversary of the great ed by said company.
fish, clams and lobsters, may be had. The plant initiation and in the afternoon the regular
selection of Sunday newspapers.
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“Press mil* ?ll-)ect of this observance ia
IN COMMON COUNCIL.
includes a smoke house for preparing finnan weekly program will be carried out and the
1 *e minda of the
people the
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side Improvement.
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not
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place to get supplies.
shall
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go
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way;
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returned to Stonington
iIer a week’s vacation with her
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^now, Searsport avenue,
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Ducy Leavitt are glad to
^val-scing from her long illness
,Jme with the family last SuntJ*ne in several weeks.
Primary teacher in the
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MUNICIPAL OFFICERS.
The petition of Geo. F. Harriman that
the
Board view his property at the corner of Conand
Hiller
streets-and assess the damgress
ages sustained to his land adjoining the street
and injured by digging for the repairs of the
street in July, 1918, waa read and it was voted
that the municipal officers meet on the
premises Saturday May 2,1914, at 1 p. m., for view
and hearing.
Messrs. C. F. Tootharer, Walter B.

Eugene
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Ralph Heald of Lincoloyilla, who haa been
HLK5UINAL.
employed the past year by Chan. F. Swift, hai
Mrs. Howard L. Whitten is In Boston for a
entered the employ of A. A. Howea A Co, in
a vary critical
Clarence Snyder underwent
visit.
of Fred Andrew*, who is ill.
the Waldo Coun- place
at
for
appendicitis
operation
Mrs. Ashley S. Phinney, who lives on the
Capt. A. C. Batchelder returned Saturday
morning.
ty Hospital Wednesday
Swanville road, brought her husband, the from a business trip to Bsiton.
Board of Trade this,
Special meeting of the
Mrs. Giles Stewart of Rockland was a recent
photographer for the Eastern Illustrating A
o’clock. James H.
Thursday, evening at 7.10
Publishing Co., to bis work last Monday morn- guest of Mrs. W. B. Woodbury.
meeting.
the
Howes will address
ing, and on her return when near the Phoenix
Mrs. Robert Holt of Limerick is visiting her
will give a
The Ladies’ Aid of North Belfast
House the horse became unmanageable and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Rich.
in the church vesentertainment
and
was
Mrs.
thrown
out
of
the
Phinney
wagon,
supper
Miss Bertha Wiley left Tuesday for a visit
to which the pubher head striking on the pavement, cutting a
try, Wednesday, April 16th,
with friends in Lawrence and Dorchester,Mass.
invited.
lic is cordially
gash that required several stitches to dose.
Miss Florence M. Brown is taking a two
have issued She was unconscious when taken up and was
The Waldo Telephone Company
carried to the Waldo County Hospital. She weeks' vacation frcftn Carle & Jones dry goods
the
local
exfor
books
of
the spring edition
for emergency did not regain consciousness until Tuesday store.
change. Read the directions
Mrs. Harold A. Wood and little daughter of
morning, but aside from the cut above menand long-distance calls.
tioned and the shock to her nervous system Portland arrived
ThursSaturday to visit Belfast
the
jail
at
county
held
At a hearing
was not injured.
She was still in the hospital friends.
day, April 2nd, on the sanity of Samuel Phin- yesterday afternoon but was in very good conMisa Margaret L. Keene. Miss Caro G. Hatch
insane and
ney of Morrill he was adjudged
dition.
and Mrs. Leroy M. Webber
at Auwas taken to the State Insane asylum
spent Friday in
Poor's Mills. Mrs. M. O. Wilson returned Waterville.
gusta by train that afternoon by Frank Curweek
a
two
weeks’
visit
in
home
last
from
BosHerbert Mixer of Stockton Springs has acrier and Roland Woodbury, selectmen of Morton and vicinity_Mrs. Elsie Banks is still
cepted a position as draughtsman with the
rill.
very ill.... Mrs. Rhoda Page is sick with pneuThe first ball game of the season took place monia_Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Payson’s little Mount Waldo Granite Works.
Miss M. Alice Pitcher of Lincolnville was in
late Tuesday afternoon in Post Office square.
girl is quite sick with indigestion at this writBel fast Wednesday en route to Islesboro where
It was wet and muddy underfoot, and a mixing.... Lloyd H. the little son of Mr. and Mrs.
ture of snow and rain was falling, but the kids O. L. Wentworth entertained several of his she will continue her teaching.
seemed to enjoy it and made most as much little friends April 6th, from 4 to 6 o’clock in
Miss Louise Morse of Belmont is living in
noise as at a game to which admittance is honor of his sixth birthday. A
birthday cake the family of Superintendent W. B. Woodbury
charged.
and ice cream were served. Easter decorations and attending school in Grade Nine.
The Saturday Auction Club was entertained were used. The host was the recipient of
Mrs. D. B. Phelan returned home
Friday
several presents....A number of Grangers from a ten
last week by Miss Clara B. Keating and a
days' visit with her daughter, Mrs.
Mrs.
Elon
B.
from this place attended the Waldo Pomona Bowdoin N.
pleasant afternoon was spent.
in
Pendleton, Islesboro.
Gilchrest held the highest score. The Club Grange at Seaside Grange last Tuesday....
Mr. Charles E. Bicknell of Rockland was
will be entertained next Saturday at I o’clock Henry Wentworth is cutting wood with his encalled to Belfast Friday by the serious illness
by Miss Gladys Pitcher and Misa Marian Hazel- gine for the neighbors-Delbert Rolerson is of his mother, Mrs. Sarah E. Freeman.
former.
the
this
of
a
lot
of
season.
home
the
at
making quite
maple syrup
tine,
Freeman W. Batchelder, who has been emMiss Ferguson's Millinery Opening. Last
Mrs. Clement W. Wescott entertained a few
ployed inStonington during the winter months
friends of her mother, Mrs. B. C. Dinsmore, at Saturday Miss Louisa H. Ferguson, assisted by has returned to his
home in Frankfort.
The table decora- Mrs. B. H. Conant and Miss Mabel Townsend,
a course lunch last Friday.
William C. Crawford of Allston, Mass., artions were red tulips and the favors Easter displayed the latest novelties in bats and trimrived last week for a short visit with his mothnovelties. Whist was enjoyed during the mings, many of them imported and from the
er, Mrs. Sarah A. Crawford. Miller street.
afternoon. Miss Sarah R. Gardiner won the New York market. The Rembrant bats and

i 7.--and Franklin on Court; beyond Waldo avenue
on Mainbeyond Bridge on Waldo avenue; beyond PrimThe regular meeting of the city government
rose on Upper High;
beyond Wuahington on
was held Monday evening, April 6th, Mayor
Robert F. Dunton presiding, with a full board Bridge; below the foot of Hiller on Water
of aldermen and one abeent from the council— street and beyond the dump on Water street.
order waa read and passed in the
Board
Payson. The following roll of accounts waa The
of Aldermen.
read and

city
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ance.

Fred A. Seward is spending
mother in Pittsfield.

a

week with hi*

Marthon Doak waa at home
from the University of Maine.

over

Sunday

Albert Everett baa returned from New
York,
where he was employed the past winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert S. Morey left Monday
for a week's visit in Boston and vicinity.
Miss Marjory Coombe from Camden is the
guest of her sister. Miss Agnes Coombe.
Dustin Cunningham of Natick, Mass., is
spending the week with Belfast relatives.
Mrs. Ada L. Wildes returned Friday from a
few weeks' visit with relatives in Waterville.

Harry Colby has sold hij restaurant on Elm
street, Camden, to James Brown of Medford,
Mass.
a

Harry Upton, a student at Colby College, is
guest at the home of Capt. and Mrs. J. O.

Hayes.
Fred E. Smythe of Boston spent Sunday
with Belfast relatives. He returned to Boston

Monday.
Mir. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe are in New York
business and expect to come here for over

on

Sunday.
Miss Jennie M. Miller is spending a few
weeks with Dr. and Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore in
Thorndike.
Mrs. H. H. Johnson arrived from Portland
last night to visit her daughter, Mrs. Frank R.
Woodcock.
Mrs. Edward Fit tcher made a trip to Union
last week to visit Mr. Fletcher, who is now

improving rapidly.
Mrs. A. C. Morse of Camden returned home
a few days’ visit with her sister,
Mrs. Frank I. Wilson.

Monday from

SU Mrs* Lewis F. Gannon and son Alfred were
Houlton the past week, guests of her
father, Mr. Daniel Astle.f

n

_D.l_*

U

XT

1 ast Saturday to visit her sister, Mrs. Ciarenct
Fuller who is seriously ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward R. Pierce left Tuesday
for a visit in Chicago, and also expect to visit
in Cincinnati and New York.
Sarah Rogers of Waterville was called
last Thursday by the death of her
granddaughter, Ruth E. Stevens.
Mrs.

to Belfast

Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Carpenter of Castine
will leave today, Thursday, for Boston, tc join
a Raymond excursion to Bermuda.
Mrs. Ernest C. Milton who was recently
on at the Waldo County Hospital, returned to her home on Congress street last

operated
Friday.

Mr. Amos J. King of Cleveland, Ohio, who
has recently been in Canada on businesses expected to spend Easter with his fiance, Miss
Cora S. Morison.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rogers of Knox and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rogers if Searsport were
in Belfast Sunday to attend the funeral of
Miss Ruth E. Stevens.

W. H. Hooper

Mrs.

urday
came

carne co

Belfast last Sat-

daughter Marguerite, who
Camden to spend the Easter r.cess

to meet her
from

at her home in

Castine.

Charles E. Owen and Miss Georgre.
Blake returned Monday from a visit with Rev
and Mrs. David L. Wilson at the Central Congregational parsonage in Bath.
Mrs.

Miss Marian Pendleton of Islesboro an'd Miss
Elizabeth Carpenter of Castine were in Belfast:

Monday,

the former

and the latter to
Miss

Monday

on

her way to

Wellesley

Smith’s College.

Beulah F. Philbrook was in Belfast
on her way to Islesboro from Brewer,

where she
her duties

spent
as

a

two weeks’

principal

of the

vacation from
Islesboro High

schooh
Miss Ava Whitney of Bucksport visited her
mother, Mrs. Thomas Gannon, in Belfast recently when on her way to West Pownal,where
she has a position in the school for feeble

minded.
Mrs. Eugene L. Stevens of Belfast is here
for a visit with her sister, Mrs. George F. Reynolds, of the Eastern promenade, and is being
cordially greeted by her many friends.—Port-

land Press.

“The Message from the Cross,” a Lenten
Cantata by Will C. Macfarlane, Portland’s mu-

nicipal organist, was given in the City Hall
auditorium last Sunday afternoon by members
of the Choral Art Society Festival Chorus,
Rossini Club, choir members and others, under the composer’s direction. The soloists included Mr. and Mrs. Ernest J. Hill, who were
recently heard in Belfast with so much pleasure, and Mrs. William N. Todd was a member
of the chorus.
M.

N.

of National

W.

LILLIAN

MRS.
President
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Vice President ot World's

C

l. U. and
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Union, Dies at Her Home in Portland.
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Stevens, president of the Women’s Christian
Temperance union, died Monday. She had
been ill for several weeks with kidney trouble.
Mrs. Stevens, who was born in Dover, Maine
years ago, continued to the last the tem-

70

perance work to which she had devoted most
of her life. Her mind remained clear and late
last week she was able to dictate correspondence in connection with the work of her office.
With her when the end came were her husband*
Michael Stevens; her daughter, Mr Gertrude
S. Leavitt of this city, and Miss Anna Gordon
of Evansville, vice president of the National
W. C. T.U.

George Hussey, Sr., who came from London
Eng., last summer to visit relatives in Belfast
will return home April 28th, accompanied by
his son,George Hussey, Jr., who has been employed for several years in the Mathews Mill,
It would require a volume to record the acand by Mrs. Sarah Milton, who has been living
tivities of Mrs. Stevens in the temperance
in this city with her son, Ernest C. Milton.
cause, to which her life was devoted.
MemMr, George A. Quimby received news Tues- bers of the W.C. T. U. feel that her death,
now
that
the
for
national
campaign
prohibition
day that his son-in-law, Mr. Charles Chipman
is a distinct
j is being waged in
Pineo, who has been at Matanzas, Cuba, has blow to their cau.se.Washington,
The work will be conbeen promoted to joint manager of the branch tinued by others,but the enthusiasm and energy
which Mrs. Stevens put into the tight will be
of the Royal Bank of Canada at Havana and
sorely missed.
is to assume his duties there April 10th.
Gov. Haines, when informed of Mrs. StevAside from the promotion the change is a very ens’ death said:
“Mrs. Stevens has rendered a greater ser
as
Havpleasant one for Mr. and Mrs. Pineo.
vice to man kind than any woman who ever
ana is now an up-to-date city and a desirable
lived in Maine with possibly one exception
place of residence.
Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe, and I think the
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Frost, who spent the win- greatest set vice of any woman of this day and
generation. She was a woman of intellect,
ter in Fruitland Park, Florida, arrived home
moral and physical strength.
*‘I have ordered the flag at half staff ic.
April 1st, a day earlier than scheduled. They
made the trip bv steamer with the exception recognition of the respect in which 1 Know
this great woman was held by all the people
of the short run by train from Providence, R.
to Boston. They had good weather on the
homeward journey with the exception of a
slight rain when in Savannah. Mr. Frost is a
successful gardener and had radishes and other
vegetables of his own raising in Fruitland, but
failed with his lettuce crop.

I.,

Miss R. T. Newell arrived home Saturday
from Daytona, Fla., where she spent the winter in charge of the telegraph office at Hotel

Despland. She

was entertained at dinner by
J. W. Fiederick the Sunday before leaving for home. The Frederick's and hi isa Owen
will remain through April.
In Jacksonville
Miss Newell met E. J. Morison, who kindly
showed her many of Jacksonville’s b> auties.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Clements and Miss Georgia
Ford of Searsport will return north soon.

Mrs.

of

Maine.”

OAK HILL, (Swanville.)
Mrs. A. S. Damm and Mrs. C. R. Nickerson
and Master Milton were recent guests of Mrs.
F. P. Webb....Mrs. Isaac Seekins is on the
sick list....Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Peavey of
Belfast were recent guests of E. C.
Peavey
and family. .Mrs. BerthaBurdeenof Thomaston is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mra.
Levi
Seekins-Mrs. R. N. Brown is in very poor
health and her daughter, Mrs. Leon Merrithew
of Searsport, is caring for her_Mrs. F. P.
Webb was the guest of Mrs. W. E. Damm one
day the past week-Mr. Green of
has

Rockport
bought Levi Seekins’ farm and will tuke

possession at once-Mr. F. J. Webb
Monroe on business April 6th.

was

ia

A Talk

Belfast.

on

Something of Its History from Its First
Settlement. Its Ups and Downs Com
merdaily. Its Natural Advantages. What
May be Done by the Board of Trade, and
the Citizens ,to Make It a Bigger, Better,
Busier Belfast.
of Mr. E. R. Pierce before the BetTAddress
1
fast Board of Trade March 27,19X4.]

Mr. President, Gentlemen of The Belfast Board of Trade:
When I was asked to speak before you
this evening, or some other evening, I
being a Yankee promptly asked in return what they wanted me to talk about,
and how long?
They allowed that they wanted a talk
Belfast, the growing city.
on Belfast.
What can we do to improve its growth
through the Belfast Board of Trade, or
otherwise? Talk as long as you wish.
Now I submit to you that at first
thought it would seem as though anybody ought to feel that he was getting
an easy lay out for a talk from that list.
It

certainly

seems as

though anybody

could talk for an hour or two about Belfast. Its beautiful location beside the
a._.C

An/int

I nn/U/\olrnri

Kon

the entire Atlantic coast; its wonderful trees shading its streets; its perfect
examples of Colonial architecture; the
matchless views of ocean and lake, of
mountain, hill and vale which are waittake
ing to entrance the visitor who shall
the time to ride in and about “Belfast
on

the Beautiful.”
To talk about all that is easy indeed.
It has been the talk of townspeople for
nearly a century and a half.
For a century, at least, the citizens of
Belfast have been sure that it is the
for a great city that
very finest location
Maine possesses. You and I believe so
today.
The location i3 right, the harbor is
our
right, it is almost at the center of
farmgreat coast line; we have a great
ing country to the north, east and west,
the
we have now, and always have had,
best landlocked harbor on the Atlantic
coast, if not in the world. Nature’s
Great Creator gave in unstinted quantity
the conditions needed for a great city
when He laid down the present territory
we call Belfast.
When the State of Maine was incorporated in 1820, Belfast was one of the
largest and smartest places in Maine. It
was about half as large in population as
it is today. It was almost twice the
population of Bangor at that time. Rockland was then a portion of Thomaston,
which was then about the same size in
population with Belfast. The cities and
towns now called Auburn, Lewiston,
Minot and Poland all combined had a
then just about equal to the

population

Scratched
40 Vear§
Used D. D. D.»
All Itching Gone!
This is the actual experience of Anne
Croman. Santa Rosa, Cal., with the wonderful 11. D. D. Prescription.
D D D. is the proven Eczema Cure
the mild wash that gives instant relief
in all forms of skin trouble.
Cleanses the skin of all Impurities—
washes away blotches and pimples,
leaving the skin as smooth and healthy
as that of a child.
Get a 50c bottle of this wonderful
Eczema Cure today and keep it in the

h°We' know

that D. D. D.

will do all that

la claimed for it

Wm. O. Poor & Son, Druggists,

was

conflagration which

This evacuation ended the first spasm our beautiful city,
our size will compare
of growth for Belfast. Before taking in comparison with
favorably in point of loss with any this
up the second period I want to tell how
Belfast came by its name
Mitchell, country has ever had. thousand dollars
Nearly four hundred
who had the argument with Miller in reof property was destroyed, comgard to the location of the village that worth
to be, came from Londonderry county and he proposed to have it called Londonderry. Miller was born at Belfast,
Antrim county, Ireland, and he proposed
that the village should be called Belfast,
not only because he was born there, but
because Belfast was on a bay shaped like
The argument grew fierce;
this one.

interested, sides were
the choice, (nine
or ten families for each name) that it
was finally decided that the decision
should be made by choosing sides and
tossing a penny. Mitchell chose heads,
everybody
taken, but

was
so even was

Miller the reverse, the penny was tossed
by a third party and Miller won. Belfast was growing.
The war scare which sent all the inhabitants of Belfast off to the woods
lasted several years for all but Miller
and some two or three other families. It
was not until 1786 that enough of the
families got back here to hold a town
meeting, and then there were only fourteen families here. But Belfast was
bound to grow. In 1790 the census gave
245 people. Miller came back to see bis
west side of the bay grow to a great
town. Mitchell did not come back. Perhaps if he had the story would be different.
From 1790 to 1860 each ten yean census gave evidence of the growth in popu-

there was one poor old

COE FERTILIZERS
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that time.
Here in about eight years, the people
of Belfast lost by fire about six hundred
thousand dollars, and on top of that had
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:hieve3. They fought themselves so suc:essfully that strangers who went to
Chattanooga to investigate her natural
idvantages very soon discovered that to

Minutes Mean Dollars
IH

TREATING

ANIMALS

Doubtless you know the danger of delayed treatment
of collo and other diseases. You also realize that
wrongly applied remedies are often worse than no
treatment at alL In other words, not to diagnose
a illinr accurately may prove fatal. Every owner
should be able to recognize an ailment and give
correct treatment at the first symptoms. Prompt
action is the great secret
of treating horses.
Minutes mean dollara.
Of course proper treatment la always necessary.
That la Just how Humphreys* 600 page Veterinary
Manual will prove ao valuable to you. It la by
F. Humphreys, M D., V.S.,
and teaches how to diagnose and give proper
treatment.

A. B. STANTIAL, Belfast, is
tive for Western Maine.
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You

probably

are

surprised therefore that
goods” are being offered

as

THE

COE-MORTIMER WORKS at Belfast.
is
one
of the largest and best equipped fertilizei
Me.,
in
New England. It is under the able man
factories
agement of Mr. M. L. Slugg, one of the most expert
fertilizer makers in the industry.

you.
We have occasional calls for low grade or cheap
orders.
fertilizers, ourselves. We always refuse the

buy.

only

one

general representa

not

imitations and “nearly

We sell

|
j

past fifty-seven years.

grade—the highest.

Fertilizers with many imitations
Imitation is recommendation.

are

Superior facilities, superior management, superior

the best to

materials in the goods, all combine to furnish superior
fertilizers and superior service.
-.„
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________

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, 51 Chambers St., NEW YORK CITY
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speak before you, so I will only just mention a few things to be done and suggest
how they might be done.
a big family row.
Make your slogan “Get together; Keep
Large employers of labor are very particular about such things. What individ- together; work together;” for what the
ual, living in a town, will intentionally majority want to do to build the bigger,
into a quar- better, busier, booming Belfast we all
move himself and his family
want.
Have every move of the Board
relsome locality?
of Trade and of the citizens of town generally be toward the glory and honor and
uplift of Belfast.
Any one who does not agree with this
is better off out of growing Belfast than
in it.
“Getting together” means more than
turning out to an occasional dinner, or
coming to a Board of Trade smoker once
When some one comes to
in a while.
someyour place of business and calls for
thing that you do not happen to have in
stock, don’t tell him that you have not
in
any idea, “doubt if it can be found
town,” when you know full well that
just what the customer wants is in town
and just where it can be found.
The get together man will not only tell
where it can be found but will say a
word for the other fellow.
good
•
Getting together means cooperation all
the way along the business lines of your

j

scood when other young men who had
men i
grown up here united with young
who came to us from the outside world.
united to Doom
now

oeudoi.

Deauuiui
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man living in Belfast has a moral right
to say that the Board of Trade can do
nothing for him, or his.
When you improve conditions here in
Belfast, the fact is to reach every man

residing within its borders.

The unskilled laborer whose trade is in
the use of the most common tools may
be, and probably is, the master of his
trade. He might not be prop-

particular
erly considered

as

interested in

a

Cham-

ber of Commerce, but he is vitally interested in the work of a Board of Trade.
The families of Belfast are what make
The more interested in the
it Belfast.
growth of Belfast are her families ihe
quicker will Belfast rise out of her depression and come to her own.

I sometimes think of a story I recently
read that seems to me to apply to towns
of
as well as to the Georgia Cracker
whom it was told. A stranger riding
through Georgia came to a spot that was
attractive.

me

particularly
the road stood a typical southern cabin.
The stranger was surprised to see perched up against the side of the cabin a big,
fat, white man, so be drove up and acThe man did not seem to
costed him.
be very communicative at first, but a cisoon they
gar softened the way a bit and
“Well, how are
were talking freely.
things going with you?” queried the
stranger. ‘Tine,” was the reply. “See
that bush clearing over yonder stranger?”
“Yes.” “See that tree clearing the other
side of the
patch?” “Yes. What

potato

uj

about them?” “Well stranger, one day
last spring the lightning struck the bush
and burned that out. This summer a cyclone twister struck that wood clearing
and cleared it out to a tree smoother than
I could do it. Cut it down and cleared it
out.” “Well, what do you expect next?”
said the traveller. "What are you doing
now?” “Oh nothing much. Just waiting
for an earthquake to come along and turn
’Twill save digup that potato patch.
ging them.”
Belfast has bad the tires that have
cleared up her bush to' the extent of
nearly three quarters of a million dollars
worth. She has bad a cyclone twister in
the bitter feuds of recent and other years
that have cut down her population in fifteen years all that was gained in seventy
years and wiped out a quarter of a million dollars of her estates, and now, the
Belfast Board of Trade has come as an
earthquake to turn up the potatoes.
But it is up to the citizens of Belfast
to do the rumbling and gather in the
crops the Board of Trade unearths.
From meeting to meeting in the immediate future others who are better
qualified than I to give details of what
the Board of Trade will try to do will
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When New York, or Boston, or Chicago or any other of the cities want the
trade of a given community they arrange
to send their Board of Trade and Chamber of Commerce members to those
places and they tell them that they want
their trade and what they have to offer

a.

d. m..
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CORNER CHURCH AND BRIDGE
Telephone connection
AMERICAN CENTRAL
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UR An

St. Louis, Mo
Assets December 31. 19
Mortgage loans
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.

I

Interest and rents.

J

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.
I

Admitted assets.
Liabilities December 31, 1913
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
('ash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities

<

liabilities and surplus...
Under date of March 5, 1914, 0
ers voted to transfer $1,000,100 fr
Total

tal account to the surplus account
FIELD &QUIMBY
3wl4
Bel fa.-1 Mi*

j

THE FIDELITY AND CASUAL 1 Vu
of New York, 92-94 Liberty S\
Cedar St., New York City

Assets December 31, 191
estate. $
and bonds.
; Cash in office and bark.
Agents’ balances.
; Real

i Stocks

;

Interest and rents.

! All other assets.
I

___-

Gross

j

j

Deduct items not admitted.

Admitted assets.t
Liabilities December 31, 1913

! Net
;

assets.$l W*-'.®:

unpaid

unearned

losses.t

1

premiums.

j

All other liabilities.
Cash capital.

:

Surplus

over

all liabilities-

Total liabilities and surplus... $
! JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agent3wl4

UNITED STATES FIDELITY
GUARANTY

>

I*

'1

Baltimore, Maryland.
JOHN R BLAND. Presnl
Assets December 31, 1'.'
Real estate. »
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stooks and bonds.
Cash in office and in bank.

Agents’

\

balances.

Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

it be
Greater Belfast! Where
found right now, and how? Draw a
straight line from the center of Post
Office Sqaare out into the country 15 1-2
miles and then complete a circle and you

It seems to
she lost that trade heavily.
be worth while to get outside in the
habit of coming back here again.

hours -l1)
7 to 8

j

can

will have an area inclosed of 764 square
miles in extent, or an area larger than
that of Waldo county.
Within the area of Waldo county there
are 26 towns and the City of Belfast.
The population of the county outside of
Belfast is approximately 20 or 25 thousand people, mostly farmers.
When Belfast wsb booming we had
their trade; as Belfast boomed backward

Ofite

the boy or girl raising the
largest crop from a measured area, provided the product was marketed in Bel-

cash

the early ! fast.
Make Waldo county the basis of Greatthat illus| trates the idea. About the time that I er Belfast. But we need manufacturers
lines are best
specie payment was to be resumed after here. First decide what
the war, the manufacturers of the high- j suited to our locality. Then buy Dodge
: est
grades of foot wear found that prices reports and employ the Clipping Bureau
! were down so low that it was useless to Service to get in touch with the men in
desire to change
attempt to do business unless some ar- j those lines who may
for this place
rangement could be made to steady their location. It is better
reliable conprices. The worst feature of the case j to have 20 or 50 small hut
three or ; cerns employing twenty to forty people
| was the fact that there were
four New York concerns who were so ?ach than one big concern employing a
'■
thousand, or two employing the same.
\ situated that they could produce a trifle
Our banks can easily finance 50 or 100
j cheaper than any of the others and they small
manufacturers while it would be
; were disposed to drive the others.
for them, even under the new
I
Finally there was a get-together meet- j mpossible
to finance properly the
law,
banking
all
and
at
Boston
called
practically
ing
can
j the fine shoe manufacturers were repre- j very big single concerns. Belfast
j sented at the meeting. The New York- rasily become a tobacco growing center.
It is clearly within the province of the
ers were not disposed to give up what ;
Board of Trade to encourage this very
they thought was their advantage, and | orofitable industry among the farmers of
the meeting was fast getting into a
greater Belfast.
stormy mood when a big, fine looking
It takes money to get money. This
He made a speech
man got the floor.
Board of Trade can do much if the citiHe
that fairly electrified all hands.
sens of Belfast will come with the little
pointed out to the New Yorkers their
land who have made such a big start,
error and at the end of his talk three of
rhe very best way to help is to first bethe four who had been holding things
:ome a member, then a worker, a chamdown gave in. But one of the lot got to
jion of Belfast.
his feet and in a rage denounced the
You will not get a cash dividend back
speaker as an interloper; as nothing but
n
three months, perhaps, but if you
the
a maker of what they called scrods,
were satisfied that Belfast would have
cheapest, meanest kind of brogans for :en thousand inhabitants in five years
the Negro trade.
with all that would mean in bigger marNo sooner had he taken his seat than cets, better assortments of goods to seclamorwere
the entire Lynn delegation
ed from, possibly even lower prices
than now, wouldn’t you willingly give
ing for recognition. One was recognizallethe
denies
ed.
“Gentlemen, Lynn
it'teen dollars and pay it on the installnent plan?
That is about what the
gations and aspersions of the gentleman
from New York. The gentleman who
Board of Trade believe they can do with
has so fully and clearly stated our positour help.
tion is one of Lynn’s honored business
To the Board of Trade I would say,
A manufacturer of shoes that
men.
that as soon as you can possibly see your
call
seconds;
possibly most of us might
way clear to do so, hire your present
but, gentlemen, they are strictly first j lecretary away ftom his present daily
in
made
are
Lynn,
class seconds. They
j work and have him permanently at the
Therefore they must be first class.
| lecretary’s work.
A good secretary is
It is time for Belfasters to be getting ; worth everything to a Board of Trade,
Belthat
thing
idea
any
in
the
[f the present secretary wont leave the
together
fast produces, even its seconds, are first
jank for the place, find some clear headclass seconds.
id man who will take it.
cacn
witn
It is Cordial cooperation
oeiiasi nas natural cuivaiaagco auxsame
the
in
other, even with competitors
icient to build upon them a great city. I
No
success.
business, that brings
lave intimated quite strongly why she is
can possibly have all the
one of you
lot so now.
It is up to you, business
trade in your line if there is one other
lien of Belfast, to make for her and yoursame
the
goods.
handling
lelves a fortune in a growing beautiful
IF there is not enough for two, the ielfast. Will you do it? Other cities
out
thing to do is to either for one to get
vith less to work upon have pooled their
of that line, or both of you work togeththeir ambition, their time, and
itrength,
here
I
er for a big increase of population
inally their money,and have won. They
both
and
in
can
o that you both
stay
What has
vere no more able than you.
make a dollar. And the way to do that >een done can be done again. It is up to
is to join the Belfast Board of Trade and
rou, and to no one else. Gentlemen, I
work for yourselves and all the other thank you for your kind attention.
fellows at the same time. It will do you

Lynn shoe manufacturer in
days of the industry in Lynn

Chas. F. Swift’s,
Temple.

Get together men insist upon it that
the business men of their town are the
squarest, fairest, most reliable business
men on
top of the earth. While they
may not be the biggest in the world they
are just the best so far as they go.
mere

-===W

j

town.

j

l

inducement tor that trade.
With the exception of three towns :n
Waldo county the average distance from
Belfast is only a trifle over 13 miles.
More than half of the 25 towns are less
than fourteen miles irom here and most
of them should find this the easiest market.
This Board of Trade should arrange to
have meetings in practically every one
of these 25 towns to cultivate a better
feeling toward Belfast.
For the best line, bn Iht
l
But before this is done positive arquart or bushel, go to
rangements should be made with one, or
more, high grade commission houses in
Boston, and possibly New York, to have
a buyer from their house at Belfast at
least during the fall and winter seasons.
Masonic
This firm, or firms shouid have a representative go with the Board of Trade as
it visits these long neglected hamlets.
The Board of Trade should stand ready
to act as an arbitrator in case of misunderstanding between buyer and seller.
Our Board of Trade members who
have to make these visits should get
some of the big mail order house catalogues and show to the farmers in sever- Announces that he has limited hA -r.J
to diseases of the
al instances where they could buy in Bel- i
fast as cheap and often cheaper for the
ome lines than
same quality of goods in
of the mail order house, if goods were
ordered in the same way. That is, cash
with order.
Here, also, the Board of
AND RtfRAGTION.
Trade could stand as arbitrator in case
as

settle in Chattanooga was to settle themselves in the midst of what amounted to

j

The reason is largely the same that
has held Belfast Dack from her rightful
position as one of the larger leading
flties in Maine.
Chattanooga, (like Belfast, has permitted herself to spend a large portion
of her energy in argument over petty
personal matters, and in time theso be:ame so bitter there could be hardly
found one business man in the town who
lid not have the appearance of believing
Chat he was the only really honest man

QUALITY

They are sold locally by Messrs. JACKSON & j
HALL, Belfast, Me., THE A. If. CHASE COMPANY, 1
Brooks, Me. E. A. CARPENTER, Brooks, Me., (general representative for Central Maine and Aroostook
County.

Brandy

the

[

Atlanta.
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FRANK COE FERTILIZERS are always
found in the hands of hrst-class reliable people.

United
Every progressive farmer in the Eastern
record that E.
States is familiar with the wonderful
themselves
tor
made
during
have
Frank Coe

is, How can it be done?
question
„.,a f- ,1,.
It is not for me to attempt in any diethe east to the Mississippi River.
But tatoriai way to indicate the road that
Chattanooga did not grow much in pop-1 must be followed. But perhaps, having
ulation, or influence. Her magnificent I listened to the story of the former growth
mountain scenery, her splendid Tennes- of Belfast,you may be willing to listen to
The first thing, of
a few suggestions.
see River, all the great level valley lands,
rich as land need be, the finest grades of course, is for a larger number of us to
iron ore in unlimited quantities within get into line with these ambitious, widethe limits of the town, or near by; natu- awake men who want to improve things
ral resources beyond, far beyond, .hose here. They may not do everything just
of any other town south of Mason and as one of us might do it, but they are
Dixon's line. Yet she did not grow.
begging of you who are not members of
Since the war closed Birmingham and the Belfast Board of Trade to become
Ainsley with far less natujwl advantages so. They feel that they need your help,
have grown from a waste tract of land your attendance at these meetings to adto great cities.
From 1900 to 1910 Bir- vise with the officers and committees, to
mingham grew from a city of less than show by your membership and your presforty thousand in 1900 to one of about ence that you do really belong to Belone hundred and forty thousand in 1910.
fast; that you have a pride in your beauChattanooga in the same time, with tiful home town; that you have an interabout the same population in 1900, and est in your own personal welfare and
No
the betterment of your conditions.
with far
natural

advantages,
greater
gained only fourteen thousand.
At the last censusBirmingham had a total valuation of 247million,Chattanooga 70
million.
Birmingham had a net debt of
(3,800,000, Chattanooga only half a million less.
Birmingham assessed a tax of
(1-00 per thousand on a 35 per cent valuation, Chattanooga $3.40 per thousand on
a forty per cent valuation.
Now there must be some underlying
reason why Chattanooga,J with all the
natural advantages in her favor, and a
good sized, fully equipped town in good
running order at the close of the war,
should be so completely outstripped in
the race for business by Birmingham and

FIFTY-FIVE YEARS

F.

Probably the most remarkable tribute ever paid
line of
to the uniformly superior quality of any one
fertilizers is the present offering of numerous fertilizers
said to be “just as good as E. Frank Coe Brands.

Whenever in the past tne citizens of
Belfast have stopped fighting among
themselves long enough to attend to
building up Belfast, Belfast has gone
Just as
forward in bounds and leaps.
things
long as we permit petty personalour
enand peanut politics to absorb all
ergies, just so long will Belfast continue
folon the road she has so conspicuously
turing plants last year turned out over
to year since 1890 until
50 million dollars worth of goods. At the lowed from year
that road has led
And_
recently.
quite
last census her valuation was almost 300
of risus down from a population in 1890
milher
net
debt
about
six
million,
only
and a quarter thousand and a
lions and her tax rate $1.25 per thous- ing five
valuation of three million dollars, to a
and, on a 60 per cent valuation.
above the forty five hunThat is what working together for At- population just
and a Joss in valuation runlanta with “Peachtree street where the dred mark,
the hundreds of thousands of
water flows into the Atlantic from one ning into
About one quarter of a million
side and the Gulf of Mexico on the dollars
in 1890. Our population
other” as one slogan, and “Gdt together, less in 1904 than
Acfrom 1900 to 1910, however.
stay together, then work for Atlanta grew
the census reports our popuwith the majority, or get out of Atlan- cording to
lation in 1910 had increased over that of
ta,” for another has done for Atlanta 1900
by three persons
in less than fifty years.
Gentlemen,
It is under these conditions that the
what has Belfast done in fifty years?
At the time Atlanta was started, Chat- Belfast Board of Trade has come into
tanooga, only a few hours ride away, was being. It is a movement of our young
business men to place Belfast where she
a good-sized city of fifteen or twenty
thousand in the city proper and suburban was intended to be placed, and where she
towns conmcted. Chattanooga had what
Atlanta did not have,—the finest coal
and iron mines in the entire South, a
number of manufacturers already established, a through line from the North to

FARMERS’ STANDARD FOR OVER

I-

log

pletely wiped out

assessed themselves with a sum which
eventually amounted to a half million
This in a litmore to build the railroad.
tle city whose total valuation in 1860
was only a million eight hundred thousand dollars! There was a display of ambition for growth seldom, if ever,
equalled in Meine.
But our people took up the burden
with a determination to see it through,
and for many years very nearly maintained the population up to the high-water mark. Our people worked together
with a will to meet their obligations fnljy
and to hold our own, if we could not gain
Some new business was
in population.
brought here and in spite of the tremendous handicap I have shown the population actually increased in the decade from
1870 to 1880. This was the third epasm
of growing in Belfast.
Now comes the fourth, and a sad tale
it is. From 1880 to 1890 Belfast held her
any vanation,
population with hardly
but about the middle of the next census
period (1890 to 1900), another feud broke
out here, largely fostered by politicians,
that not only stopped the growth of the
city in population until very recently,but

BUSINESS

A TRIBUTE TO

tn

sailing

was

through

At times cabin left among the residences and three
the growth was phenomenal for those or four public buildings.
The war was soon over after that and
days. From 1830 to 1840 the town grew
over 300 per cent, or from a population the former owners of homes gathered to
of 1370 to 4131. In 1860 we had over see what they could do. They had no
5500.
money to amount to anything, their cro|)s
Belfast was growing in those days. had been gathered by Sherman for his
Belfast was a factor in Maine affairs. troops, and what he did not need he
In 1844 Hugh J. Anderson of Belfast destroyed. Their slaves had been confisIn 1863 William G. Cros- cated and then set free. It was a gloomy,
was Governor.
by of Belfast was elected Governor of disheartened little body of men who met
Maine. With the sole exception of Ban- that day to finally determine what should
__Deifnst
a a
fka nnlv fnwn in t.hr>
be done.
To many it seemed as though
State to furnish a different man as presi- it was an impossible task to rebuild their
dent of the State Senate, two or more homes and avain become a flourishing
town.
times, between 1820 and 1860.
There was much talk of giving up and
But there was another side to the
this
to
going to Chattanooga, which was not
question of Belfast’s hiBtory up
for
one
you much injured by the troops, but there
time, and a most important
members of the Belfast Board of Trade was one little lot of those men who would
to consider, and one that every citizen of not listen to any surrender to the fate
Belfast who has her interests, or their that had been thrU3t upon them.
“What have we to start with?” cried
own personal interests, at heart should
some. “What have we?” said someone in
ponder deeply and seriously.
Belfast grew very slowly during the reply.
“Why Bir, we have Peachtree
thirty years after the return from the Street, We have all the land that burned
The
woods of some of the families.
Why, sir, we
up Atlanta rested on.
growth at first was practically that of have what no other town in all the gloold
The
We have
can
have.
here.
the few families
argu- rious South has, or
ments between factions took on new the only street in the South from which
phases and little by little the East side the rains from heaven run to the Atlanmembers began to differ among them- tic ocean from its east side and into the
selves. After a few years new people Gulf of Mexico from the other side.
began to come here to settle. Most of Sir, we are the natural distributing point
these new people were from other sec- for the whole South. The Almighty detions than those represented by the first creed it when He created the earth, and
settlers, and most of them settled on our forefathers proved it when they
We would be
this West side of the river and by 1792 built Peachtree street.
the East aiders had to recognize the flying in the face of Providence to desert
for
northern
for
to
the
ail
calls
Atlanta.
Go
in
West aiders
meetings
people and
tell them what we have got; they are
the town.
The new settlers were mostly Scotch- traders, they must furnish us with our
Irish Presbyterians and took to argument goods at first, and they need a distribas ducks take to water.
uting center. Where in all the South
It was not a great while before the can such another point of vantage be
If we work together, without
factions got into a heated controversy found?
over building a
church; a controversy ceasing, for the good of Atlanta in a few
which developed into what we should call years we will have a growing town again.
The men of the North have money,
a row between the east and west sides of
we must get them here,
we must meet
the town.
a
meetthem in peace and with all the power of
It ended in each side building
ing house and in a equable that created southern h spitality, we must work with
feuds that have hardly died out to this them hand in band, if we want to build
up Atlanta.”
day.
And the counsel prevailed.
What is
While these partizan fights were going
Atlanta today has a populaon the growth was small, and what there the result?
tion of 200,000 people and her manufacwas came to settle mostly on the west
lation of “growing Belfast.”

town of Belfast.
Belfast was a growing town in those
days, what we would call a booming
town.
It is the intention of the present Belfast Board of Trade to have Belfast
again take her rightful place as one of
the most important business cities of
But how to get at it is the great side. By 1830 the town had grown to
Maine.
have over a thousand inhabitants. The
question.
Belfast has had three or four spasms new men who came here were mostly
to
From 1825 to 1830 came
In order to get down
of growing.
young men.
practical business I am disposed toward tome very able men. Many of them
the opinion that a sketch of the working were neither Irish nor Scotch, nor a comout of the policies of Belfast’s citizens bination of both, nor had they much induring the past may be of considerable terest in the old arguments as to which
aid in determining what must be done in side of the bay the village should be on,
the future by her citizens if they wish or what the name of the town should be,
to take their rightful place in this com- or in the constant fight over church matters.
monwealth of ours.
One day in May, 1770, or 144 years
To them the village was on the west
this
beauinto
ago,there came sailing up
side, and its name was be.fast, and they
James
three
of
families,
tiful bay
ours,
wanted to see it grow so that they could
Miller’s, John Mitchell’s and a Patter- grow with it.
As they sailed along, Mitchson family.
Many of them were young men of
ell, who was the largest land owner great mental and business capacity, who
among the original settlers, who, by the were ambitious to have the town grow
way, were ali good Scotch-Irish folk, rapidly. They soon saw that with the
sturdy, healthy, God fearing Presbyter- constant strife over little things, that
ians.
Patriots to a man. Most of them the
people were getting nowhere, and
from the north of Ireland, either from
they demanded that the business men
the County of Londonderry, or from the
get together and work for a bigger, betadjoining county Antrim, which is nearer ter, busier Belfast. Perhaps not in these
the Scottish coast.
terms exactly, but that was what it
As I was saying, as they sailed along, meant.
Mitchell, who was from Londonderry
Three hundred
Look at the result.
county, said to Miller, who was from the
cent gain in population in ten years
county of Antrim: “This is certainly a per
fine looking country. We will have the to 1840. Nearly six hundred percent
years, or at 1860.
village on the east side of the bay.” gain in thirtycame
the war and the end of
With 1861
“Nay, nay, sir! The village will be on
Belfast.
the west side of this bay” was Miller’s the second spasm of growing
The period that I have just told about
reply. And then they argued.
Mitchell and Patterson settled on the saw the introduction here of a number
and also
east side of the bay that day and Miller of small manufacturing plants
You may well believe a spirit of co-operation which we would
on the west side.
that the argument that day was well do well to consider today.
A typical business which will show you
worthy those staunch Scotch-Irish pathe trend of the then growing Belfast,
triots.
so
Belfast started with something of a was the co-operative mutual store,
boom in growth. In six months there called, under the management of Willater of Woods, Mathwas an increase in families settled here liam Woods, and
But ews and Baker. This store was an idea
of over three hundred per cent.
Mitchell’s east side secured all but two of the time to express the close relation
of Waldo county
families, who settled with Miller on thiB between the farmers
and the city of Belfast as its shire town
West Side of the bay.
In six years Belfast grew to be a and business center.
a serious blow to Belfast
place of more than one hundred in popu- in The war was chief
among them was
many ways,
lation.
But with all this growth there were the beginning of the breakup of the
of co-operation among our people.
only James Milier, John Cochran and spirit
With the close of the war the majority
James Nesmith settled on the west side
of the bay. Now do not forget the argu- of the people here felt that it was the
ment as to which side of the bay the vil- duty of Belfast to secure steam connecthe great interior business of
lage was to be, nor the type of men who tion with with
the idea of bringing into
had the argument.
It has a greater our State
harbor as a shipping point.
bearing on growing Belfast than you use our finewas
While this
being developed came the
may at first realize.
1 spoke of John Cochran, who settled great fire of 1865 which wiped out in one
with Miller on this side of the bay. He night about one-eighth of the assessed
estates of the city.
was a historic person worthy of much
Did Belfast cry and whine and ask aid
more extended notice than I can stop to
then? Not a bit. Instead she took what
give here. He was a member of the insurance
she could collect, built anew
mnuf mnniantniiG tofl.nartu PUPf hplH in
later voted 800 in
the world. That in Boston harbor in and then two years
favor to 27 against to pledge Belfast for
1773.
December,
a railroad into
Now six years after that party, or in 360,000 dollars to bui'd
the interior of the State of Maine.
1779, John Cochran and every other resident of Belfast from both sides of the
were as nothing to that which then beDay are fleeing to the woods in mortal
Belfast. The minority
fear of life and property because the gan in growing
was small in
27, but they
warships of the British, whose tea Coch- were not smallnumbers, only
fighters.
ran helped spill into the waters of Bosanother
In 1873 came
conflagration to
into our bay.
were
ton

harbor,

has given ui a name among busfneee mstr
abroad that is not altogether desirable,
and with this fend we have gone downward until oar last census put As way
below the five thousand population mark’
In fact quite close to the mark set in
1840. In this last fight we have lost almost all the gain in population gained in
the seventy years previous, and what has
it profited the people or the business or
Belfast? One tremendous sign of promise for the future I can see from it, and
that is the formation of this Board of
Trade.
Before 1 take up the work of a Board
of Trade I want to tell you about two
towns I know well and what happened to
them.
When Sherman was on his way from
Nashville to the sea he had a fight just
outside of Atlanta, and then entered the
city, or town, of Atlanta to prepare for
When he went
the rest of the march.
out he set fire to the town and when he

Gross assets...
Deduct items not admitted.

i*rof. Budlong Was Quickly Relieved of
Both Afflictions by Using Kheuma. J
If you suffer from soy form of Rheuma.ism, remember that RHEUMA goes to work
yuickly to remove the cause, not simply to reieve the distress. Mauy years’ use has demonitrated that it goes to the seat of the disease
ind expels the poisonous matter through the
catural channels—the kidneys, bowsls, liver
ind skin.
“For many years I wss troubled with Rheumatism, also with Bright’s Disease of the Kidadverneys, I suffered awfully. Tried many
tised remedies. After using your truly remarkable preparation, RHEUMA, I was fully
cured.”—Prof. C. J. Budlong, Sound View, Ct.
RHEUMA is guaranteed by A. A. Howes *
Co., who sell it for GO cents a bottle.

*

Admitted assets.1
Liabilities December 31t 1913
Net unpaid losses
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital....
7 ^
Surplus over all liabilities.
$
Total liabilities and surplus
JAMES PATTEE & SON, Agents
3wl4

,

Weber Wago"
u'j#

Just received a new car oi
Light, easy running general purp»»"..
For sale by
J. A. "u'

11
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and

Quantity
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Quality Characterize Crops Raised With

FERTILIZERS

E. FRANK COE
1857

cheer and afTectionatS interest of a hnatesa
who was satisfied with nothing Short of perfection. The large family parties, the genial
talk and pleasant social gatherings at the
comfortable homestead, will be sadly missed
by the community. All that medical skill and
the loving care of relatives could do to prolong
the life so dear to them was without avail.
The funeral was held on March 19th from the
residence. Rev. H, P. Taylor of Searsmont officiated and spoke words of comfort to the bereaved, and a mixed choir rendered most apA profusion of flowers
l propriate selections.completely concealed the casket, testifying to
the esteem in which the loved one was held.
Her age was 80 years, 1 month and 17 days....
Burton Gray returned to Bar Harbor March
26th after a short visit with his mother, Mrs.
Effie Rankins.... Miss Carolyn Greenlaw of
Taunton, Mass., is visiting friends at Miller's
Corner... Messrs. Harry and Carle Mathews
were called to Boston last week by the serious
illness of their brother, Homer Mathews....
Ed. Whitney, who has been visiting relatives

—

r

i

■

THE BUSINESS FARMERS’ STANDARD FOR OVER

FIFTY-FIVE YEARS

I

■■■

1914

ft contains neither Opium, Morphine nor other NarIt destroys Worms and allays Fevercotic substance.
It relieves Constipation, Wind Colic, all
ishness.
It regulates the
Teething Troubles and Diarrhoea.
Stomach and Bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend.

The Kind You Have Always Bought

in town, returned to Rockland Saturday....
Mrs. Belle Russ has been elected superintendent of schpols.... Messrs. Ed. and Pearl Dickey
of Vinalhaven were recent guests of their sister, Mrs. Bessie Knights... Miss JesBie Young
is at home from Castine for a two weeks'vacation... .Willis McKinney recently bought the
Carson farm on Harvill's Hill.
The Lusitania's

Mew

In Use For Over

30 Years.

Record.

The Cunarder Lusitania has made a
record for speed, 618 knots from
Thursday noon to Friday noon, an average of 26.70 knots an hour. This beats
the previous record of 614 knots held by
the “Mauretania.” When one realizes
that this means about 721 land miles in
new

|
Mr. L. S. Bean, of Aroostook County, Maine, specializes in Potatoes of Quality. His entire crop is purchased for
purposes by Messrs. Peter Henderson & Co., of New York, whose standard for seed potatoes is the highest.

seed

The photograph shows Mr. Bean’s
On another field Mr. Bean’s yield

men
was

a

/

Mr. Bean’s record with E. Frank Coe Fertilizers is as follows: In 1911, 10 tons; in 1912, 90 tons; in
150 tons. He expects to use more in 1914. Is there a thought here for you? If so, write us.

Mortgage

1913,

CITY OF BELFAST.
The Belfast Public

effect that the potatoes

Republican Journal.]

.1'

...

Sashin-

1914.

free from

The Prohibition Issue.

capital city and
Things are getting Maine district answered “no” on all tbe
National Capitol, Democratic roll calls the other day when
’.he
Micians are at one an- the HoUBe was getting up the repeal bill,
a provision of
and there is something which will make nugatory
for exemption of coastwise vesCongress
one
whether
verv day,
of Canal tolls.
from the
upon the

r

t;

C., April 6,

D.

rus.

are

ready to use the machinery of one party
another to attain their ends has been evidenced many times in the last sixty years
Within the memory of men now living this
took the form of nullification by the officials
in power, whether Republicans or Democrats.
Later strict enforcement was demanded by
voters in one or two counties. The spirit
spread until the Republicans in office, through
acts of officials and platform declarations,
came to stand for absolute enforcement of the
prohibitory law as far as enforcement is
humanly possible. The Democratic party
drifted the other way; declared for the destruction of the law and came to 6tand for
open nullification through the acts of its offi
ciais, except in isolated instances. The third !
are as

ten.
s,...:

,t

L-

;

uor,.;.
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Re-

ate or to the House.
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li!(■.,,•! only sit back quietly and
proceed. Senator Burp.
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angling he had ever seen
caged in during his long
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after the Demo-
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Indeed,
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vetting along with
for
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*ed, that when they did
row, they would make
for

ime.
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are go ng the even
way and attending to the
which comes to them,
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lgh spends two
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three

building
con-

correspondence from
to during that inter-

free for the work of the
begins at 12 o’clock and

i.-

ut

sels

a6

payment

against closing debate
special rule and he also voted
against limiting debate on the repeal bill

Mr. Peters voted
the

on

itself.

In other words he took every op-

portunity to show that he stoutly disapproved of the President’s policy in regard to the canal tolls. This was the
attitude of the other two Republican
members of

the House from Maine-

and Guernsey— party, designating itself as the Progressive
Representative
in convention this year met this issue
and will be the altitude of Senator Bur- paity,
face to face, and straddled. It adopted a platbills
tolls
the
whenever
repeal
gets
leigh
form In which one plank declared for enforceto the north end of the Capitol for conment of the law as long as it remained on the
sideration.
statute books and another plank declared for
Indeed this great issue under a Demo- machinery necessary for the destruction of
cratic administration at Washington is that law.
now clearly defined as far as Maine is
The first plank which declares for the enconcerned. The Maine Republicans be- forcemeat of the law may differ in language
lieve in giving coastwise vessels, many from the stand of the Republican party and
the past two
of which are built on the Maine coast acts of Republican officers during
not differ from it in spirit exbut
doe6
years,
all
the
advanand ply from Maine porta,
cept to omit a declaration of faith in proiibitage which would accrue from having the tion itself. The second plank declares for the
matNo
free use of the Panama Canal.
j extension of the initiative provision of the
ter of legislation at Washington for many j initiative and referendum amendment to the
Hinds

]

a very g^eat exodus
j years has been of so much import to the
State conventions. SenI shipbuilding interest of the Pine Tree
Minnesota, who has been State. The Maine
Republicans in Con- ;

Ikr

iidi3t for the Progres-ngor for the third party
Senator Clapp has a mighty
;.us now been heard in about

vcii,.

wh

ct.

it the afternoon,
been

t

S:a■
ctx

it!

stay.
fit-r,:

gress have

accordingly

they
opportunity

shown that

favor giving Maine ships

an

:

to command a good share of the trade
the Panama Canal,'and, as far as j
through
He is one of
: the Union.
can reasonably be, to eliminate the com- j
uble-makers in the Senate
petition of transcontinental railroads
feeling of relief when he against them.
j
Maine
;a;. -r Johnson went to
Representative D. J. McGillieuddy of
Democratic State conventhe second district, and the only Demoseveral

"u

'Mfr-n

wi ; not

K

uay».

adjourn

in the House from Maine, voted to
sustain the President and to repeal the
exemption for coaBtwise shipping. He

crat

very soon,

I

powdery scab.” Senator Burleigh has
been frequently at the Department of How the Republican, Democratic and ProAgriculture here, conferring with the
gressive Parties Stand on the Question.
Augusta, April 6. 1914. That the forces
officials about these regulations.
Representative Peters of the third opposed to constitutional prohibition in Maine

j

that the

rtiii:;

b

Ij"

|(ln
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bo

by voting the straight Republican
Republican ticket stands for
prohibition and its enforcement everywhere
The Democratic ticket stands for the destruction of prohibition as soon as possible and the
nullification of the law until sue!: time as it is
possible to destroy it. The Progressive party
stands for lip service to the law and its assassination through the medium of constitutional
initiative and is a disgraceful attempt to fool

manner,

in this form the claims
tor. the Senate.
The South-
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s,

ticket.

robably too large there to
Ib rthern claims, like those
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compromise.

ePartment of Agriculture, under
C 6,lct from members of the Maine
in Congress, has been consida
ttle potato
growers in Maine.
C tr«w>menta for State inspection of
|j|t fw’!ato<ls are progressing satisfac-1
department is taking steps
b)«ia
,0 protect the best interest of
^
growers. Recently a bulletin
advisin8 those who buy seed

Ratof.Utf!r°m Aroostook county “to
iptuM.*

ac-

stoc'< delivered in the origins
the certificate of the Maine
bit nr‘ne
ePartment of Agriculture to the
igj,
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CASTOR
and Children.
For
infant,

H. C. Hoffses

Tin Kind Yon Hm Always Bought

CLEANING.
STEAMPRESSING
and REPAIRING.
CUSTOM CLOTHES TO ORDER

At 52 High Street.

Tel. 216-18

SEARSMONT.
Mrs. Mary Bartlett, who fell and broke her
hip in the winter, died last week and her remains were taken to Lincolnville for burial....
Mrs. M. T Simmons of East Searsmont was
the guest of J. E. McFarland, March 24th....
At a special town meeting March 25th it was
voted to enlarge the village school building by
putting on a mansard roof and to finish off a
town hall. It was also voted to build a State
road... D. L. Craig, who has been confined to

"I bare been somewhat costive, bat Doan's

Reguleta glva just tba results I desire. They
act mildly end regulate the bowele perfectly.
—Geo. B. Krause, Altoona, Fa.

These .ends are otleied locally, and not only provide a safe investment, but iu addiappeal strongly to the public spirit of the citizens of Belfast The City is already up
to its debt limit and cannot provide funds for the building of a central schoolhouse out
of new borrowings. The condition of the present schoolhouse is unsanitary and wholly
inadequate to the educational needs of the children.
n order that all who may desire may participate in the issue, the bonds are made in
the denominations of $100.00.
Subscriptions will be received at the City National Bank. The Waldo Trust Company,
or Belfast Savings Banks.
$61,500 worth of bonds have been already subscribed for, and the remainder is
offered at par and accrued interest.

tion

The October club entertainment Thursday
evening was one of the best that popular organization has ever held here. The program
w*as
exceptionally good, the program heing
local talent.

The chorus under the

leadership of Miss Taylor showed excellent
training. Miss Una Leach read in her usual
interesting manner. Miss Margaret Snow

J

completed the

program.

traveling
getting deep
pleasure, but as there is not
much frost in'the ground we can hope for
settled going earlier than usual..-.The Suffragette Town Meeting given by the Pythian
Sisters Saturday evening, March 28th, was a
anything but

DO NOT SCOLD THE CHILDREN
Nervous mothers, worried from morning till night by the care cf children and
the duties of the household; nervous
children wornout by overstudy, unable
to sit still or stand still or to keep their
minds concentrated on anything very
long, both need Dr. Williams’ Pink Tills
to build up the blood and strengthen the

The Biggest 5-Cents’ Worth
of Sunday Newspaper Ever
Issued in New England

nerves.

J

Try a short treatment with these
strengthening pills and watch the color
return to pale cheeks and lips, see how
the worn nerves recover their poise, note
how much less irritating the children become and how much less scolding they
Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills

need.

are

(Boston)
Sunday Herald

The NEW

a

blessing to nervous people everywhere,
men as well as women, because they build
up the blood and strengthen the nerves.
rney iignien me cares ui me utwauco
they give you new strength to meet them.
Nervousness in children should be corrected at once as it is but a short step to
Give them Dr WilSt. Vitus’ dance.
liams’ Pink Pills to build up their blood

i

NEXT

....

Alice Cowan of Pittsfield
guest of Ethel Allen.

was an

over-Sunday

LINCOLNV1LLE CENTER.
The community was saddened March 17th by
the sudden death of Mrs. Annie (Heal) Richards after an illness of only three days of
pneumonia. Her life was spent oh the farm
where she died. She was tbe widow of the
late Frank Richards and leaves Bix children:
Frank Richards. Leslie L. and Mrs. Effie Goodwin,all of Lincolnville, W. H. Richards of Belfast. Mrs. Nettie Morrison of Brunswick, and
Mrs. Alberta Carver of Camden,sad one sister,
Mrs. Cynthia Young. Her children all revere
the name of mother, as the best of her thought
was given to her home and it was there she
found her greatest happiness. She also leaves
nine grandchildren and three great-grandchildren. She was a woman of strong personality, a sweet and gentle disposition, and enjoyed the love and esteem of all who knew her.
The hospitality of this home in summer was
noted. Young and old shared in the good

S UNDAY

Will Contain the Wonderful

and they will become sturdy, pink-cheeked and rugged.
Dr. Williams’ Pink pills should be
kept in the house. Your own druggist

supply you. Write now to the Dr.
Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N.
Y., for free booklet “Home Treatment
of Nervous Disorders.”
can

ROTOGRAVURE

a

A big crowd was in attenddecided success
The
ance and a good sized sum was realized.
entertainment committee was Mrs. O. B. McKechnie, Mrs. Georgia Cunningham and Mrs.
Nettie Sherman; refreshment committee, Mr.
and MrB. H. E. Kinney and Mr. and Mrs. W. C.
Hunt....Miss Laura Hunt of Waterville and
Mrs. Walker of Clinton were guests of Mrs.
F. P. Shaw and attended the play Saturday
evening....Mr. and Mrs. Guy Hunt of Hartland were over Sunday guests at W. C. Hunt's.
....Mrs. Effie Meldrin of Fort Fairfield is
visiting her brother, H. E Kinney, and family.
Nellie Morse, who has been in Bangor for
several weeks, has returned home.... Thirteen
members of the WillingWorkers club attended
the quilting at Lin wood Eastman's in Clinton
last Thursday and all report a most enjoyable
day... .The saw mill starts this week and will
employ about a dozen men....Mrs. James
Davis and son of Benton were at C. E. McAlister's March 27th-Mrs. Kate Nash and
daughter Marian ofMassachusetts were in town
a few days last week visiting old friends, who
were much pleased to see Mrs. Nash so much
improved in health....Mrs. Leon Gerald was
called to Canterbury, N. B., March 27th, by
the sad death of her little niece. The child
got its clothes on fire and was so badly burned
a short time....Miss
as to cause death in

pur-

SECURITY.
The security behind the bonds consists of *he building, erected at a cost of $75,000,
and the real estate, valued by competent appraisers at $10,000, and the lease to the city.
OFFERING.

BUCKSPORT

made up of

Milne Corporation organized for the

The
rents have been assigned to the Waldo Trust Company, as Trustee for the
bondholders, thus providing funds for the retirement of the bonds and payment of the interest, without regard for the solvency ol the Company.

the house for two weeks, is able to go out
again_Frank Bryant received a bad cut on
his knee last week.

NORTH 1SLESBORO.
who spent the winter
j Mrs. Harriet Decker,
with her sister in Camden, returned home
March £7th-Mrs. H. M. Coombs and daughconstitution so that constitutional amendments
ter, Miss Olive, are at home from Orono for a
may originate from the people by the petition
short visit_Mr. Lawrence Jenkins of Brooks
of 12,000 electors. When the initiative and
was recently the guest of Mr. Alfred Decker.
referendum was presented in the legislature of j
_Misses Elizabeth Bates and Eunice Keller
1907 the Republican party stood for the protec- j
returned to Castine Monday to resume their
favored
and
amendment
tion of the prohibitory
j Btudies at the E. S. N. S....Mr. Frank Heal,
an initiative and referendum applying solely to j
daughter Margaret and sisters Caro and Nettie
for
statute law. The Democratic party stqod
Heal, were called home from Massachusetts
and advocated an initiative just such as the Prolast week by the illness of their mother, Mrs.
DemoThe
for.
declares
now
party
gressive
B. F. Heal. We are glad to learn that Mrs|
ocratic party took this stand solely for the
Heal is now much better... I M. Burgess has
which
an
avenue
of
through
opening
purpose
secured the services of Alfred Decker as clerk
be
attacked,
constitutional prohibition might
in his store for the summer and he entered
and the opponents to prohibition in the Prohis duties March 23d.
upon
take
gressive party have led that party to
exactly the same stand.
The total vote for Governor in Maine
is
and
The mud is

With that form of declaration friends to prohibition know how to deal. The Progressive
straddle can be dealt with only in the same

'•■■la.wed of the many Southern
I 'K ■> I for the bill and struck
®,osl 1 :.ose
for claimants from

Correspondence.

made her first appearance as a reader and
scored a pronounced success. Her natural
! grace made her reading memorable. Mrs.
Archie White sang and was in splendid voice.
Mrs. George E. Marriner was also received
j with enthusiasm. Her voice is a rich mezzo
j soprano and it is earnestly hoped she will
sing
j again in the near future. A chorus of five
|
1 young ladies and a piano solo by Miss Dinsmore

Democratic wrangle
legislative pro- fi.nnt Bn niknln rfictannp ftrH afnofi With
me
XL
was
iiukicbbito ;
lor
•mis going to smash and it will take
the President and the Democratic party
for constitutional initiative became law
li A'.guet
plank
for Democrats to get j on
Senator
every preliminary vote.
one voter in every eleven could force re-subrougti.
Johnson will no doubt do likewise. The
mission on the other ten every two years, i. e.
in
Democrats Pave allowed a few river two usually have an understanding
the vote could force re-submissuch matters and act in harmony. Inci- 8 per cent of
db;
ms for Maine togo through
the second district includes much sion every two years i. e. somewhat less than
dentally
<*;
a:., a propriation bill. Several
of the shipbuilding and ship-operating two-thirds of the Democratic vote cast for
these v.,items which Senator Bur- industries in the Pine Tree State.
the cities this spring could force re-submission every two years. With this mighty
championed actively and probably
w- nal nave been
Any skin itching is a temper tester. The
good
adopted otherwise, more you scratch the worse it itches. Doan’s weapon enemies to good government,
morals could and would
le
majority party in the Senate and the Ointment is lor piles, eczema—any skin itch- citizenship and good
50c at all drug stores.
cudgel the prohibitory amendment to the conMss a-e
chopping away nearly all these ing.
stitution year after year until finally it would
“e n™e of
that
benefit
legislation
be battered down and the great victory for
NORTH MuNTVILLE.
,ln“ " “
material way. * or example,
which these enemies of true progreBsivism
ere w,-re
three small items in an omniCharles Vose is in the sap business.
have fought in season and out for more than
8claims bill which the House had passMiss Ada Penney is working in Albion. half a century would be accomplished. It can
Johnnie Nutter is working for Chester
Thest provided for the payment of
only be accomplished in that way, for an oc•8-231» Jacob B. Loring, Knox county; Hall.
can always be met through the
Bartlett and wife visited at casional assault
Joseph
'81 ia William L. Orcutt of Aroospublic spirit of Maine’s good citizenship, but a
Charles Colby’s March 211th.
111
Sewall Staples bought two fine cows of persistent assault, such as is proposed, fiwunty. and $47.56 to William L.
*E
nanced as it would be by a business in which
recently.
Penobscot county. All these parties in Thorndike
J. W. Nutter and wife visited Henry the financial profits are very definite and very
claims w hich the Court of Claims
Peva in Lincolnville recently.
large, would eventually find the good citizeni at length and in detail
Mrs. Edithe Vose, who has been ill
ship
unprepared and without funds.
1
seciared to be entirely valid. But for some time, is gaining slowly.
The Democratic Convention in Portland
f '-an
Harold Bowler has gone to Lowell,
le.ims committee was bent
adopted a platform declaring in plain terms
Mass., where he has employment.
f.i v a lot of Southern claims and
of that party to prohibition and
Nearly everyone from this section at- the hostility
little for what became of tended the two days’ auction, at C. H. definitely favoring local option or some other
1,1'
form of concession to the liquor interests.
Plummer’s store last week.
es. Accordingly the com-

big

ta

County

a

A contract has been entered into between the City of Belfast
public school purposes.
and the Company, whereby the City pays to the Company lor a period of twenty-live years
an annual rental sufficient to pay the interest and retire the principal of the bonds. These
bonds are subject to call on any interest paying period.
The City agrees to pay all taxes and other charges, and to maintain the property in
the same condition as when delivered to it, ordinary wear and tear excepted,—leaving
the entire income available for payment of interest and principal of these bonds.
RENTAL.

the COE-MORTIMER COMPANY, 51 Chambers St., NEW YORK CITY

Our Washington Letter.

Building Company,

pose, has acquired a parcel of land, localed in tte center of the business and residence
districts of the City of Belfast, and proposes to erect thereon a building suitable for

*N.

j!

Real

PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST GUARANTEED BY LEASE TO THE

hour, but has to stop often for coal and
water, and needs rails to run upon.—The
Nautical Gazette.

j

■

Belfast Public Buildings Company,
5 °h First
Estate Gold Bonds.

hours, pne can begin to appreciate
the petty power by contrast of a locomotive which may do sixty miles in a single
the 24

field of Irish Cobblers that yielded 418 bushels per acre.
566 1-2 bushels per acre, all raised with E. Frank Coe Fertilizers.

digging

EIGHTY-FIVE THOUSAND DOLLARS

PICTORIAL SECTION

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics is

In Addition to

Every Good Feature
Any Newspaper Supplies

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.
As a medicinal antiseptic for douchet
in treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused by feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydia E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtine
in their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have been cured say
it is "worth its weight in gold.” At
druggists. 50c. large box, or by mail.

ORDER IT EARLY

The Paxton Toilet Co., Boston, Mass.

FOR SALE
The large lot at .the corner of High and
Pearl streets. This lot is fully graded, has a
completed and cemented cellar and with foundation ready to place timber upon. The cellar
contains the piping and plumbing connections
for a two family house and all is connected
with the sewer. No better location for residence or apartment house now available in
For information
Belfast. Price reasonable.
E. R. PIERCE,
apply to
No. 8 Church Street. Tel. 110.
8tf

TRUCKINfi

prepared to do all kinds of trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. Leave
orders at the stable, comer of Main and Cross
streets, and they will receive prompt attfntji n. Telephone connection
W. W. BLAZO,
126 Waldo Avenue, Beelfast
14
I

am

GREAT EASTERN CASUALTY CO.
Assets December 31,1913
$204,500 00
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds. 662,0832 4

E. H. BOYINGTON, MANAGER.
Twenty-five years experience and skill it
fitting glasses enables me to fit any eye that
glasses will hslp. Consultation Free.
44 South Haiti St., WINTERPORT, MAINE
0 Alee Day*, Monday* and Tuesday*.

8

Cash in office and bank. 82,472 56
71
Agents’ balances. 134,201 30
7,812
Interest and rents.-

Til J KX i
--

■

YEA«

FIFTH
■ ■■■

—

IF IT’S

Gross assets.$991,069 81
Deduct items not admitted. 53,367 03
Admitted assets.$937,702 78
Liabilities December 31,1913
Net unpaid losses.$ 78,657 33
Unearned premiums. 416,912 10
All other liabilities. 69,704 92
Cash capital. 250,000 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 122,528 43

IT’S A CURE

Total liabilities and surplus.$937,702 78
3wl4

For

Dr7w7C. LIBBEY.
DENTIST,

Boyington Optical Co.

!

93 MAIN STREET,

BELFAST. MAINE

“NOTICE^
Guaranteed work In Chir. ody, Manlcorand ShanFcoir,. Alio Ftclfl Work
Full line of all kind* of HairWoik st rj
parlors over Skiro’s Store, Fhcenix F;ow.
MISS EVIE HOLMES.
32n

nfl

Liquor, Opium, Morphine
and other Drug Using

I

Our methods are humane, rational
and scientific; no sickness, “knockout”
or bad after effects.
All business, including correspondis strictly confidential.
Write for free booklet which will be
sent in plain sealed envelope.
ence,

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE
151. Congress

St., Portland, Maine

Repupucan journal

The

THURSDAY BY

Republican' Jour.

The

CHARLES A. PILSBURY.

The Seaside Spiritualist Society holds regular
Sunday services at their place of meeting on
High street at 2 and 7 p. m.

PAINSJjISAPPEAR

BELFAST. THURSDAY. APRIL 9.1914

PUBLISHEDjEVERY

The Churches.

SEVERE RHEUMATIC
Hood’s Sarsaparilla Will Surely
Bring Belief—Don’t Suffer.

Pub. Co.

| BJ£“"Manager

An impressive service at the Methodist
church Sunday morning was the baptism and
reception of two young man.
The morning service at the First Parish
Church (Unitarian) is held at 10.46*. m.. Sunday. The Sunday school meets at 11.46.

Rheumatism, which perhaps causes
suffering than any other dis-

Tmore

depends on an acid which
flows in, the blood, affecting the
muscles and joints, producing inflammation, stiffness and pain.
This acid gets into the blood
through some defect in the digestive
processes, and remains there because the liver, kidneys and skin are
too torpid to carry it off.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the old-time
blood tonic, is very successful in the
It acts
treatment of rheumatism.
directly, with purifying effect, on
the blood, and through the blood on
the liver, kidneys and skin, which it
stimulates, and at the same time it
improves the digestion.
Don’t delay treatment until you
Get Hood’s
are in worse condition.
and begin taking it today.

ease,
Advertising Terms. For one square, one
inc length in column, 25 cents for one week
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion.
In advance, $2.00 a
;' kscription TERMS.
months; 60 cents for three
ye r; $1.00 for six

months.

__

Alabama*s choice for U. S. Senator
was not Hobson but Underwood.
No
wine

more

liquor for Jack, and

mess

for the officers of the Navy

after

July

no more

1st.

Dr. Mary Walker
Arthur twice proposed

savs

that President
to her.—Boston

Transcript.
She might say that with equal truth of
George Washington.
to an esteemed Democratic
contemporary in the Pine Tree State,
the Maine Democratic convention was
like a family reunion.—Brockton Times.
Even to the return of the Prodigal

According

Son.—Portland Press.
With

crow

the chief dish at the ban-

quet.
The

Republican State convention will
Congressin Augusta today.

be held

John A. Peters will be the chairPatrick H. Kelley of
and Hon
Lansing, Michigan, will be one of the

man

man

Congressman Kelley is a
speakers.
forceful and convincing speaker and is
thoroughly conversant with national affairs, of which he will speak at the convention.
President Wilson “evaded the issue”
of woman suffrage when he told the

$288,082. Yet the town has just voted free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toldo, O.
io raise $10,000 for a school building, to
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
be erected on a four acre lot that will
afford an ample playground for all the
OBITUARY.
pupils. The leading educators of the
on the
stress
now
great
place
country
Pauline Ackley Small died at her home, 129
importance of having spacious play- Main stree, April 7th, of heart failure followgrounds and Brooks will meet that re- ing a long illness of sciatic rheumatism and
with
quirement. It is not the first timewe complications. She bore her suffering
and keeping her
h ave welcomed the opportunity to com- fortitude, never complaining,
from her relatives. She was
mend the town of Brooks for doing real condition
born in Stonington, the daughter of the late
of
its
people
things for the betterment
and Sarah Small. She came to Belwould reflect credit on larger ard Ignatius
fast

wealthier places.

city government in ordering
investigation of the city finances and
city property has done a very necessary
The new

ll.:_nxnfnnfinn

OC

\X7f»U

Five sisters and a
of her friends.
brother survive: Mrs. H. A. Buckminister of
Everett, Mass., Mrs. Amaziah Billings of
Salem, Mass.. Mrs. Wallace W. Turner of
Lowell, Mass., Mrs. M. S. Knowles, Miss
Frances Small and Stephen T. Small of Stonington. In her early life she attended the

esteem

3 R

performing duty due to the taxpayers.
There is a very general impression that
an excessive valuation has been placed
upon city property and the reports of the
city treasurer, which are supposed to
show the financial condition of the city,
a

Methodist church, and for years after coming |
Belfast was a constant attendant at the |
Baptist, but more recently became interested
to

have been withheld until after the annual
election and when
or

published

some

in the

weeks

was

months later in the city reports have
seen by very few of the taxpayers.

Stonington Wednesday, accompanied by

It is

meeting of Harvest Moon
Grange, Thorndike, “the general opinion
At

was

a

recent

that

we

should use more care in our

woodlots.’’

That was

a

wise conclusion.

At the rate that the country is being
denuded of forest growth the time is

coming, if it has not already arrived,
when the woodlot will be the most valuportion of many farms. We are
just beginning to realize that we cannot
raise merchantable apples if the trees
are neglected—left full of dead wood,
infested by caterpillars and brown-tail
moths, and with suckers growing up
able

around them.
same

care

as

The woodlot calls for the

the orchard

or

the culti-

vated area of the farm. It should be
kept free from underbrush and dead
wood, and judgment should be exercised
in cutting for firewood or the mill. Valu-

Christian Science church, to which she
loyal. The remains w.re taken to

very

her

sister, Mrs. Turner, who arrived here Monday.
The fnneral will be held at her former home
this, Thursday .afternoon conducted by Rev. D.

been

known, uncfficially, that the appropriations for the past year were heavily
overdrawn, and the city government at
its meeting April 6th was obliged to authorize loans to the amount of $16,000.

about 20 years ago to engage in dress-

making, but in recent years was employed in
the stitching room of the shoe factory. She
and
was unusually retiring, but held the love

an

P. Pelley, Methodist.
]

Richard Davis, a veteran of the Civil War,
for many years a lumber surveyor, and a good
citizen, died April 5th at his home in Bangor,
aged 70 years and 3 months. He served in
Co. I, Seventh Maine volunteer infantry, and
1 ater enlisted in the navy, seeing four years of
active service. Besides his wife, Mrs. Meda
Davis, he leaves a son and daughter, Mrs.
Frank Cranford, who lives in California, and
Charles Davis of Searsport. There are four
grandchildren, Carson Cranford, and Helen,
Josephine and Charles Davis of Searsport. He
was a member of St. Andrews lodge, F. and A.
M and of the Pine street Methodist church.
The funeral was held at the residence Tuesday.
Jesse M. Blanchard, a graduate of Bowdoin
i n the class of 1903, and a prominent athlete,
died, in Williamsburg, Va., April 3d. While a
student at Bowdoin College Mr. Blanchard
was a member of the varsity base ball team,
active in track athletics, and for a time was
a sistant instructor in the college gymnasium.
After graduating .rom Bowdoin Mr. Blanchard

was an instructor in the Evanston Academy,
111., and from 1906 until 1908 he was assistant
woodthe
into
often
able timber
goes
director of physical training at the Washingfor
pile, that would bring good prices
ton University in St. Louis. In 1908 and 1909
other purposes. Don’t neglect or destroy he located at Whitman College, Walla Walla,
your woodlots.
Washington. Later he has been in business in
Baltimore. He was born in Winterport, April
mencorrespondent
Our Washington
is survived by his wife.
the 26,1881, and
tions some Maine claims, “which
r*_*.

rMoima

had

rnnsidpred.

at

but wbich the Senate committee on claims had struck out

length and in detail”

of the omnibus bill, while retaining a
of
lot of Southern claims. Why a Court
Claims? As we have explained hereto-

The Christian Scientists hold services is
their hall, 127 Main street, Sunday morning at
11 o'clock and Wednesday evening at 7.8C
o’clock, to which all are welcome.

News has been received of the death of Mrs.
Arthur Roland, formerly Miss Lillian Jonesf
oldest daughter of Fred S. Jones of Reading,
Pa, The family have been summer residents
ot

IsiesDoro ior

to

many

yearn

auu

w *—

this city.
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FIRST AID
TO SICK STOMACHS

a

they

see that

are

covered

But alas—how

properly.

often is it otherwise.
But there is always one
remedy for all foot troubles,

GROUND

The operetta “The Enchanted Apple” will
be given under the auspices of the Universalist society at the Colonial Theatre, Wednesday
and Thursday evenings, April 16th and 16th.
The services at the Baptist church will be as
follows: Prayer meeting this. Thursday, evening; morning service Sunday at 10.45 a. m.;
Sunday school at 12 o'clock. All who do not

attend Sunday school at any other church
cordially invited. Easter concert at 7.30.
Palestine
will

attend

are

a

special

i^aBier

service

ai

me

Methodist church next Sunday at 2 p m.,
when the usual service of the order will be
carried out and there will be a sermon appropriate to the occasion by the pastor, Rev. D.

B

H

only will they
relief—but
they corgive
shoes.

rect, which is a very important thing to consider.
If you will try one pair we
are sure you

perist—the

many
Men and

pair,

At the Easter service at the Universalist
church next Sunday morning a special offering
will be received in the interests of the UniverThis is a regular
salist State Convention.
Easter custom at this church and it is hoped
that the full amount of the quota will be con-

banquet in the
Methodist church under the auspices of the
clergymen of the city, when all men of any deof

a

denomination,will be cornomination,
dially invited, the object being to “get together.” The Ladies' Aid of the Methodist church
or

no

Revs. Phelan, Sturwill furnish the supper.
tevant and Ames have the affair in charge.

Local ministers are arranging for a union
Good Friday service to be held at the Central
Church on Friday evening, April 10th, at 7:30.
The music will be sung by the united choirs of
the churches. Rev. J. E. C. Sawyer, D. D.,
will preach the sermon. A number of the
churches will hold services every evening during Holy Week and it 38 hoped that the union
service on Good Friday will make a fitting climax to ihe week’s services.—Bath Daily Times.
Easter will be observed next Sunday at the
Baptist church beginning with a sunrise meeting at 7 30 a. m. by the Christian Endeavor
At the regular morning service at 10 45 a. m.
the pastor will speak to the children on “Easter Joy” and to the grown people on “Easter
There will be special Easter
Greetings.”
music by the choir and clarinet solo3 by Willian Lower both morning and evening. In the
evening an Easter concert will be given by the
children. The public is cordially invited to attend all of these services.
A special Easter eeivice will be held at the
Universalist church next Sunday. There will
be special decorations, appropriate music and
The following musical
an Easter sermon.

program will be rendered:
Buck
Voluntary, Festival Prelude,
Anthem, Sing to God a Hymn of Praise, Fearis
a

n

Toll ITh

Whppp is He.

Miles

Soprano Solo, O Height! O Depth of Love,
Bohm
Mrs. E. P. Frost
Wondrous
the
Heard
You
Have
Carol,
Schnecker
Story
Mailing
Postlude, Easter Morning,
Mrs. E. P. Frost, Soprano; Miss Emma Skay,
A.lto; Mr. Harry Coombs, Tenor; Mr. Luther
Hammons, Bass; Mrs. H. A. Drinkwater, Or-

ganist.
This, Thursday, evening there will be an obof the Holy Sacrament and Communion in the auditorium of the Nortli church.

lervance

The program of Easter music at the North
Church will be as follows. The church quartet
will be assisted by a male quartet:
Dudley Buck
Festival Prelude in D,
Cl oria
Albert J. Holden
Lift Ud Your Heads,
—^

Male

I

Vallies’ Wash.
real kid, wash. I

M

I

SPECIAL EASTER SALE OF GLOVES

I

THURSDAY, FRIDAY and SATURDAY,
lot

Fownes’

Sale

Gloves, Value $1.25.

price

1

QQCm

I
HOWES,
That Sells Wooltex.--I
H.

OBITUARY.

each
Our sales of farm and garden seeds have largely increased
assortment than ever before,
year, and this year we have a larger
bought direct from the grower. They are

PURE SEEDS. TOE BEST TO BE

%

The body of Thomas F. Davis of Belfast was
found in Bangor at the mouth of the Kendus-

£

early Thursday morning-, April

^

$

HAD,

and are sold in bulk and in packages. The packages are put up by
ourselves and contain double the quantity of those usually sold,
and at the same price.

his pocket was found the will of his
mother, Mrs. Bertha Annie Davis, who died in
Belfast June ?, 1913. Robert F. Dunton of
Belfast was the executor of the will and was
notified by the Bangor officials. Davis had
colors.
or in
been missing from the steamer Camden since
or
In
October and the manner in which he met his
death, and the time of the accident, are matters
of conjecture.
Some of his Belfast relatives
think that it may have been in December when
he was drowned, as he had visited Belfast late
Ask for
lowest in
in the fall. For about 15 years he had been
Best in
employed at different times on the Boston and
Bangor steamers. He was born in Belfast in
April, 1382, the son of Emery Davis of Bangor
AND
and the late Bertha Annie (Casey) Davis, who
were married in Lewiston, where they were
employed at the time. “Tom,” as he was generally known here, was a good natured, pleas- ---He is surant fellow and had many friends.
vived by an aunt, Mrs. Mary Casey Leonard
The News of Brooks.
and two cousins, Nellie and Wiiliam Flannigan
of Bangor, an uncle,William P. Casey and three
Mr. Dow had a horse quite seriously hurt by
cousins, Alice, John and Ralph Casey, of Bel- a kick Tuesday morning.
fast. The remains arrived in Belfast Friday
The Jenkins lumber mill is now humming
I have single and
Is situated on Washington street just off Main street.
evening and the funeral was held at St. Fran- with the Bpring business.
Your patr,
desired.
if
drivers
Careful
etc.
double hitches, buckboards,
cis church Saturday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
The High school now meets in the grange
house 61-13.
lya
Father Chalanyong of Sacred Heart Parish of hall and the grange is back in Union Hall.
age issolicited. Telephones—stable 23a-2,
W. G. PRESTON. Proprietor
for
Waterville, assistant to Father J,E. Kealy, comMr Dow has in a new line of suesine ails
which for several years he has made a specialty.
ing to Belfast to conduct the services.
A K. Huxford is apparently convalescent.
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
reHis friends hope that it means permanent
Stevens were saddened to learn of the death covery.
of their little daughter, Ruth Elizabeth, which
Charles H. Forbes has taken a vacation from
occurred Thursday evening, April 2nd at their the road to be with his family this spring. He
convenient.
home on River avenue, after a brief illness of lias a nice home.with everything
Golden Crown
pneumonia, aged 2 years, 2 months and 10
By request of the G. A. R.,
have the entire charge of
days Sh had just entered the cradle roll of Lodge. K. of P is toservices
n
on May 3Utti.
the Memorial Day
the Baptist church. She possessed a sunny,
music,
will be carried on in our usual way.with
AT THE
loving disposition and was loved by all who inarching, an oration and the usual exercises
the people,
knew her, always having a little smile for that appeal to the patriotism of
all
that
[t will be strictly a Memorial Day,with
everyone. The funeral services were held at
the term implies.
her late home Sunday afternoon, April 5th,
Rev. W. F. Sturtevant of the Baptist church
The Shoe Situation.
officiating. The flowers were many and beauCurrent trade in sole leather continues dull,
tiful, consisting of a bouquet of pinks and folibefore
ret some improvement is expected
Mrs.
of
Mr.
and
Henry
Rogers;
will soon start
bouquet
age,
onfif, as shoe manufacturers
of
bottom
kinds
all
On
C.
R.
and
Stevens
and
runs.
foliage,
family; rutting on fall
tulips
lost none of the previous
bouquet of pinks from neighbors; bouquet, itock prices have
abirmness, but concessions are not wholly
Mrs. Hollis Payson and daughter; mound, ient in
The demand for the
upper grades.
BUY YOUR
father, mother and grandfather; wreath,
atter has recently shown some expansion,
in
vith buyers attending the Boston market
Levi Rogers and family, W. A. Rogers ard
it is still betweerirger numbers. Because
of
family, M. R. Rogers and family, Albion seasons
work done by
in footwear the situation is devoid
of. and be sure to have your
Weeks and family; bouquet of white pinks.
contracts
fair-sized
Some
changes.
significant
roll
cradle
cf
Mrs. S. E Rogers; bouquet,
Phoenix Row.
been received from traveling
W. M.
Besides the father For fall lines have
reBaptist Sunday school.
talesmen, but reports indicate that buyers
and mother she leaves to mourn her loss a
to continue
are
and
likely
little brother, Francis, aged 4 years. The re- nain conservative Review April 4th,
in the receiving tomb at the policy.—Dun's
mains were
2nd.

In

J_===SWEET
bulk, mixed,

package

f
%

PEAS-=

separate

Farm. Garden and Field Seeds

Catalogue

price.

%
%

quality,

£

GROCERIES,

A. A. HOWES &

CO.,

MEDICINES.

DRUGS,

PRESTON’S

Livery, Boarding & Transient Stable ■|
f

Girls Wanted!

Thompson Mfg. Co.

J

r

Watches, Clocks and Jewelry
Jeweler,

THAYER,

|

placed

Quartet

Day of Wonder, Day of Gladness,
P. A Schencker
Mixed Quartet
Sweet
Prayer,
Prayer,
Response,
J. Edgar Gould
Calvary,

able Kid, lightest, finest,
able in soap and water.

3

■

■8

Mills

April 17th, there will be

I

WnmwTm
•Ji

tributed.

churches April 19th.

fjllb

f

Fownes, Allens, Ireland Bros.

A

Store

f

stream

|Mi

Pi-TheJAMES
•5

keag

I

Grip-

same as

B. Phelan.

Services will be held at the Mason's
church Sunday at 30 o'clock* with sermon by
Rev. Wm. Vaughan, followed by the Sunday
school. The Lords supper will be observed at
Trinity Reformed church at 2.30 p. m. The
regular services will be resumed at both

FOR EASTER

will become an

For
others.
Women at $5.00 the
to be had only

Good Friday services will be observed at
Trinity Reformed church tomorrow evening.

I

The season’s choicest models in all grades are shown in this department
Suits from $9.98 to $35.00. Coats trom $5.98 to $25.00

One

Not

_J

Women's, Misses and Juniors’

i

1

GRIPPER

enthusiastic Ground

Commandery, Knights Templar,

I"*
I Suits, Coats, Separate Slim,Wiis ansi Gm I

§

The Men’s Forum will meet as usual at the
It
Universalist church next Sunday at noon.
is hoped there may be a large attendance on
this Easter Sunday.

JAMES H. HOWES

8"®

Mrs. E. P. Frost resumed her position last
Sunday as soprano soloist of the Universalis!
choir. Miss Katherine E. Brier substituted
during Mrs. Frost’s absence in Florida.

Rodney

Male Quartet
Postlude, Hallelujah Chorus, from the
Handel
Mesaiah,
The church quarter is composed of Mrs.
Thomas Bowker, soprano; Miss Jessie Hart,
contralto; Mr. Arthur Johnson, tenor; Mr.
The male quartet: Mr.
John Parker, basso.
Arthur Johnson, first tenor; Mr. O. TitheringMr.
John Parker, baritone;
ton, second tenor;
Violins: Frank
Mr Elbridge Pitcher, basso.
Waterman, Wesley Woods. Miss Amy Stodd!rector
and
dard, organist
at
The following Easter music will be given
next Sunthe First Parish (Unitarian) church,

day morning:
Spinney
Organ Voluntary. Berceuse,
constituted
court,
bad
traveling Carol. "Hail, Thou Glorious Easter
fore this is a regularly
The usual spring weather and
Schnecker
three
Home
and
with an actirg chief justice
Morning,"
has reduced the attendance of Harvest
Choir
before it Grange, Brooks, but the regular meetings have
judges. The cases are heard
“Oh Light that Brea s from
Anthem,
MonNext
done.
work
of
Dressier
routine
favor
and
in
held
if
but
been
as before other courts,
Yon er Tomb,”
Choir
cream and cake will be served
the claimant its decisions are not final d ay evening ice
Woodman
is expected to chip in and do their Soprano Solo, "Easter Dawn,”
but must go before Congress, be referred Everybody
Mrs. CharleB B. Ames
Anderson
each lady to bring a cake. Some enterpart,
and
of
Senate
Response, “Easter Lilies.”
to the claims committees
Choir
tainment is to bepresented._
Uuilmant
House and pass both Houses before the
March,
Postlude, Processional
10the court has
c laimant can obtain what
The choir: Miss Katherine C. Quimby.
contralto; Mr.
decided to be his just due. One of the
prano; Miss Caro.ine Hatch,
Beckwith, bass;
Ralph Morae, tenor; Mr. Leon
claims mentioned by our Washington
Mrs.
which
Mrs. Leon Beckwith, organist, assisted by
correspondent is that of $148.23,
B.
B.
Ames,
Jacob
soprano,
to
Charles
the court has declared due
the
Loring of Knox county, but which
stricken
Senate committee on claims has
Distress after eating, belching of gas and
mainlead feeling in
undigested food, that lump of and
from the appropriation till. Why
biliousness
the stomach, sick heaiUehe.
deits
if
members
four
tain a court of
indicate dyspepsia. Now—at onee-jia the time
set
and
distress.
the
to remove the cause and stop
cisions are to be passed upon
Mi-o-na is the remedy. Surely get a box of
aside by a partisan Congress?
these health-restoring tablets from A. A.
ckly stopping
consider- Howes,* Co. today. Beside, qu irritated
wall,
It seems that there has been
the distress Mi-o-na soothes the
the delay in the of the stomach land strengthens the gastric
of
because
able kicking
their
supout
daily
in glands so that they pour
distribution of Federal patronage
ply of digestive materials—sour food is promptattorney ly digested and assimilated, the entire system
Maine. For instance a district
although is properly nourished—you feel strong, enerhas not yet been nominated,
and perfectly well.
incumbent getic
cureMi-o-na is not an experiment—is not a
the term of the Republican
The Washing- all—it’s a scientific remedy recommended only
some time ago.
.expired
distress and out-of-order stomthe Boston Herald, for indigestion
tabton correspondent of
achs. These health-giving and harmless
this lets an a household remedy—keep them handy
that
Mr. E. G. Walker, suggests
Obadiah Gard whether at home or traveling.
may be due to ex-Senator
ors

third ot our
time in bed—the remainder is spent on our feet.
The least we can do for
these good servants is to

spend only

The services for the week at the Methbe as follows: This
odist church will
Thursday, evening, the prayer meeting; Sunday, at 10.80, morning worship; Sunday school
at 12m.; evening service at 7. p. m.

ner, who has been “filling the ears of
Washington officials with denunciatory
Mr.
stories” of Maine Democrats.
Walker says further:
He began that a year ago when he
lost in his ambition to become a member
of President Wilson’s cabinet, and he has
not ceased since the President made him
a member of the international boundary
commission. He tells officials terrible
stories about Maine Democrats who are
not in accord with him and he makes it
just as hot for Senator Johnson and Representative McGillicuddy as he can. He
has undertaken to control federal patronage for Maine without succeeding,
but has thrown so much suspicion upon
others that delays and Investigations
“I am satisfied,” said a
have followed.
cabinet officer, who has recently had to
look up one of these matters, “that
‘Uncle’ Obadiah is a political troublemaker down here.”

ladies who railed on him that as the
elected made State of Ohio, City of Toledo, 1 gg
Lucas County,
platform on which he was
1
out
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he is senior
no allusion to it he could not come
F.
firm
of
J.
Cheney & Co., doing
partner of the
for “the cause.” But the Democratic business
in the City of Toledo, County and
of
State aforesaid, and that said firm will pay the
■platform did call for the free passage
of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each
American vessels through the Panama sum
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
Ameriin
by the use of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
canal, built by American money
FRANK J. CHENEY.
hesitated
can territory, and he has not
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my
bill
the
of
giving
to lobby for the repeal
presence, this 6th day of December. A.D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
[Seal)
them free tolls.
Notary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally and
The census of 1910 gives the town of
mucous surand
the
blood
acts directly upon
Brooks a population of 704; estates, faces of the system. Send for testimonials,

that

The regular services at the Universaliai
church next Sunday will be as follows:
preaching service at 10.46 o’clock; Sunday
school at noon.

WE--

Spring Laxative and Blood Cleanser..
Flush out the accumulated waste and poisons of the winter months; cleans your stomach, iiver and kidneys of all impurities. Take
Dr. King’s New Life Pills; nothing better for
purifying the blood. Mild, non-griping laxrtive. Curea constipation; makes you feel fine.

A »»l MUSICAL INSTRUMENT

Druggist.
Take no other. 26c,
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for All Hurts.

_

j

Diamond Disc Phonograph

BY DR, TRUE’S ELIXIR.

Auburn, Mulne.

'

EDISON

Child’s Life Saved
We have just received a letter from a charming mother of six children wherein she says:
“When I was living up in the mountains of
New Hampshire my baby was very sick and a
friend of mine wanted me to use Dr. True s
Worm Elixir, and now I have
six children and have never
been without it (Dr. True's
Elixir) in my house more than
a few weeks at a time, and I
bought a bottle last week.
MRS. B.H GILE.
R. F. D. Box, 15,
Weal Newbury Mas.,’’
Tra3e Mark
L
is the way lots of chilThat
dren seem fearfully ill and their caae is almost
True’s
hopeless when tne trouble is worms. Dr.
Elixir will gently expel the worms and build
the child to normal
un the system, restoring
health. All dealers—86c, 60c and $1. Medical
Write
advice free.

No Scratch

The Perfected

No Needles

at your

The world is full ot musi

lovers,

imu

the public beof which is entirely unknown to most of
no aoequate means o
cause heretofore there has been
without great cost
reporducing all the world’s best music

I

The New Diamond Disci

Phonograph
has

practically

easily

no

limitations.

be made for its musical

Impressive claims might
superiority over similar

but we are content to offer these
types of instruments,
the critical inspection of the public and
for
phonographs
abide by its decision.

& /V.

Recitals at the Memorial Hall,
Tuesday, April 14, Aft"n“n"8and
have been

arranged and are conducted by J. W. Scott,
A. Edison, Inc.

representing Thomas

“Let the Public Hear and Decide.**

CARLE & JONES,
V

*

;
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QUESTION.
Eaater bonnet, «S»
what about the
on itI
With the fancy feather
the very stylish Tango Rose;
Or
it?
don
to
dare
the |a(iy
Eaater bonnet,
Thi3 charming
and it snows!
J be stormy,
nee the day
chat,ce
I f by
Celia Mabel Nickeraon.
A

—

J,ns

:: million people will
; a pair of

,h"

have come

iWS

and the

he here.

Swift,

A

,t

of

one

dandelion
n

blossom

letter from

H

moat

our

his tomato
...tiers, has
4

crocuses

will

aucceaaful

April

t.

received here Mon-

Bozeman, Montana,
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Sanborn, toll operator at the
phone oflice, has resigned her posito
and a is reported that her marriage
of Haverhill, Mass., will taxe place
Frances

y
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iherwise improved the craft.
Silver Star, which has been
til winter at the railroad wharf, was
Monday to the Pendleton wharf below
r-i to undergo repairs, and it is renat she will be placed on the Islesboro
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Men’s Silk Hose,

$3.00
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Don’t be fooled into
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but insist on the original
Holeproof. To be found
only
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by
given last week undtr the direction of H. guest of honor sang a charming group of songs
M. Prentiss.aided by some of the boys at home which included “Absence”, “An Open Secret”
from college. One of the features was a tug “The Piper of Pan”, “The Elfman”, and othei
of war. It is planned to make athletic train- favorites, and which were thoroughly enjoyed
The other guests were Mbs Alice P. Poor
ing a feature of the Castle.
was

dance planned for April 16ih in Memorial hall will be one of the most elaborate
affairs of the season. The party will be limited to 35 couples and an attractive order will
be arranged.
Mrs. Irving T. Dinsmore and
Miss Evelyn P. Morison will look after the
decorating; Mrs. Morris L. Slugg and Miss
Marian Hazeltine are tho committee on refreshments, and Miss Clara Keating and Miss
Anne M. Kittredge on music and programs.
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Other good makes
to $18.

today.
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To those who heard Mr. Nat. M. Brighan
last night and saw his wonderful color viewi
in the lecture on the Grand Canyon of Arizom
in Memorial Hall 1 need make no suggestion!
concerning the character of his work. It ii
within bounds to say that we have never hat
anything of its kind to surpass it. Tonighl
there comes the lecture “From Coronado ti
Kit-Carson” and Mr. Brigham (who was thi
Tenor Soloist on the Harvard Glee Club of hi;

$2 per dozen; by parcel
days
Fresh fcluefish, the first
post lh cents extra
of the season, with other fresh fish, St. John
ale wives, clams and oysters, at BramhaU’s
market.Carle & Jones are the exclusive
Read what they
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say of the perfected Edison Diamond Disc
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McCALL PATTERNS.

Fred H. Woodman has bought the interest day) will sing some Indian and Spanish Songs
i
Oo Friday night he will give his masterpiece ! Phonograph.
Ellingwood in the Oak Hill Poultry
“Our National Parks,” illustrated with 17:
1
Co. of Winterport and will conduct the busicolor views. I seldom make a personal appeal,
ness in the future.
It is an extensive plant, but I say now: Don’t miss these two lectures.
Advertised Letters. The following letters consisting of a 400-ft. poultry house, brooder Popular prices for adults and children.
Very truly yours,
remained uncalled for in the Belfast postoffice house equipped with Hall mammoth brooder,
Clarence W. Proctor.
for the week ending April 7th: Ladies-Clark, a large incubator cellar wiih an incubator ca.t
Displays. In Belfast as elsewhere
Window
Mrs. Thomas; Lane, Miss Margaret R.; Mcat.
one
time, besides sevpacity of 3,000 chicks
;
Donald, Miss Mary, (2 letters); Richards, Mis. eral colony houses. At present there are 1,500 increasing attention is paid to window d:sof
method
effective
as
an
advertising.
Miss
Harriet
H.
Gentlemen hens on the plant.
plays
James; Wescott,
for much sickness and sufferIt appeals, of course, only to those who pass
—Curtis, J. H. or B. F.; Daley, Mr. Matt; Ford,
At the meeting of Thomas H. Marshall Cir
deterbecause its
to
needs
and
window
publicity
the
newspaper
;
Melvin E.; Grant, Owen; Johns, Elmer E.;
cle last Tuesday afternoon, Comrade Reud
attract the attention of the general public.
our resistive power.
mines
Linnekin, J. W.; Mooney, William; Werton, Hollis was
obligated into the Circle. All mem- For some
years past Mr. William Weshe has
B. D.
With poor blood we are lanbers of the Circle are requested to be present
window exhibits at the store of A. A.
arranged
Arts and Crafts. At the meeting of the at the meeting next
to colds, lack
as
Tuesday afternoon,
Howes & Co. that have attracted much attenArts and Crafts Society April 6th the reports
special business is to be transacted. Also all tion and commendation. This is the season natural
ambition,
and
energy
of the secretary and treasurer were presented. members are
requested to cook pies, dough- for painting, papering, etc., and of housecleandecline of
The matter of changing the name of the Soci- nuts, cookies and bread for the dinner to be
the
and
and the Howes store recently had a winand
ety from Arts and Crafts to the Belfast Wom- given April 22nd, in Memorial Hall. The price ing,
makes
dow display of paints, varnishes, oils, brushes
an’s Club was discussed and all the charter of the dinner will be 25 cents.
the
and painters supplies generally, followed
careful treatment necessary.
members declared themselves in favor of the
Living Pictures. The Living Pictures, to next week by a collection of articles u^ed in
or alcohol cannot make
change. In response to a request Mrs. A. be
given at the Colonial Theater April 28th un- | housecleaning, soaps, washing powders, scrubA. Blair spoke interestingly of the work
must be avoided.
and
der the auspices of the Belfast Arts and Crafts bing brushes, etc. The seed buying season is blood
of the Woman’s
Club of Manchester, N.
Emulsion is nature's
Society, will consist of twelve living portraits now at hand and Mr. Weshe has outdone himScott's
H., her home city, in regard to the street boys.
by the Old Masters; six tableaux posed by chil- self in a “seed window” that holds all the
because
Others spoke of the needs of a department
dren; 12 full-sized pictures by Gibson, Fisher passers, young and old. In the center backclub and it was unanimously voted that the
of its wholesome medical nourishment,
and other modern artists; the whole to close ground is a red-roofed cottage standing in a
that it assiminame be changed.
The chair appointed Mrs.
so carefully
with several full stage tableaux. There will ;
plot of green with graveled walks about it and
James G. Durham, Mrs. Arthur A. Blair and
be appropriate music throughout. The sub- a tree in front that shades the veranda. On
1 a t e s without taxing digestion and
Miss Elizabeth A- Kelley a nominating com1
committees who will look after details are the right is a pond or stream, over which is a
increases the red corpuscles
mittee to report a list of officers to be voted
Mrs. Edward R. Pierce. Miss Evelyn P. Moribridge, and on the pond are ducks and geese. of the blood, strengthens the organs
on at the annual meeting May 4th.
Three
son.posing and lighting; Mrs. James S. Harri- There is a border of green all around the winthe whole
new members were voted in.
and tissues and
man and Mrs. Amos Clement costuming; Mrs.
dow and the space in front and on each side of
Miss
Katherine
S.
A.
C.
Belfast Savings Bank.
At the annual
Parker,
Quimby, Miss the cottage is laid off in squares filled with the system.
Absolutely nothing compares with
meeting of this institution, held at the bank- Anne M. Kittredge, modern pictures; Mrs. I. T. various farm seeds,'such as corn, beans, pens,
ing rooms April 8th, officers were elected as Dinsmore, Mrs. Wilmer J. Dorman, Mrs. Thos. etc. In one square are‘onions and in another
Scott's Emulsion to purify and enfollows: President, James H. Howes; Treas- B. Dinsmore and Mrs. Clement W. Wescott
In connection with their seed delettuce.
rich the blood to overcome or avoid
children’s pictures
urer and Secretary, Wilmer J. Dorman; AssisA feature of the perpartment A. A. Howes & Co. have a handsome
anaemia. It is totally free from alformance will be The Minuet, read by Mrs. S. illustrated catalogue for distribution to custant Treasurer, Elon B. Gilchrest; Trustees,
de
or opiates and your health
cohol
Parker
and posed by Miss Quimby and Elon tomers.
James H. Howes, Arthur I. Brown, Ben D. A.
of
Scott’s.
the
l
mands
Field, Ralph M. Johnson, Orlando E. Frost; B. Gilchrist.
purity
The Schools. E. B. Puffer of Machias has
13-8S
v_>.
/iiiuui
x.
Scott & Bowne. Bloomfield, N. J.
uui^ws,
\jurpuiaiuis, niueu
Mrs. Poor Entertains. Mrs. Fred R. Poor been
to supply for principal A. D.
engaged
| Brown, Fred T. Chase, Robert P. Chase, Wil- was the hostess for a
delightful two-table auc- Hayes of the Grammar grade for the remainmer J. Dorman, Robert F. Dunton, Thomas B.
tion party Wednesday evening, April first, at der of the school year and began his duties
Ben
D.
Charles
H.
HerDinsmore,
Field,
Field,
her pleasant home on Cedar street. The guests Monday. Mr. Puffer is a graduate of the Casbert T. Field, Charles W. Frederick, Orlando were seated at two
small tables, which were tine Normal school, has had considerable expeE. Frost, Elon B. Gilchrest, Virgil L. Hall, Asa
decorated with Easter chickens and bunnies rience, and is recommended by State SuperirA. Howes, James H. Howes, Ralph H. Howes,
The place-score cards were much admired, and tendent Payson Smith. He is a trustee of the
Nathan F. Houston, Ralph M. Johnson, Saro’l were the handiwork
of Mrs. C. O. Poor. Each Washington County Normal school at Ma hias.
M. R. Locke, Lucius F. McDonald, Clarence O. bore a different
design, and all were appro.Giles Stewart, Superintendent of the RockW.
Thomas
Israel
W.
Pitcher,
Poor,
Parker, priate to the spring season and both
FIRST OF THE
dainty land schools, was in Belfast recently and adGeorge A. Quimby, Wm. H. Quimby, Edward and effective. Grape fruit, chicken
pates, dressed the Belfast school teachers on the
ALSO
Sibley, Wm. B. Swan, George C. Trussell. Mr. hot rolls, spiced pears, olives, fruit gelatin with “Individual
Pupil.” Mr. Stewart spoke from
Hall succeeds Mr. Albert Gammans, deceased, whipped cream, cakes, coffee and salted alSHAD
a wealth of experience as a teacher and superand Mr. Trussell succeeds Mr. L. T. Shales, monds were included in the menu. Auction
intendent and his remarks were both interHALIBUT
deceased.
was enjoyed during the evening.
Miss Evelyn esting and instructive... .Superintendent W.
A Peculiar Case. Joseph Boyce of Cari- P. Morison, who held the highest score, was
school
the
annual
on
B. Woodbury is working
! bou came to Northport March 27th, ostensibly given a pair of scissors in a brass case, and
census_The class parts assigned by rank
a
L.
He
claimed
to
have
Mrs.
a
farm.
received
a
to buy
box of Page were awarded in the graduating class of the
only
Ralph
Cooper
$100 bill with him and as no one could change and Shaws chocolates. Tnose present included Belfast High School last Monday. Miss Mar>
TONGUES
FRESH
it he borrowed $5 and a silk umbrella of Mrs. Miss Alice P. Poor, Misses Evelyn P. and Cora garet M. Craig has the valedictory; Miss Arline Wadlin, the salutatory; Miss Evelyn A.
FINNAN
HADDIES
A. Blackington, to whom he also owed a board S. Morison, Mrs. Morris L. Slugg, Mrs. Elon B.
Richards, the essay. Miss Ethel Sturtevant,
bill, and hired a team to come to Belfast,1 eav- Gilchrest, Miss Gladys Pitcher, Mrs. William F.
who entered the Junior year from the Freehe
was locat1
Mrs.
bills
Saturday
L.
other
Schoppe,
Ralph
unpaid.
ing
Cooper. On Friday port High School, where she had excellent
i
was given honorable mention, having an
of
Northrank,
Castineand
afternoon
Mrs.
Poor
edin
MondayC.O.Dickey
JOHN ALEWIVES
gave a most enjoyable
; average for the year and two terms of over
In the meantime a thimble party. Needlework was
port went over after him.
enjoyed fol- i ninety per cent.
from
woman supposed to be his wife arrived
lowed by some interesting contests in which
Caribou to settle the indebtedness, but did not Miss Emeroy Ginn received the prize, a box of
have the necessary funds. Mr.Dickey returned candy. Miss Alice Poor and Mrs. Elon B. GilI ought to have painted last year, but I hated
from Castine Tuesday morning with Boyce and chrest assisted the hostess in serving tea
to pay $2 a gallon.
that afternoon he was taken before Judge sandwiches, olives, fruit gelatine and
I’ve got to paint this year; it’ll take a little
whipped
Knowlton of the municipal court and held un- cream and cakes. Others present were Mrs* more paint; I suppose 1 gallon in 10: and a little
more work, I suppose 1 day in 10.
of
the
term
April
der $200 for the Grand Jury
Virgil L. Hall, Mrs. Charles B. Ames, Mrs.
My job would have cost last year about $50;
of the S. J court, and in default of bail was Thomas E. Bowker, Miss Bertha Wiley, Miss it is
BRAMHALL &
E,
going to cost this year $55.
committed. That evening he was bailed out Emeroy Ginn, Miss Amy E. Stoddard, Mrs.
$5 gone. I suppose it’ll be the same again;
Herbert L Seekms.
Our Telephone number has been
if I wait again.
(I
)
by Abner G. Gilmore and Mrs. James S. HarriI
>
What if paint goes-down to $1 75 a gallon?
changed to No. 2.
he
was
court
the
before
Just
hearing
man.
If you enjoy Havana Cigars try a Pearl $2.50 on the job!
of
Caribou,
T.
married to Ophelia
McLaughlin
I shan’t wait; what a fool I was!
Brook made from Cuban Tobacco grown in
DEVOE
the woman in the case, by James S. Harriman,
For sale at all dealers.
Mason & Hall sell it.
Fsq., in his office, with City Clerk Eben F. Lit- Maine.
tlefield as witness.
of H. 1).

of

friendship

who comes into
every
our store for the first time,
but if he purchases
\
man

Go

Dinsmore Store and get a box of HoleMr. and
proof and be one of that million
Mrs. Arthur Stevens, :.r. Frank Stevens and
Mrs S. E. Rogers publish a card of thanks....
Position wanted as fireman in portable cr stationary mill by Geo. D. Lawry, Belfast....
Nothing better for Easter wear than the Holeproof h se, sold only at The Dinsmore Store.
Try them and be convinced-In the sale of
Edison Wax Records, advertised in The Journal last week, Carle & Jones closed out their
stock of 2-mir.ute records. They have 1,000 or
more of the 4-mirute records, which they will

Proctor of
High school, writien after thi
first lecture, voices the sentiments of all pres

j
j

as

to The

Read.

the

;

with one's friends
as pleasant work
anyone can imagine.

ness

..

The Brigham Illustrated Lectures. Thi
first of a series of three lectures to be givei
in Mimorial hall by Nat. M. Brigham undei
the auspices of the B. H. Seniors, as a benefi
to lie B. H. S Athletic association, attracted 1
large and appreciative audience last Tuesd:.]
evening. The following note from Principa

The

<

is about

annual spring house furnishing 6ale. They
have in stock a full and complete line of warranted agate ware which they would be pleased
One million people will pull on
to show you

Mrs. Clarence W. Proctor, Mrs. Herbert L
Seekins, Mrs. Fred R. Poor and Mrs. Clarenci
E.

Doing busi-

merated in his advertisement... .See the Easter
of Carle ft Jones, who are showing a complete line of Style Craft and Smart
Set coats, suits and Easter gloves....Read ft
Hills, the new proprietors of the City Drug
Store,make an announcement to the public....
Dwight P. Palmer, Masonic Temple, is making
a grand Easter display of shirts, ties, collars,
gloves and hats. He carries everything to be
found in a first class haberdashers....H. M.
Black, 107 Main street, wishes to call attention
this sekson to her complete line of Fownes
gloves, the latest novelties i<» neckwear, etc.
....This is the time of year when the Ground
Gripper shoes, sold only at The Dinsmore
Store, will be appreciated by those looking for
easy .comfortable footwear... .James H.Howes,
Odd Fellows block, has the season's choioest
models in women's, miftses and juniors suits,
coats, separate skirts, waists and gowns for
Easter. Special Easter sale of gloves Thursday, Friday and Saturday... .Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Webber publish a card of thanks....
Ten acres o: land fronting 20 rods on Miller
street. Apply to Henry M. Kempton, South
Orringtor, Me., or M. C. Hill, 39 Miller street.
....See advt. of the Belfast Machine and
Foundry Co.Carle ft Jones announce their

supper.
The “Mutual Girl" which made its initial
lira. Charles B
An Easter Luncheon,
appearance at the Belfast Opera House last !
the guest of honor at a luncheoi
Friday and Saturday met with instant favor. I Ames was
by Miss Amy E
T*h s great series will be shown at this theatre given at one p. m., yesterday
and Mrs. William F. schoppe, at thi
Stoddard
and
every Friday
Saturday.
The decorations wen
home of the former.
The next meeting of Seaside
Chautauqua appropriate to the Easter season, and include! 1
Circle will be with Mra. C. E. Rhoades, High
The place cardi 1
chickens, ducks and bunniea.
street, Monday afternoon, April 13th. RollThe menu, which in
were yellow chickens.
call, Current Events; lesson from Chautauquan
eluded grape fruit, chicken pates, rolls, olives
Magazine of March 7th, “Where Civilizations
carried out in thi
ices, cake and coffee, was
Meet."
and green. The aft r
apring colors of yellow
The first gymnasium meet
Castle North noon was spent with needlework, and thi

When in Belfast recently Mr. E. E. Emery
of the Main* Civic League visited the places
where machines for games of chance are displayed and warned the proprietors to have
A list of the places was
them removed.
placed in the hands of the city marshal and if
in the course of a month the warning is not
heeded, Mr. Emery will cause warrants to be
issued against them and bring the guilty parties before the courts.

aOUU-

announcement

....

:

V.

guid, susceptible

meeting of the season of the Worna ;ance of the First Parish (Unitarian
Jame: 1
s ill be held at the home of Mrs.
Harriman, Pearl street, this, Thursday, af
at 3 o’clock. In place of tbe paper 01 1
ted program Mrs. Giles G. Abbott wil 1

r.

3
3

“Some Recent Books of Travel."
A whist party will be
given next Monday
evening in Memorial Hall by the Ladiee Auxiliary to the Sons of Veteraos, followed by a
dnnee. Refreshments will be aerved. Adminsion, 15 cents.

KAlpO

..

Rhode Page ■■ imWsn Belfast. Mrs.
e critical illnee* with pneumoafter
proving
her aiater, Mr*. Adnia. She ia e.red for by
is con
die S. Condon.... Mrs. Nancy Mudgett
received from
fined to her bed by injuries
W. Newcomb hei
recent fall in her r om....S,
in his home, 269-13
had a telephone installed
I
Mr. and Mra. J. H. Motria and Mr. am
Waldo Count]
Mre. J- H. Elma attended
the littli
Grange at Seaaide Tuesday.. Ruth,
is se
child of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Toothalter,
fo
a foul
riously ill_Equity Grange enjoying
between the Sisters am
night literary contest
side b to furnish I
Brothers. The defeated

on
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At the meeting of tho
Reading Department
of the Arte end Crafts
Society Tuesday, April
l«th. Min Elixabeth A.
will read a

The “Battle of
Gettysburg" concludes its
run at the Belfast
Opera House this afternoon
and evening. The great feature film will be
rnn in conjunction with the
Mutual Weekly,
making six reels.

NEW

worth, 12 Mato street, has received his now
spring goodand they are now open and ready
for inspection
H. W. Clark ft Co., the Main
clothiers carry the Kappenhelmer
street
clothes, $16.50 to $20* and other good makes at
$6.50 to $18.The market of Good Things is
Fogg's, snd some of the good things are enu-

is

Mr. and Mrs. Or
iherington, a pupil in the First Grad<
rial building, sustained a bad sprair
ht elbow April 1st while at play oi
Anothei
ion in front of the building.
pushed him from the cannon to th<
ii is little schoolmates took up a col*
:ind presented him with a chest of tools
son

I
Mia Gladys PI trial pleMMUy mrturtainm
heese bat Sonde]
few youog people at her
dbh topper. Mi*
afternoon, serving a ehsflng
Morrb L. Slum poured coffee, and the hostee
Katherine C
wa aatoted in Miring by.**lea
Quimby end others.
•

Poor Blood

'() cents.

little

|1

Traveler's Club will meet with Miss
Annie L. Barr, Tuesday April 14th. Program:
Paper. "Animal Life in India and Burma,” by
Mrs. C. M. Craig; reading "Burmese Customs,”
Mrs. A. A. Small; reading,“Progress in Burma,”
Miss Annie L. Barr.

route.

the

2.00

2.00
6 pairs Children’s,
Guaranteed to wear Six Months

The

Ladies Social Union of the Bapch will have a sociable at the church
evening, April 17th. There will be a
M in the afternoon and in the evening a
irr will be followed by a social time,
Admission for thi
v.i’.l be on sale.

L

$1.50

T

The fourth day’s tramp at Gettysburg by
Alfred Stinson is unavoidably deferred to our
next issue.

.earner

fline

6

pairs Men’s,
pairs Women’s,

|
|

||

Land &
E Mclntire of the Frenchboro
east the
r:-.s Co. recently bought down
fish
large power boat for use in the
and L. A. Coombs has put on a new

_.-.j

6

mending.”

|
|

&

this summer.

f

“no

T

I

real thing.

at
Vi C. T. U. will meet next Friday,
with Mrs. Augusta Waterman, Conm
will
reet. Toe subject to be taken up
i Friday, its Meaning and Origin.”

.....

the added convenience of

$

Guaranteed to Wear Three Months

& Co. had the first maple syrup
the Gay
eason Monday. It came from
a
in Montvilie and sold at 46 cents

’,,]r|

people I

ture and appearance, with

*

Howes

v

and best dressed
in the world.

I They enjoy everything
I possible in the way of tex-

dance at

>

|

■

term

''day

,,

W. Lothrop wm 4swo stmt
tk* firat Um aloe* kar critical

^*re,» of tho Womon’o Hoapito
4
Aid
trill meat at 2 SO
p m. n*xt Monday with
Mr*, a A. Parker.

paper

morning. I
f
■; These people represent
; the most, discriminating

[i,a severe storm.

r„e
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E’aster

hose

of the Probate Court, Judge
will convene
lobby ot Unity presiding,
At.rii 14th.
was sounded at 12.0E
no school signal
for the first four grades, on account
r,

|

on

holeproof

boob

plants well along.

was

pull

««•»*•»
illDtac.

Kelley

Main*-_

Swanv.lle,

I

ONE

mJy*sm ^tM>l
for

prompt

r^n

Drugs

j
|

grandest blood-maker
predigested

society.

<

This, Thursday, afternoon an< I
an Easter sale and supU morial hall under the direction of th<
,f the Universalist parish. Supper wil I
Th<
v. 1 at 6 o’clock; tickets 35 cents.
v
be, as usual, in the afternoon an< I
.Tijr. The fancy work table will be ii
f Mrs. J. G. Paul and Mrs. A. A
ih.* apron table, Mrs. George E. Johnsoi
Mrs. Chas. H. Crosby; the punch table
n

i-itr

ev»

•.

;

Sale.

there will be

l'ryru>oc

who will

4 hhftft nnH

also sell

Mrs

Japanese

flnlhu

articles.

I

be the post office for th*
f parcel post packages under the direc
-f Mrs. Frank I. Wilson and Mrs. Dexte
• merits.
The packages will be sold fo
ms each and will have the card of thi
r.
enclosed. A card party of sixteei
s
under the direction of Mrs. Frank G
M xer will follow the supper.
u-

feature will

Church Guild. The guild o
Church held its third picnic suppe
o! ,l.e season at the home of Mrs. Elon B
rest last Monday
evening and the affai |
•ve- a
thoroughly enjoyable one. Mrs. Clar
•u
Head was the chairman of the suppe
committee and was assisted by an able corp
of workers.
Cold meats, mashed potat >
y. hot rolls, cakes and coffee, were served
Ihere was a large attendance. The flowe r
committee repotted and the various commit
tfces for the
May bazaar to be held in Memo
rial Hall May 6th have begun
making activ
plans. There will be a
baby show in the after
floon, and also a doll’s parade for little girl )
uom 3 to 7
years, with their dolls in decorate* l
arnages. Baby’s things, boudoir caps, cand})
cooked food and tea will be on sale.
In th »
’•ening some of the young girls of the paris!
u"e 1,1
£lve a little play, which will be coache< 1
Miss Alice E. Simmons. There will also b 3
1 e
musical numbers.
Details will De an
flounced later.
North

»

Ayer’s vfiwi

Ud to know you have used it. Tell I
yo r friends how it
stopped your falling f
•lair and greatly
promoted its growth,
Vour Doctor.
8

j

upbuilds
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B

quickly
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Ought
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FLOUNDERS
ST,
OYSTERS
CLAMS

to Paint

|
I
j

*

Agate

Ware

|

of agate ware we sell we fully warrant to
dive satisfaction. It is the same agate-ware and bought
from the same firm we have dealt with for over 20 years,
and during all that time not one dissatisfiad customer.
Read that over again.

E
i
I
1

We have a full and'complete line of the above agate
ware in stock.
The prices are right and we would be
very pleased to show the goods to you.

£

truly,

CARLE & JONES, Belfast, Maine
mmmmmamsbmmamms&m mm

1

A CARD»

*

We wish to
we
as

announce

to the

public

that

have bought the drug business, known
the City Drug Store, of Edmund Wil-

son.

We shall endeavor to maintain the

high standard
ment to our

all,

of

goods,

courteous treat-

patrons, and fair prices to

that Mr. Wilson has established in

the past.
Yours

truly,

READ & HILLS,
P. O.

Square, Belfast, Maine.

Mail orders promptly attended to.

We offer for the month of April, or until
further-notice, as follows:
Best Rump Steak.29c lb
Best Upper Round Steak.24c 44
"

Vein Steak.22c
Lower Round Steak.20c
Heavy Chuck Roast.12c
Five Rib Roaat.16c
Loin Roast...18c
Sugar Cured Smoked Shoulder.134c
44

44

44

Ham...17|c

Bacon...19c
Pork Sausage.18c
Native Chicken, 4 to 6 lbs... 18fc
Native Fowl, 6 to 6 lbs.18c
11c
Corned Beef, heavy.
Salt Pork.11c
44

I

j

CO.

F,

5

Meats-Lower

9

living”

Every piece

Yours very

|

SCALLOPS
HADDOCK
COD

I City Fish Market]

....

I

||

;

At this time of “high cost of
We wish to speak of our

K

{

\

|

|
|
| Spring Housefumishing Sale i

I

j

SEASON

1

—ANNUAL—

Warranted

r FRESH
j BluefTsh

I

GRAND
Easter Display

1

Shirts, Ties, Collars,
Gloves and Hats
EVERYTHING

64c
Finnan Haddie and Cod. 9c
No. 1 Salt Mackerel.12c

Apricots.

S

Belfast, Maine

Masonic Temple,

HARTFORD

44

j

Eggs

44
44
44
44
44
44
44

are

44

cheap

44

15c. per

quart.

40c. per

INSPEC-

Abstract of Statement January 1, 1914
Cash capital.$1,000,000 00
Total assets. 5,412,495 55
Reserve re-insurance.. 2,293,028 64
For losses unadjusted.
41,990 28
Surplus to policy holders. 1,972,509 40
L. B. Brainerd, President and Treasurer; C. S.
Boston Office, 101 Milk Street; C. E. Roberts,
Mgr.; W. P. Wallace, Resident Agent.

AND SAVE MONEY

44

BOILER

Blake, Secretary.

USE WATER GLASS

*4

STEAM

TION AND INSURANCE COMPANY.

*4
44

3wl5

gallon

26c

10c Bottles Stuffed Olives..26c
3 Cans Salmon.26c
4 Cans Peas.26c
3 Package Macaroni.26c
Campbell's Soups. 8c
2 lbs. Peanut Butter..26c
Cocoa, in bulk.22c 44
Olives, in bulk.32c qt.
Everythi g under glass. Call and see our
display of good things to eat.

PERRY’S CASH MARKET

a

DWIGHT P. PALMER,

lbs. 44New Crop" Prunes..26c
44

be found at

44

OTHER GOOD VALUES
3
2
4

to

first-class Haberdashers.

FISH
Cod, strictly fresh.

i

POOK’u DRUG STORE

WANTED
POSITION
portable
Iwl5p

FOR SALE

WANTED
<r

AS

FIREMAN

IN

stationary mill.

GEORGE D. LAWRY.
Belfast, Maine.

CARD OF THANKS

Ten scree of land fronting twenty rode on
I
We wish to tha’ck our friends for their courMiller street. Good house lota. Apply to
tesies and for the flowers sent during the ill.HENRY M. KEMPTON,
South Orrington, Maine, I ness of our mother, Mrs M. J. Randall,
MR. AND MRS. ALLEN WEBBER.
15tf
lwp
Or M. C. HILL, 39 Miller Street.

6

APPLETON.

A Game of Chance.
By VV. H. Winslow, Ph.
CHAPTER X.

EXPLORATION. THE ROBBERS' DEN.
FOOD A NECESSITY.
and
Mr. Dyer was fanning a small fire
had crept into
of

daylight
feeble rays
and
the cave, when the girls turned
and
twisted awake upon their stony bed,
stretched and rubbed their benumbed
muscles into feeling and activity.
“See the ogre bending over the nre!
cried Alice, half awake.
be
“It is James, my dear; do not
afraid,”

said Mrs.

Dyer.

“The bright flame is a good omen of
be on
breakfast, though I fear we must
shorter allowance even than yesterday,
remarked Mary resignedly.
“Where are Mr. Wendell and Doctor
Chapman?” asked Alice with alarm. be“They made a torch and have gone
the remainder
yond the bend to explore
of the cave,” answered Dyer.
and
The stream had fallen considerably
the girls made their toilets :
pools
by quiet
!
and dabbled playfully,
as a,
"What was that?” asked Alice,
her
between
dark object passed quickly
j
i
and the firelight.
lots of them
“Only a bat. There are
hat j
farther in the passage. One hit my
replied
when I was making the fire,

Harry Pease is in Westboro, Mass.,
position ir. the Lyman

where he has a
School for Boys.

Miss Olive Gushee is at home this
week from Dover, where she is teaching,
Miss Rosa Gushee is also at home f0j
>ne week’s vacation from Oak Grove
Seminary, where she is a student.

D._

>f the Country Club. It was between
jiant trees and an outcrop of ledges, and
j lidden by ferns, vines and shrubs that
lad been shrivelled and blackened by the
lun’s heat. The rocks were hot, the
sparse soil parched, and the atmosphere
Iry and heated. We made a hasty surback
vey of the location aud hastened
nto this cool, subterranean refuge.
“There was a broadening of the passage about fifty yards from the exit into
i niche or room about fifteen feet across,
:hat had been formed by nature and improved by man, as indicated by tool
narks upon the floor and walls. There
vas a stone fireplace against the north
vail, near the entrance, so the smoke
:ould escape outward; two broad bunks
ind plenty of bedclothes opposite; sevsral shelves cut in the ledge; some cookof
ing utensils of tin and iron; a supply
rude crockery, and best of all, canned
foods, part of a ham, crackers, coffee,
and cansugar, salt, pepper, petroleum

Mr. Herbert Kimmens is having all he
do repairing automobiles and station.
He has worked at the
;ry engines.
:an

nas

You would if you knew aoout it

^

to the State Convention which wi
held in Augusta, April 9th, the meeting
was called to order by Frank Berry, v.h
was elected
chairman, and Arthur 0.
Fish, secielary. J. D. Ripley and 1 K
Edgecomb were elected delegates anFrank Berry and G. H. Page alternate.
The town committee elected for two
years are: Frank Berry, chairman, Arthur D. Fish, secretary, G. H. Pag p
E. Eigeeomf, John D. Kipity, Am In-tv
Bean, A. C. Uushee, Ormand Keene
Albert Sherman.

A Glenwood Coal or Gas Eange for ceoldnr. end ■
Glswood Parlor Stove, Furnace or Boiler for beating
means solid comfort gad 1— fuel.

pile
ndisputably to cooking and comfort.

Mitchell ^ Truss©!!, Belfast

SWANVILLE

■

B6“How8far'have^ou
aS“Abouteri

...

T->

■

faTiie

answered

Chapman,

puzzled faces around him.
“You have been out in the world again,
Mr. Wendell?” asked Mary, suspiciously.
distance
“Yes, on the mountain, a little
and fiery,
only. The sun is up again, hotWe cannot
but not as bad as yesterday.
We have alien
leave our refuge today.
into luck, however, and shall not starve,
thank God! Doctor, tell them of our exploration, I am too tired,” said Wendell,
the
reclining wearily upon the ledge, and
others sat near him.
We
Chapman continued the story.
went

splashing, slipping and stumbling

along in the bed of
occasionally against
over

the stream; fallmg
its walls; creeping

barriers; admiring fish imprisoned

NINETY
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Pressure Days.
Men and women alike have to work incessantly with brain and hand to hold their own
nowadays. Never were the demands of business, the wants of the family, the requirements of society, more numerous. The first
effect of the praisewoi thy effort to keep up
with all these things is commonly seen in a
weakened or debilitated condition of the nerv
deous system, which results in dyspepsia,
fective nutrition of both body and brain, and
in extreme cases in complete nervous prostration. It ia clearly seen that what is needed is
what will BUStain the system, give vigor and
tone to their nerves, and keep the digestive
and assimilative functions healthy and active.
From personal knowledge, we can recommend
Hood’s Sarsaparilla for this purpose. It acts
on all the vital organa, builds up the whole
and fits men and women for these

High

system,
high pressure days.

SOUTH MONTV1LLE.
Mrs. David Gilman is in Belfast caring
for her sister, Mrs. Geo. Young, who is
very sick.
Hannah Bagley of Liberty is keeping
house for D. C. Gilman during his wife’s
stay in Belfast.
W. B. Bowly has hired the G. F. Randall mill and will have his long lumber
sawed next week.
Mary Randall, who spent the winter
with Olive Randall, has returned to her
home in Lewiston.

Cry

Children

FOR FLETCHER’S

CASTOR I A
HALLDALE.
Ethel Hall has gone to Belfast to work

in

a

millinery

store.

Hale and Hearty
G. W. Heath of South Windham,
Maine, is 90 years “young”—and stil
hale and hearty. For 60 years he haf
used “L. F.” Atwood’s Medicine, anc
his personal recollections of Mr. Atwooc

John Colby came home from Belfast
on a visit last Saturday.
C. M. Plummer and Mrs. George Trendy are in very poor health.
Many of the farmers are having their
wood sawed with gasolene power.

very

interesting:

The

At'
“For more than 60 years “L. F.
wood’s Medicine has been a family remedy in my househoid. At the age of 90,

Government and the Railroads.

recent address at Lynn, Mass.,
Ex-Mayor Fitzgerald of Boston said: “If
the figures I have read are true, which
! show that the railroads are losing milchildrer
six
and
my
I am stil! using it,
lions of legitimate revenue by the autoI bought il
use it from time to time.
cratic orders of the Postmaster General
first from L. F. Atwood himself in 1850 of the United States, he should be re-

In

a

I moved by President Wilson. Railroad
i securities are largely held by savings
as ]
benefit
much
as
others
get
hope
banks and people of moderate means,
medicine.”
this
of
have from the use
and Mr. Burleson is guilty of plain,
til we came to a second passage to the
he knowingly
every day larceny when
(Signed) G. W. Heath.
right.
the railroads to carry ihe mails
ended
it
compels
until
lead
this
followed
“We
at a great loss. The Boston & Maine is
a
great
All Dealers
against a shelving ledge with retraced
Large bottle, 35 cents.
hundreds of thousands of dollars
losing
We
its
base.
at
pellucid spring
annually carrying the mail to the injury
our steps to the left passage and followTrial Bottle—FREE—From Us.
of the stockholder, the employer and the
ed it to its entrance on the side of the
i traveling public.”
mountain, which we concluded was north “L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland, Me

shrinking pools; striking at bats with
adour hats; two men in a globe of light,
vancing through the murky darkness unin

when he sold it from house to house.

1

|

Lost!
in-

A significant fact is Stag’s
stant appeal to old smokers—men
who had long settled down to
something else.
per-

haps the most enthusiastic of all.
The Handy Haif10-Cent
Tin, the Pound
Full-Size
Si.’e 5-Cent Tin, the
the
Pound Glass
and
Tin
Half-Pound
and
Hum|dors
Humidor.

Convenient Packages:

&

Removes Skin Blem-

Literary News and Notes.
The Shop Notes and Amateur Mechan-

Why go through life embaraased and disfigured with pimples, eruptions, blackheads,
red rough skin, or suffering the tortures of
Eczema, itch, tetter, salt rheum. Just ask
your druggist for Dr. Hobson’s Eczema Ointment. Follow the simple suggestions and you
Mild, soothing, efskin worries are over.
fective. Excellent for babies and delicate,
tender skin. Stops chapping. Always helps.
Relief or money back. oOc, at your Druggist.

departments

ics

of the

April

Popular

Mechanics magazine contain the usual
amount of good material, illustrated by
iketchesand diagrams. One article telling how to make a basement hotbed will
prove of particular interest at this time
jf the year, while much information of
irnlue to motorists is contained in the
article entitled “Under-Inflation of Automobile Tires.

The April Woman’s Home Companion
contains the clearest and most interesting report of the militant movement in
The Progressives of Maine are courting England that has yet appeared in any
disaster from their own bugaboo—the American periodical. It is called “John
A machine resembling Bull’s Militant Daughters’’ and is writsteam-roller.
very much the one in operation in Chi- ten by J. Nilson Laurvik. The article
cago on one memorable occasion in Pro- shows excatly wherein English women
gressive party history was very much in are discriminated againBt by English
evidence at Bangor at the Progressive laws, and although it does not of course
State convention. Hon. John E. Warren
justify violence, it at least explains it.
of Westbrook, who had the courage to Other
interesting articles in the April
sound a note of warning, was hooted and
Companion are: “The New Freedom for
hissed and almost insulted by the con- Little Children,” by Mary Heaton Vorse;
The Progressives are drunk “The Other
vention.
World,” by Charles E. Jefwith their own importance.
They re- ferson; “A Two-Weeks Trip in Italy,” by
mind us of the story of the mouse which Albert Lee; “Amateur Dramatics,” by
quenched its thirst in a wine vat, and SallyConrad Fauntleroy; “The World's
then went up the stairs, two steps at a Greatest
Paintings,” by Laura Spencer
time, yelling, “Where is that blankety- Portor; and "The Kitchen Garden,” by
blank cat that chased me yesterday?”
Franz Biehler.
Ellsworth American..
The opening paper of the April Atlantic gives the sobering facts of the attiThe President’s Mexican Policy

Progressive

The

Steam

Roller.

—

Collier’s Weekly, hitherto non-commit-

tal on our Mexican policies now joins the
It declares
ranks of che adverse criti c.
that “President Wilson’s policy has been
and
that at
the
a mistake from
start,”
the outset “men experienced in international law were shocked, and predicted
the muddle that has now come to pass.”
Collier’s points out that recognition of
Huerta has been and is today the oniy
course, and that if persisted in “our
present policy will lead us ultimately to
All of which is sound
intervention.”
common sense. —Boston Herald.

Spring

j

j
j

Laxative and Blood Cleanser.
the accumulated waste and poi-

Flush
sons of the winter months; cleans your stomach, liver and kidneys of all impurities. Take
Dr. King’s New Life Pills; nothing better for
purifying the blood. Mild, non-griping laxative. Cures constipation; makes you feel fine.
out

no other.
25c, at your Druggist.
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for All Hurts.

Take

FREEDOM.
Dr. A. M. Small, who has been postmaster for the past five years, has reThis office pays about $650
signed.
of the office,
per year. The expenses
rent, fuel and lights, etc., are about
$100. This does not include clerk hire,
which must be paid by the postmaster,
Mrs. Murch, who is now assistant and
his been in the office for the past five
years, will he an applicant for the po; sition.

“No Bite,

-

j

me

ol

tuae

“No String

/I

—

ishes.

“No Bag,

sands of smokers, all inclination
for any tobacco but STAG.

are

Clears Complexion

“No Sting,

During the past year, by thou-

These wise old critics

present

oiaie

ueparuuem
The tone of

toward the spoils system.
the Atlantic’s articles has been generally highly favorable to the present Administration, and its criticism of this

spot is the more effective. Henry
Rydnor Harrison, famous as the author
oi' “Queed,” discusses in this number of
the Atlantic the story of his early adventures with the editors before fame
brought him the advertisement which
editors seek. It is a plain statement of
facts, but a '.ittle hard on the editors.
Miss Zephine Humphrey’s “Protestant
Paradox,” like her much-discussed paper
“The Protestant in Italy,” places in
vivid contrast the states of mind of the
Miss
Protestant and the Catholic.
weak

f

For

Pipe

and

Cigarette

“EVER-LASTI NG-LY GOOD”;

u

Path nf

n

*.

\*

—

at

home for

The Industrial Club will not howl meet-

years. In 1899 he was elected a member
of the Board of Selectmen and each succeeding year, for 15 years, he had been
elected to the same office with increased
votes. This record was considered re-

markable,

as

Mr. Sweeney

was

a

of Bermuda fishermen entitled
Turtlers.” The poems in the number
are
by Bliss Carman and Reginald
Wright Kauffman, and there is a full
Contributor’s Club.
Check Your April Cough.
Thawing frost and April raina chill

you to

the very marrow, you catch cold—Head and
lunga stuffed—You are feverish—Cough continually and feel miserable—You need Dr.
King’s New Discovery. It soothes inflamed
and irritated throat and lungs, stops cough,
and you feel
your head clears up, fever leaves,
fine. Mr. J. T. Davis of Stickney Corner, Me.,
“Was cured of a dreadful cough after doctor s
treatment and all other remedies failed. Reback. Plessant—Children like
lief or
money

it.

Get

your

a

bottle to-day.

£0c.

and $1.00, at

Druggist.

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve for All Sores.

Bangor, Me., April 1. The first saltaken at the Bangor pool on the Penobscot was killed by Michael Flanagan
today. The fish weighs eighteen pounds
and is a beauty. It was sold to a grocer
for $1.60 a pound, and has been purchased by admirers of President Wilson as a
gift to the chief executive and will be
sent to him at once-

money back.

60c. and $100, at your

drugwiat

\-

i

1

Demo-

and the town strong Republican.
Mr. Sweeney was for a time chairman of
the board.
He gave up public life this
spring. Mr. Sweeney belonged to several organizations, such as Attleboro
Lodge of Elks, Orient Lodge of Odd
Fellows, Pythagoras Lodge, Knights of
Pythias, Pennington Lodge, A. 0. U. W.
and the Royal Arcanum. In all of these I
he held offices. Mr. Sweeney is survived !
by a wife, who was before her marriage
Miss Mary Bowman of West Falmouth,
and four children.
The children are
crat

I
W

f^B9^H-(

■y

jSjBB:'

iJg
■■

Attleboro and Mrs. Willard Whitman of
Swainpscott. The funeral took place
March 30th at the Second Congregational
church.
Orient Lodge of Odd Fellows
had charge of the services.

FROM BELFAST BACKS—RELIEF
PROVED BY LAPSE OF TIME.

heavy burden;
Nervousness, dizziness, headache.
Rheumatic pain; urinary ills;
Backache

is a

vicinity.
C. Sheldon, Brooks, Me., says: “I have
occasion to use Doan’s Kidney Pills
or any other kidney remedy for a long time.
You may continue to publish my former endorsement, as I still have unlimited confidence in Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, sole
W.

no

agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take

GEO. L. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law,
specaltv.

Probate practice
2tf
Second-hand
goods of every description. Furniture. bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture
a specialty. If yot
have anything tc
sell drop me s

nggg |f™8*gg-
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The

to make
dainty
cake or luscious pie
or the good, wholesome bread on which
the family thrives.
Order Will1 am Tell
Flour and baking day
will be a pleasure and
a triumph. Richest in
nutritive value too,
and goes furthest, because it is milled by

HI
UM'

Rp

flg;
Sfcj
R,

R,i

special process

Your g
have it
send me

roc cr

just

—

g

'will
—

say
(16)

pKmffi
ft tlour £
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FOR SALE BY YOUR GROCER
INDIANA LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAl
INSURANCE COMP AN

Indianapolis,

Ind.

Real estate.. $
Mortgage loans. 2r.
b'1
Stocks and bonds...
11
(’ash in office and bank.
b

Agents’balances..
Interest

/

and rents

Gross assets.

Book value of bonds

over

*4-2

market

value.

Admitted assets.$421
Liabilities December 31, 1913
Net unpaid losses.... .$
l1'
Unearned premiums.
:
All other liabilities.....
Surplus over all liabilities. 2.-

*

$42: v-'.-i
HARRY M. STONE, State AgeEast Otisfield, Main**
3W14
THE EMPLOYERS’ LIABILITY ASSURANCE CORPORATION, LTD

Assets

December 31, 1913.

Stocks and bonds.$6,92- .:
**.••*■'
Cash in office and bank.
1,221
Agents’ balances
^
Interest due and accrued.
Gross assets.
Admitted assets.$ 7,31."J'
Liabilities December 31, 1913.
Net unpaid losses.$ l.*’*
Unearned premiums. 2,b3
All other liabilities.
3
Statutory deposit....
2,00
Surplus over all liabilities.
Total liabilities and surplus-$ 7,31
R. W. ROGERS, Agent, Belfast, M
3wl3

no

other.

Practice in all Courts.]

p

of London, England.

All wear one out.
Often effects of kidney weakness.
No use to cure the symptoms.
Relief is but temporary if the cause remains.
If it's the kidneys, cure the cause.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are for kidney ills—
Here's proof of their merit from this

had

B

You Want
More than

■ Just‘Flour

George A. Sweeney, Jr., Mrs. Walter F.
King and Mrs. Edmund Reeves, Jr. of

BELFAST. MAINE.

Weak and Tired Women.
“I was under greet strain nursing a relative through three months’ sickness,” writes
Ure. J. C. Van de Sande, of Kirkland, III., and
'•Electric Bittern kept me from breaking down.
[ will never be without it” Do you feel tired
snd worn out? No appetite and food won’t digest? It isn’t the spring weather. You need
Electric Bitten. Start a month’s treatment
to-day; nothing better for stomach, liver and
The great spring tonic Relief or

kidneys.

ft

Learn-

mg,” by Margaret Lynn. Henry Christale
topher Christie contributes a novel“The

a

t

Nellie Marr is

ings until the travelling is better.
George A, Sweeney died March 27t'n J, Miss Margery Walker of Mornat his home on Holman street, Attleboro,
clerking in the store of Fred Lit tit fiMass. Mr. Sweeney was born in Sears- at Waldo Station.
port, Me., about 63 years ago. He was
Martin Nickerson lost a horse ret -1
educated in the public schools of that
from Searsport by choking to death with the halter, liar
town and graduated
Academy with honors, being acknowl- rison Cunningham also lost his t urs*
edged one of the best mathematicians in which got cast and choked to death.
He taught school for two
the town.
Airs. David Moody, who has hem r,
years and then entered upon a business
for two weeks at the hoi
career.
He went to Attleboro about 40 Searsport
her daughter, Mrs. E. E. Clements, reyears ago and entered the employ of the turned home
Sunday.
late Henry L. Leach, where he remained
He then purchased a busiseven years.
Mrs. Arabella Barden went to V interness on Railroad avenue.
Soon after his port last week to look al ter her bushiss
arrival in Attleboro Mr. Sweeney joined there. Monday she left for New Ji n.
a
the Fire Department and was elected and the first of May will go to Cant,
captain of Hose 2. For several years he for an indefinite stay.
was assistant engineer of the department under the present chief, Hiram R.
Packard. Mr. Sweeney was appointed
postmaster of Attleboro in 1894 and gave
the people excellent satisfaction fur four

BURDENS LIFTED

Strengthens

\

Deaths.

Cry

mon

c

Recent

Franklin Towne. a highly respected
citizen of Brunswick, died March 25th
of pneumonia at his home at Rocky Hill,
although a Protestant, aged 76 years, one month and 17 days.
Humphrey,
threads her way with nicety along the Mr. Towne was born in Brunswick, the
edge of the dividing line. “Fashions in son of Moses and Mary (Allen) Towne.
Men,” by Katharine Fullerton Gerould, He followed the sea as a young man,
is a keen criiicismof present-day heroes and then bought the farm at Rocky Hill
H. Fielding-Hall discusses where he lived for many years. He
of fiction.
in a manner leaves two
“The Fallacy of Ethics
daughters, Mrs. George Dunapt to stir up controversy. A second ning and Mrs. Harry Williams of this
controversial paper in the number is con- town. Mr. Towne was one of the charter
tributed by Elisabeth Woodbridge on members of Domhegan Tribe I. O. R. M.
“The Unknown Quantity in the Woman and for a number of years served as a
Problem,” an article which continues member of the Republican Town Comthe discussion started by Mr. George’s mittee.
He was an upright citizen and
freshly-remembered paper on ’’Feminist respected by all who knew him. —Brunsa
of
Reflections
wick Telegraph.
Intentions,” ‘Recent
Novel Reader” is an intelligent paper
Mr. Towne was the father of Mrs. G.
of book reviews, and, in this same numA. Dunning, and when Mr. and Mrs.
a readable
Dean
Hodges publishes
ber,
review of “The Golden Bough,’’a not- Dunning were residents of Belfast made
able series of religious books which has
frequent visits here and met many of
just been brought to completion. “Semour citizens, of whom he often spoke.
aphore,” by Joseph Husband, is a brilThe Mrs. Dunning’s Belfast friends extend
liant bit of railroad description.
heartfelt sympathy to her in her bereave“Letters of a Woman Homesteader
conclude with a stirring account.of a visit ment.
to a Mormon Bishop. Frederick Trevor
Hill discusses entertainingly an early
Children
Adventure in American Diplomacy. In
this number Abraham Mitrie Rihbany
FOR FLETCHER’S
of
brings to an end the interesting story
his life.
Evans Woollen presents “A
CASTORIA
Third View of the Single Tax,” and
Winifred Kirkland a pretty essay on “The
Road that Tallked.” Chief among the
stories are “The Leopard of the Sea,
a Stamboul Night’s Entertainment, by

The First Penobscot Salmon.

a
t

dSiMiss

CENTER.

week’s vacation.

Robins, bluebirds and sparrows have
made their appearance.

are

a

The Minstrels went to Burkettvliie
rhursday right and gave a benefit for
Miss Leola Ripley, daughter of Charles
Ripley, whose house and barn w:th all
their contents were destroyed by fire recently.- A large amount of housi hold
goods, furniture, bedding and clothing
have been given to Mr. and Airs. Ripley
by people of this and adjoining towns.
Over 60 dollars was made by the entertainment, supper and dance 1 hur iay
evening and this was presented to Mis',
Leola Ripley.
At a Republican caucus held A1
28 th to elect two delegates and a It err:;

The Range that
Makes Cooking Easy

“It is the home of a workman, the
•efuge of a hermit, or a den of robbers.
[ prefer the latter, because more romanDver
adventures.
■‘The uncanny things! They some-j :ic, and it adds a thrill to our
a simple life and not
: Fhere one can live
times suck one’s blood.”
are
“Not those littie fellows. They
jay rent or taxes.”
“How idyllic! How fortunate to disnot larger than a mouse, although they j
exare
their
wings
•over this provisioned cavern, when we
seem immense when
Let us go at
! ire in such great need.
tended.”
and begin the
>nce, take possession,
“Hello!” echoed a distant call.
“Hello!” answered Dyer loudly.
limple life,” said Mary, the practical,
sounds
learning upon Wendell.
There were splashing, crunching
"Not so fast, ladies; we must have
and Wendell and the Doctor came slowly j
the ladies, jreakfast first in order to have strength
into the light and greeted
and courage to fight the
“Good morning.”
! for the journey
the
“We are delighted to see our deliver- •obbers,” interposed Dyer, stirring
over your
ers back; I was worried
ab-j ire to a bright blaze.
“Correct!” added Wendell; “the remfellows been?” nants of our picnic, supplemented by
and
ham and trout will give us a feast
mile. I think; haven’t we we can have our coffee later.
“Each of you will be a tenderfoot and
Wendell?” replied Chapman.
“I should think it. We had a wonder- need a stimulant after we shall have
shallows
made the slippery journey, or I m no
ful experience walking in the
the ,
authority on anatomy,” declared Chapand frightening bats and fishes, bee
saying
fish we caught in the pools,
fried
a lot of
which, he took from his pocket
Chapman dissected the fish and
under Mrs. Dyer’s superthem with ham
still gasping trout.
_1_I iL.
iX
Inin antivirv
“Oh, the little beauties! all spotted V1B1UU, Ujci
-, »V
Mary laid a
blue, yellow and red!” exclaimed Alice, and made coals; Alice and and
Wendell
thena.
smooth
over
a
rock,
on
hand
table
her
gassing
he
lake
“Are they blind like the fish in the
lighted and placed some candles that
had appropriated at the den.
of Mammoth Cave.' asaea mniy.
lidless
The black bats were excited by the
“No indeed! See their little
We caught them with I light and strangeness of the picturesque
eves still bright.
and they have scene and fluttered against the sparkling
our hands on the way back
water.
roof of the cave much to the alarm of
been only a short time out of the
took
Alice. It was an enjoyable breakfast,
“Smart fishermen! I guess you
vour hats,” insinuated Dyer.
however, considering the meagre menu,
the
behind
and, refreshened and strengthened,food
Chapman had kept his hand
him and he now presented a frying pan members gathered the remnants of
breakand began their toilsome march onward
and said, “We shall have fish for
to the mountain fastness, the robbers
Mrs.
and
ladies were astonished
Where
[TO BE CONTINUED]
Dyer cried, “For heaven’s sake!
die! you get that?”
den,’
“In a robber’s
Ohio Coal Mines Shut Down.
“Have you been out of the cave.
few
“Yes, at another end than the one by
Cleveland, 0. March 31. With
was
which we entered.”
every coal mine in Ohio
exceptions
fat.
at
“One cannot fry fish without
closed down for an indefinite period
I brought
coal op“Oh, I know. Therefore doctor
the end of work today. Local
are
proalong some,” and the smiling
erators estimate that 50,000 miners
duced from his coat pocket a large piece | thrown out of employment.
of fat ham.
“Wonderful foresight! Whence came
this manna?”
“From the robber's den.
“You had better join the band since
you steal so easily.”
“Of course, we shall—after breakfast
1
—appropriate the den and furnishings,
laughing at the

and

all the tools required for doing

good job.

iles. A double-barreled gun and an umarella stood in one corner, and some old
rlothes and old shoes were scattered
iround. A quantity of ashes in the fireof wood near it pointed
place and a

AT

York,

ousinesB several years in New

post* card and you «n
Corner Cross and Federal 8tr. ts, Belfast,

117 ALDO BH.—In Court, of I’n bate, h» I
Vf
last, on the 10th day of Mare
George 11. Staples, guardian onin fin*
said
Ularence Trundy «»r Frankfort,
having presented his second and final «u

guardianship

for allowance.

ordered, that notice thereof be givi
weeks successively, in The Republican 1
said
a newspaper published in Belfast, in
;»
that all persons interested may attend
1
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the
*■
of
April next, and show cause, if
not
should
aceouut
said
have, why the
l0Wed-

JAMES LIBBY,

A true copy. Attest:
AUTHOR W.
13p

"k

I.KONAKD, Re

WXKCUTOR'S NOTICE. The subscrili'
Jj by gives notice that he .lias beenlepointed executor of the last will ami
1

0t

MARY A. WHITE, late of Bella*'.
County of Waldo, deceased. AH I
of
having demands agaiust the estate ne
ceased are desired to present the sa
are rep"
Indebted
thereto
all
and
tlement,
to make payment

in

the

1

Immediately

^

quimi

Belfast, February 10,1914—3wl3
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CENTER MONTVHXE.

The

i

Charles E. Palmer's condition is
st iered critical.
Clifton Morse has
white twin lambs.

COPYRIGHT 1913 by the Mone
tflnt
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Economy In Raising Them.
Mom.
PR SANBORN, Holden,

URE

Buy

Tour Fertilizer Intelligently.

Preventing Drought by

In buying commercial fertilizer do
not be guided wholly by a chemical
mt.
of the crop to be fertilized.
haps a mash containing ground \ analysis
Soils differ widely and my be deep or
:iml iinimal food, and you should
shallow, sandy or loamy, containing
per cent of the chicks.
ra;.,
liberal supplies of plant food which
deserves
to
be
well
chick
vei
could be brought Into use by deep
and propplowing and thorough cultivation, or
jjaiclH'l of sturdy ancestry
should
be
from
The
eggs
perhaps markedly lacking in plant
1? renred.
well housed
foods.
First, then, you must know
carefully selected stock,
to produce chicks that stand
something of the character of your
lo fed.
conditions. The hen or lncu- soli, and you may usually count on
do Its part well, as many
sandy and gravelly soils being poor in
y t,, should
is made between the laying of
..
potash and phosphoric acid; clay soils
the hatching of the chick.
usually rich In potash and poor In lime
tt, egg and
iVr ihe lamp heated brooder to
and phosphoric add; limestone soils
hen or the heatless brooder,
rich In that element and phosphoric
ei,,.,; the
j.w-title some hens do good brooding add and poor in potash, while soils
seasons you can raise
containing leaf mold or other kinds of
sml u some
,„i | hicks with the tireless brooder,
vegetable matter are usually rich in all
successful brooding of elements.
v,.' for easy,
Is for the
Formulas to Uh.
gfc .hicks my preference
Having determined the general naheated brooder.
ture of the soli, the formulas given beTi,,. chicks, when dry, are taken from
machine and transferred to
low will meet the requirements of
(he Vn or
warmed brooder. I prefer it
good sandy loam. In purchasing ferthe well
fully as warm under the tilizer remember part of the nitrogen
If too
should be in the form of nitrate of
y er ns was the incubator, then,
-hi ks can be spread out into
soda, which becomes Immediately avail« arm part of the brooder floor,
!,
able, and part should be in the form
„t any hour the temperature drops
of organic nitrogen, such as tankage,
which
or
ft, t.j.-ks c,m retire to a warmer place
dried

From

to 600 tons of water
are required to produce one ton of
dry matter for most of our
common farm
crops. In many portions of the United
States the rainfall during the
growing
months is not sufficient to
supply these
large amounts of water to the crops.
This fact lays stress upon two

■

things—

ing plants,

j.

What

dry ground fish,

not Immediately available, while
part of the phosphoric acid should be
soluble as add phosphate and part insoluble. such as ground bone. South
Carolina rock or Tennessee rock. iThese
facts may be bad from the salesmen.)
Formula. Pounds.
Crop.
75
4-8-10
Asparagus
30
2-8-10
Beans
62
4-8-12
Beets
90
6-8-10
Cabbage (early)
62
4-8-10
Cabbage (late)
90
Celery .4.B-8-7.6
is

to Feed Them,

spirt the chicks get cool water
the food that is in
tc ,i. ,:.k nml only
ni waste used to cover the broodReally they need no food, and
e! y lind in the waste is plenty,
,
cw days old they need light
v,
fc.-ii..i; "f cracked wheat, good fish or
scrap 'personally I have found
i.e better than a good grade of
E
: ,pi added at eight days of age I
yl
90
4-8-11
1 Corn
;y cracked, dry corn at ten to
62
e;
6-8-10
Lettuce
62
1-7-10
lays. It is important that all Onlona
,,,
90
2-8-10
Peae
-'c! be sound, sweet and clean.
c|:1
60
4-8-10
Potatoes
flt
Is
that
only
corn,
scrap
M
asty
I-.
62
Squash and pumpkins... 4-6-8
fixer, and stale drinking water.
f,
These elements provide plant food to
barn
in
the
Is
some
there
grit
Tnl,—
Start crops and feed them through the
was;, that is used for brooder floor it
To use this table remember
season.
a
shoul.l be supplied. Chicks need
commercial fertilizers are sold on a
, c to retire to when cold, an
,c
percentage basis thus: 4-8-10 means 4
m to get out Into and exercise,
0p,
per cent actual nitrogen, 8 per cent
as a grass run to range over
B,
actual phosphoric acid and 10 per cent
Close coufinetwo weeks old.
wh.
So from a 200 bag of potash
potash.
to
t
tends
brooders
leg
give
hot
ucv
51 per cent actual potash,
containing
in
As
chicks
the
s.
age
,
grow
w
Cl per cent of 200 pounds Is 102 pounds.
ti,. : at of the brooder can be reduced
The 4-8-10 calls for 10 per cent actual
tc ,i r.t so degrees. Too many chicks
potash or 10 per cent of 102 pounds,
-p lied that are doomed to die bear,
which is 10.2 pounds. In feeding plants
from weak stock or incubated
catibarrow Into the soil part of the ferciv. but the blame is usually laid
wr
to be used and then after tbe
tilizer
make
hens
brooder.
,
Yearling
oi, t!ic
plants are up spread a bit more bethe nest of breeders, better than pultween the rows and work It into the
](,. and are in their prime through
soil with the cultivator. This is espeMarch and April, which Is the time for
cially true of nitrate of s«da.
■

|

1

hatching.

to one hundred dollars per acre and
perhaps on the

also mean the selection of the proper
rotation, to employ the farmer and his
teams to best advantage at all times of

land worth from twenty-five to sixty
dollars per acre, the whole farm taken

together.

I'rii'JS*

f

White Diarrhea Remedy
25c and. 50c.

costly and
Freventsinfection.

iy controls this
.ifiease.

I

!

com-

I. fuse substitutes; insist on Pratts.
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back
n
[j. t Pratt» 160 page Poultry Book

L. T. SHALES & SON

Farming

Conditions

In New

England.

!

farming are due to the fact that the
region as a whole is particularly adapted
experience of successful farmers in the
to the growth of grass and trees. So,
same
region or at least in adjoining
in general, the kinds of farming which
States.
depend on the grass crop, predominate.
These kinds of farming are profitably
Children
supplemented by orcharding, and derive
FOR FLETCHER'S
of
woodfrom
the
great help
presence
C AST O R I A
land. The last furnishes winter employ-

Cry

ment for many farmers and their teams.
Hay growing for the market on the

Why

more

Farmers Should

Advertise in the

Newspapers.

loamy soils of New England is
profitable than corn growing in the

moist or

In the current issue of Farm and Fireside, the national farm paper published
at Springfield. Ohio, J. M. Taylor writes
a valuable and interesting article telling
farmers how to get to the market with
their goods. Mr. Taylor goes on, as follows. to show how farmers can use the

Central States. Potatoes on the well
drained lands of northern New England
and apple orchards on the uplands of all

but the most northern part are profitable
and command markets which are not so
newspapers:
easily reached from other States. Truck
“The cities are full of people who
the
and small fruit crops are in demand and want to buy their goods direct,
are profitable to raise near to any of the country is full of farmers who would
"ladly sell direct for the sake of the adlarger towns and cities. Market milk is ditional
profits to be gained by that mode
also a paying product even somewhat
of selling. All that remains is for them
further from the cities, but is not so to get together.
universally profitable as has been sup- ! “There is no need of an extensive
campaign. All that is necposed, when it has to be sold for the advertising
essary is a small display advertisement in

C., April 6, 1914.
Wa.-hington,
land and the farming of New Eng!ar 1 ave often been criticised.
There
are two chief classes of critics.
These
ar<imposed of people who have known
'i
arming of these States twenty years
a?°. and of those who are seeing it today
* a superficial manner.
prices frequent at points more remote
1 "r a generation or two
past the changes from the cities.
™
farming the country over had left
Peaches aT6 profitable in a number of
farming of New England in a depres- localities in the southern half of New
condition, according to a specialist England, as for instance, on the slopes of
of 'he
Department of Agriculture. The the Connecticut valley in Massachusetts
"faction of the last decade is now rem- and
Connecticut, and on favored slopes
®dying this depression. It was true in New Hampshire along the southern
tha: X-w
England land could not produce border. The production of eggs and
"f the staple crops in competition
poultry pays well when properly man* '*
'he laud of the Central States, esaged, for the average prices of eggs in
when that land was low-priced. southern New England are almost the
i""r
he present
change is due to the large highest in the country. Livestock farmD.

|

the year, both in growing the severa
crops and in disposing of them. This
question may usually be solved from the

Eng-

land

little chance of fatal disease. It
losses and gives you strong
better chicks. No other pretakes its place.

tion of seeds are a congenial temperature and a continuous supply of moisture. The gardener has little to say
about temperature, but the moisture
question can be controlled by the use
of the roller or the feet, providing one
does not use a seed drill having a small
roller attached. I’eter Henderson In his
book, “Gardening For Profit,” devotes
a whole chapter to the use of the feet
In planting. For example, plant two
rows of radishes where the soil Is dry
and press down firmly with the feet
over one row. smoothing the other row
with a rake, and note the difference.
The radishes which have been tramped
down are able to get moisture by capillary attraction, while the others suffer
for want of it.
In sowing seeds that start slowly, as
parsnips, celery, etc., it is well to sow

KNOX
adapted cash crop in a given
locality to combine with the dairy farmI Miss Lena Bailey is working
ing or other livestock business. It may : Edna Gordon.

the greater part of it is

vn

until the seeds sprout, which is In
about five days. If the seed Is good
about 86 per cent should germinate.
8owing tha 8eada.
The two requisites for the germina-

the best

is done on land valued at from

The distinctive features of New

In each and covered with sand,
afterward being watered thoroughly
with lukewarm water; a piece of damp
cotton cloth la then laid over the tester

placed

Fall Plowing Helps.

..

ten

damp

of

Fall plowing helps to put the surface in condition to take up the
rainfall.
The hardened crust is broken. and water enters freely. MoreWith them a few strong, quick germiover, the ridges and hollows of the
nating seeds to break the crust and
plowed surface act as basins, which
mark the rows so that cultivation may
hold snow and rain until they soak
begin early. Frequently a crop of radinto the soil.
Early spring plowing
ishes may be grown this way before
and disking also play an important
the main crop takes up the land. The
part in putting the surface soil in confollowing vegetables may be planted as
dition to retain and take in a maxisoon as the soil is fit to work:
mum amount of water.
Asparagus, one ounce for 50 feet;
The second step in soil moisture con- j
broad beans, one quart for 100 feet;
serration Is to save the water which
beets, one ounce for 50 feet: Brussels
has entered the soil. This can best be
sprouts, one ounce for 2,000 plants; carThe reason is
done by cultivation.
rots, one ounce to 100 feet; celery, one
this—water is carried from the lower
ounce for 2,000 plants; Swiss chard,
zones of the soil by capillarity. It rises
one ounce for 50 feet; lettuce, one
in the soil from soil particle to soil
ounce for 100 feet; onions, one ounce
particle, and finally it reaches the surfor 100 feet: sets, one quart for 50 feet:
face of the soil and is lost by evaporafor 150 feet: parstion unless the upward movement is ; parsley, one ounce
nips, one ounce for 200 feet; peas, one
checked by some agency.
Now, cultiquart for 100 feet; potatoes, one peck
vation creates this agency—namely, a
for 100 hills.
soil mulch. The principle of moisture
Many of our vegetable seeds do well
conservation by mulches Is well estab- ;
fcben transplanted, and these may be
lished. There is no practical method
in the house or under
for saving soil moisture except by tne j started In boxes
glass or in a nursery row.
use of the mulch.

..

farming

Importance

most of the rainfall will be received
into it and will be carried by gravitation to the lower zones, where the water supply Is held until later called
into use. Whenever the surface of the
soil is baked or run together and impervious it is practically certain that a
large portion of every rain will not get
into the soil, but is lost because of
surface drainage. An effort should be
made to hold the rains of the entire
year, those of the fall and winter and
early spring as well as those of the
growing season. In order to accomplish this the surface of the soil must
be kept loose and open so that as rapidly as rain falls it may be taken into
the upper soil, from whence it can
work downward to the great storehouse beneath.

‘,r

blood,

and also the

the conservation of this soil water.
The first step in conserving soil
moisture Is to have and keep the surface of the soil In such condition that

>

the hover.

to name and possess the greatest possible longevity. Testing seeds Is In Itself interesting, but few have the time
for it, and therefore we should use care
in buying only from the reliable seed
houses. Corn, however, should be tested in order to avoid loss from low vitality and thus having to replant. Testing seeds is a simple matter, and many
use the pasteboard fillers out of egg
crates to do it, these being filled with
sand, then a kernel of corn la

namely, the importance of large water
supplies in the soil not as stagnant water, but aB capillary water, which is
for the most part available for
grow-

alvf,r.,.

ar.1

Cultivation,

the newspapers of the nearest large
city. And in writing the ad the farmer
should not be bashful about having his

Bailey Brothers
parties.

aie

for Mrs.

sawing wood for

Mrs. Bertha Shibles spent March 26th
with her sister in Unity.

Jennie Richardson visited Mrs.
Verne Kelsey March 24th.
Mrs

Mrs. Helen Wentworth called
Annie A born Tuesday afternoon.

on

Mrs.

There is a great deal of sickness, with
bad colds and grip, in town at present.
Mrs. Julia Curtis and Miss Addie Gross
Sunday guests of Mrs. Julia Bailey.

were

Mrs. B rtha Palmer and Miss Bertha
were in Belfast shoDping March
25ih.

Rich

B. L. Aborn attended the stockholders
meeting of the Tel. Co. in Freedom
March 28th.
H. W Rackliff and Chas. Patterson attended the Democratic State Convention
in Portland.

John Abbott met with quite a serious
accident recently while sawing wood.
He slipped in such a way that the saw
cut the back of his wrist, severing three
cords and one bone. Drs. Kilgore and
Cook of Brooks dressed the wound.
A household remedy in America for 25 years
Dr. Thomas’Eclectic Oil. For cuts, sprains,
burns, scalds, bruises. 25c and 50c. At all

—

stores.

“Six Weeks

Sledding

in

March.

[From the Boston Gobe ]
Editor People’s Column—About “Six
weeks’ sledding in March.’’
When I
was a child only three years old, wearing
dresses, James G. McClintock of Board
Landing of Belfast was at our house in
Swanville. and we lived on the east side
where Frank Stevens
of Swan Lake
As John Stevens, my father
now lives.
and McClintock sat in the sitting room
he is not afraid to be known as their
Miles Staples came past the window
it
is
busiFurthermore,
good
sponsor.
I from his home, the next house to the
ness, for it people buy Smith’s cabbages north.
Father said to McClintock: “I
a,l(crowing consuming population of ing which utilizes the relatively cheap this year and find them good they will i am going to say something to Miles and
?>ew l-'igland and the
for Smith’s cabbages next year
clamor
in
imdifficulty
grazing land of northern New England is and be satisfied with no others.”
;1 want you to swear to the same,’’and
l*0''11"'-' some of the perishable or bulky
j McClintock said he would. So in came
favorably situated, but should not dei Miles and father said that he guessed
*“ri1' i Jduce from other States.
pend exclusively on dairy products. The
For dyspepsia, our national ailment, uae j we would have six weeks’ sledding this
o nation
from railway trains often
Recommended for month. Miles said: “How can that
growing of young dairy cattle for the Burdock Blood Bitters.
be.?
I
strengthening dieest.on, purifying the blood. ! There isn’t time.” Fathersaid: “We
statements which exaggerate 1 use of market milk
and of sheep At all drug stores. $1 00 a bottle.
regions,
"'• ’uni of
| had it last year.” Staples doubted it.
rough land in New Eng- ; for mutton utilize part of these pastures
McClintock said ’twas so. Still Staples
As a rule some of the poorest i
to advantage. Other products are of
PITTSFIELD PERSONALS.
doubted it. “Well,” said father, "last
‘“''I lies in
sight of the railways, while local importance and profit in various
year I was in Jefferson and saw six
rest
of this
region is by no I
W:"s Edith Murray is spending a few men by the name of Weeks and shook
of these States, where special con®adI|s all of the same character. The parts
with
Hartland
in
hersister, Mrs. hands with them, all on the same road,”
days
ditions or markets obtain.
™e land is much
and then McClintock patted Miles on the
Charles F. Waldron.
more extensive
j There are two chief problems in New Mr. and Mrs. R. H.
shoulder and said: “You are beaten,”
,ldl is
often understood, and the non-;
Berry and Master and Miles
acknowledged the corn.
are in
“le is a valuable asset as
Montville, where they
grazing or England farming, where the land has Richard
The next Summer father, mother and
were called on account of the'illness of
bet.i
under
cultivation
for
so
Woodland.
many years.
I went to Jefferson ard I saw those same
Mr. Berry’s aunt.
We were on a
men that father told of.
development of profitable farming The first is to supply humus economically.
is
in
Van Stevens
Troy this week at visit to grandmother Jackson of Jackson
e*
England land has not yet gone It has been supposed that livestock the home of his
where
the Weekses
near
grandparent, Mr. and Mills, Jefferson,
dr hut
that there are now many sec- would do this, but it is now evident that Mrs. M. V. B. Mitchell, where he is livqd. This occurred 70 years ago.
ns
where the land is really cheap, in many situations other means must be busily engaged in the maple syrup busiAndrew J. Stevens.
t(
Belfast.
its productive capacity. To employed. Short rotations, including a ness.—Pittsfield Advertiser.
^ the
l)roffuetion of crops pay good clover sod to plow down with frequent
ini
,^e value of the land, it must, regularity, .will do much to keep the
of
"'wise, be bo chosen as to avoid the needed amount of humus in the soil.
®ulative values caused by suburban Where land is in a badly exhausted state
ot
u!Tllner
residences, or in a few cases otlier more hardy crops must first be
b
farming values. The grown as green manure to build the land
''IMah land is often to be avoided up to where it will grow clover in rotatcause ’f is not fitted for farming tion. Winter rye and buckwheat are
»nri ls
!lt the moment devoid of forest two of the most hardy and efficacious I
t0v
mK' ^ome of the cheap farms are crops to plow under green, for soil imocr
arRe enough in
provement.
or
Let him advertise
easily
Smith’s potatoes, or Smith’s cabbages,
Do it in
or whatever Smith has to sell.
a
manner that will leave the impression
that Smith is proud of his cabbages,
that he knows them to be up to standard and that he personally stands back
of them. People will more readily buy
of a man when' he stamps his name on
his goods in a manner which shows that
name

seen.

jt8ton

^"'"wstimated
,1J

1

produce
The second problem is the choosing of
per
keep a
(a
8nd **is
the
combination of enterprises to make j
farms,
Such,
familyW8rVer’
rnay *orm desirable parts of a the farm most profitable as a whole. >
lito
f®rm business. Most of the real This very frequently means selecting
lt,le

acreage,

income

acre, to

'•
_

___„„_

.........

'$?£•

gusta,

pair of black and

F. F. Perkins has finished hauling
lumber and is getting his mill ready to

begin sawing.

The Perkins’ boarding house was recently opened by Mrs. Rosa Folsom from

Roscoe Whitcomb of Waldo visited L.
W. Howard and wife Monday.

Katahdin Iron Works.
Miss

Clara Erskir.e and
Miss
family have Flora Erskine, were heredaughter.
from BucksBrockton, Mass.,
two
last
week.
port
days
W. D. Tasker and wife were at Emma
Miss Edna Herrick is having a month’s
Jameson’s in Searsmont, Tuesday.
Allan MacPherson

and

vacation fromF. F. Perkins’ store ar.d is
at her home in LaGrange.

J. F. Burkill weDt to Hudson, Mass.,
for a stay of some weeks.

Wednesday

Mr. Hamlin from Milo, who is to build
cottage here this spring, was
here lately for a short visit.
Pierce Patterson and family ara here
Frank McDonald and wife of Albion
from Lake View for a visit with his parwere guests of C. E. Howard and wife
ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Patterson.
a summer

Miss Miriam G. Bartlett is expected
home Saturday for a week’s vacation.

Sunday.

Miss Agnes Harriman is at home from
Pittsfield, where she is a student at the
M. CL I., on account of scarlet fever in

Silas E. Bowler of Palermo visited his
Mrs. Emma Cushman, the first of
last week.

sister,

that town.
Miss Mary Wentworth, who is home
Prof. Aubrey ot the U. of M. lecfrom the M. C. I., is sick with the
tured to a large audience last Monday
measles.
evening at Griffin’s hall. His subject
Willis Banks of Searsmont was in was Poultry Culture.
town last week, selling salve for chapped
Wild geese, robins, crows, pussy wilhands, etc.
lows and flounders are here—signs of
was
the
of
Gordon
Elisha
Thorndike,
spring—but the weather has been very
guest of bis brother, M. C. Gordon, a cold and backward so far. We hope for a
of
last
week.
warm pleasant April.
part
Dr. A. D. Ramsay and M. M. Wentworth attended the Democratic convenPROSPECT FERRY.
tion in Portland March 26th.
Rufus and Lester Harriman and Gerry
While felling a tree last,week Fred
Carter was quite badly hurt. A branch Harding went to work at Mt. Waldo last
struck him breaking several ribs.
Monday.

Henry McCorrison has returned home
with his wood sawing machine, having
sawed a year’s wood for a dozen families.

Charles Banks

■SBr'-'W

came

home from Hallo-

well last week and went to work at Mt.

Waldo.

P. M. Ginn and niece, Miss Faustina
John Mullin cut the back of his left
hand severely Saturday while splitting Harding, were in Bangor last Saturday
wood.
Dr. C. B. Hoit of Liberty at- on business.
tended him.
Gerry Harding and wife visited E. W.
Will Bowen and wife, formerly of this Clifford and wife in Stockton several
now
in
are
reresiding
Watervilie,
place,
days last week.
on the arrival of

ceiving congratulations
a 9- pound boy.

Master Buford Grant of Sandypoint
Miss Cassie Cushman is recovering I visited his grandparents, W. D. Harriman and wife, last week.
nicely from an operation for appendicitis.
Ezra Delano died at his home at Mt.
She received 107 post cards one day last
week from sympathizing friends.
Heagan March 28th, aged 73 years and
several months. Mr. Delano was a good
man and had a host of friends in this viThe Country Newpaper Trust.
cinity. He was sick only a few days.
His wife and son died several years ago
A country editor writing on trusts says in the west and he made his home here
the country newspaper combine is the with relatives, who have the
sympathy
biggest trust on earth. It trusts every- of their friends in this affliction. The
body, gets cussed for trusting, mistrust- funeral services were from the home of
ed for cussing, and it it busts for trust- his
niece, Mrs. John Moore, March 30th,
ing and gets cussed for busting.
and the burial was in Prospect cemetery.
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He

Some people have nasal catarrh
and know it.
Not only the patient
knows it, but all of his friends know
it. Many people know it that are not
Just those people who
his friends.
happen to meet him in the street car
or on the public square.

recalls

some

pound during Change

now,

the

fact

that

he

Peruna helps such cases every day.
Thousands have attested to this fact
unsolicited. Peruna benefits even the
worst cases of old nasal catarrh.
But there are cases of nasal catarrh not so evident. One nostril is
The other nostril is
stopped today.
Cannot breathe
stopped tomorrow.
freely through the nostrils. Easy to
Mucus in the nose too thick.
sneeze.
Sometimes forms brownish lumps.
Catch cold easily. Never quite free
of a cold. These symptoms describe
a case of subacute nasal catarrh.
Many people have it, and some who
would not admit they have nasal catarrh.

snores

Notice of Sheriff’s

Total liabilities and surplus-.$3,487,488 46
FIELD A QUIMBY, Agents,
Belfast, Maine
3wl4

tiroes

|

A Dainty Laxative

That
Assists Nature.

fr.vii />nnaf.!nolinti

j.i.is

constipation.

7 U5
17 10
City Point
'7 20
Waldo
Brooks. 7 32
Knox. 17 44
7 50
Thorndike
Unity. 7 58
Winnccook.*8 08
8 20
Burnham, arrive
8 39
Clinton.
8 48
Benton...
00
7
Bangor.
9 02
Waterville.

depart

PM

12 20
'12 25
112 35
12 47
112 59
1 05
1 13
ll 23
1 35
U 59

12 25
2 18

4 50
Portland. 1150
Boston... 3 20pm 810

pa
2 20
12 25
'2 35
2 »7
*2
3 05
3 13
3 23
3 35
!5 05
5 13

jg

3 35
5 23
12 50
5 10

TO BELFAST
F

M

AM

AM

3 00

9 00

7 00

12 40

Boston.

p M

Portland.
A M

Waterville

Bangor.
Renton.

7 10
7 00
7 21
7 30

10 02
10
10
10
10
tl0

15
08
17
30
40
10 55
11 05
111 15
11 35
til 45
111 55
12 01

3
1
3
3
3
4
4
4
4

15
50
24
34

Clinton.
50
8 36
Burnham, leave.
00
Winnecook.... 48 45
09
Unity. 8 54
17
Thorndike. 9 02
25
Knox.19 10
40
4
Brook..;. 9 25
t4 50
19 35
Waldo
t5 00
Citvooint ...... 19 45
5 05
arrive. 9 50
tFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
H. D. WALDROV,
$5 25 from Belfast.

Belfast,11

D. C. DOUGLASS,
Genera! Manner Portland Maine,

EASTERN

STEAMSHIP

CORPORATION.
Bangor Line-In Effict April 1
BELFAST AND BOSTON $3.25.

(ROUND

TRIP $6.00.)

TURBINE STEEL STEAMSHIP CAMDEN
Leave Belfast 3 00 p m., for Boston, Mondays and Thursdays; for Searsport, Bucksport
and Winterport, 7 30 a in., Wednesdays and

Saturdays.

RETURNING
Leave India Wharf, Boston, 5.00 p. m., Tuesdays and Fridays
Leave Rockland at 5.15 a. m., Wednesdays

Saturdays.

FRED W. POTE, Agent, Belfast, Maine.
MASSACHUSETTS ACCIDENT CO.,

December 31,1913
00
15

00
63
74
89

161 Devonshire Street, Boston, Mass.
Assets December 31,1913.
StockB and Bonds. $185,000 OO
Cash in Office and Bank.
26,834 16
8,437 77
Agents' Balances.
Bills receivable...
1,71172
Interest and Rents.
2,039 17
All other assets.
8,860 83
Gross Assets.
not admitted.

Deduct items
assets.$8,026,520 91

Deduct items not admitted.

Gently

The day of harsh purgatives, of big
Cathartic pills is over—gone forever, ho
need any longer to swallow a nauseating
dose to give nature the gentle as 1 tance
required. Pinklets, the new laxa'.ve,
•re tiny, pink granules, sugar eoav I,
easy to take and smooth as velveti.: v. lr

and

England.

Stocks and bonds.$2,407 614
285,116
Cash in office and in bank..
303,368
Agents* balances.
1.926
Bills receivable.
26,273
Interest and rents.
assets.
1,323
All other

PINKLETS

...

INSURANCE SOCIETY, LIMITED,

Liabilities^December 81,1013.

toman, and held iu strict confidence*

AM

.-

Net unpaid losses.$ 104,262 66
Unearned premiums. 1,484.166 27
87,581 90
All other liabilities-.
1,000,000 00
Cash capital...
Surplus over all liabilities. 861,477 63

If you want special advice write to
lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (eonfl*
deniial) kijnn, Mass. Tour letter will
be opened, reed and answered by 0

Belfast,

Real estate.$ 167,686 38
Stocks and bonds. 2,897,536 04
Cash in office and bank.- 876,716 14
298,333 22
Agents’ balances.
39 00
Bills receivable.
U. S. BRANCH OF THE
Interests and rents.
38,128 28
UNION FIRE
53
51
NORWICH
All other assets.

Assets

unvimuui^

On and after Sept 23. 1913, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with through
trains for ant from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run as follows:
FROM BELFAST.

Total Liabilities and Surplus....$3,889,388 98
BENJAMIN F. COLCORD, Agent,
3wl4
Searsport, Maine

Admitted assets.$8,487,488 46

u

BURNHAM.

Hartford,

of

iuio.

cmoc.

BELFAST and

_

Gross assets-...$3,778,490 64
291,002 08
Deduct items not admitted-.

cvri

Mansion, Vv is.
TV success of I.ydia E. Pinkham’®
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, is unparalleled in such cases.

to treat

PROTECTIVE ASSOCIATION,

December 31, 1913

—

lire a corrective for
bad breath, will clear the complexion,
and are recommended for torpid liver,
biliousness, headaches and constipation.
Any druggist can supply you with
Pinklets, 25 cents per bottle.
Write to the Dr. Williams Medicine
Schenectady, N. Y., for a Pinklet
Co.,
book which tells all about the right way

Estate.
Worcester, Mass.
STATE OF MAINE.
Assets December 31, 1913
COUNTY OF WALDO SS.
Taken this fifth day of March, A. D. 1914, Stocks and bonds.
$384,220 00
on execution dated February 12, 1914, issued
Cash in office and bank.
60,075 63
on a judgment rendered by tbe Supreme JuInterest and **ents.
6,668 63
dicial Court for the County of Somerset and
Gross assets.
State of Maine, at a term thereof begun and
$440,954 26
held on the fourth Tuesday of January, A. D.
Deduct items not admitted.
25,109 42
1914, to wit: on the eleventh day of February,
84
i
Admitted
assets.$
415,844
and
H.
R
Coolof
W.
Manson
in
favor
J.
1914,
Liabilities December 31,1913
idge, each of Pittsfield, in said County of Somerset, copartners doing business in said Pitts- Net
53.089 75
unpaid losses.$
field, under the name of Manson & Collidge, Unearned
21,367 14
premiums.
of
in
the
of
G.
Small
J.
County
Troy,
against
14,312 00
All other liabilities.
Waldo and State of Maine, for $72.08, debt or
100,000 00
Cash capital.
damage, and $11.16, costs,of suit, and will be
over all liabilities.
227,075 95
sold at public auction at the postoffice at j Surplus
Burnham Junction in Burnham, in said County
i Total liabilities and surplus. $415,844 84
of Waldo, to the highest bidder, on the twentyMaine
third day of May, A. D. 1914, at nine o’clock j J. W. RODICK, State Agent, Auburn,
3wl4
in tbe forenoon, the following described real
i.
estate and all the right, title and interest
which the said J. G. Small has and had in and
LONDON & LANCASHIRE FIRE INS. CO.,
unto the same on the twenty-second day of
Ltd., of Liverpool, England.
September, A. D. 1913, at eleven o’clock and j
fifteen minutes in the forenoon, the time when
Assets December 31, 1913
the same was attached on the original writ in
the same suit, to wit: a certain piece or parcel Real estate.$ 300,000 00
Stocks and bonds. 3,115,622 34
of land situate in said Troy, bounded and deC83.590 25
scribed as follows: on the south and east by Cash in Office and Bank.
I
on
the
616,328 89
the Clark and Morrill roads, so-called;
Agents’ Balances.
north by the north line of said Troy; on the Bills receivable..
1,212 79
60,185 34
west by land of James R. Stevens, excepting
Interest and Rents.
owned
and
five
acres
assets.
385,906 77
and reserving, however,
All other
occupied by Willis S. Stevens out of the southGross Assets.$5,152,846 38
west corner of said premises; containing ninety-five acres, more or less; being the same Deduct items not admitted. 1,263,457 4 i
premises described in a deed from George H.
Estes to said Small dated October 28,1908. reAdmitted Assets.$3,889,388 98
corded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 293,
Liabilities December 31, 1913
W. L. GRAY,
Page 118.
Net Unpaid Losses ...$ 174,670 55
3wl3
Deputy Sheriff.
Unearned Premiums. 2,799,168 23
67,437 25
All other Liabilities.
ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY,
Deposit Capital. 209,000 00
95
liabilities.648.112
all
over
Connecticut
Surplus
Assets

and side and was so
weak I could hardly
do my housework.
I have taken Lydia
E. Finkham’s Vegetable Compound and
it has done me a lot
of good. I will recommend your medicine to my friends
and give you permission to publish my
testimonial. —Mrs. Lawrence Martin, 12 King St., Westbrook, Maine.
“At the Change of
Manston, Wis.
Life I suffered with pains in my back
and loins until I could not stand. I also
had night-sweats so that the sheets
would be wet. I tried other medicins
but got no relief. After taking one bottle of Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable
Compound I began to improve and I
continued its use for six months. The
pains left me, the night-sweats and hot
flashes grew less, and in one year I was
I know I have to
a different woman.
thank you for my continued good health

These little

THE RIDGELY

sale of Real

—

Tvrvvmla and lio t'•

whereas he did not pre-

He knows he must blow his nose
He remembers that he does
not breathe easily through the nose. further.

freely.

‘‘I was passing
Westbrook, Me.
through the Change of Life and had
pains in my back

the stomach and leave th„ bowels ir r■!..... d
and in a worse condition than be Lore.
Bely on Pinklets to gently assist the

——'

t

of Life.

Pinklets positively will not gripe. Tu.-y
produce; not asingledistressingsym;..
yet their action iscertain anti 'Lou.ugli.
Pinklets are just the lava1:
you net 1
4o arouse the lazy cine'v jouvls ami
torpid liver. Don’t keep oi. using harsh,
strong purgatives for they always upset

viously.
Or we
Subacute nasal catarrh!
might call it incipient nasal catarrh.
Or, still better, nasal catarrh just beginning and becoming chronic.
Now is the time to take Peruna.
A little Peruna will do wonders at
this stage of the disease. Snuff a little weak salt water every morning
(see “Ills of Life,” sent free by Peruna
Co.,
Columbus, Ohio), just
enough to clear out the nose. Take
a dose of Peruna before breakfast.
Hold it in the mouth. Let it trickle
down slowly and breathe the fumes
of it out through the nose as you
swallow it.
This will stop an incipient case of
nasal catarrh in a few weeks. Stop
it entirely. The nose becomes clear
The breath is sweet.
The
again.
breathing free. No more snoring, or
snuffling, or sniffling, or catching
cold easily.
All of these things are
in the past.
An army of men and women have
been benefited by Peruna. You might
as well become one of the benefited
to go on any
ones
as to allow it

That sort of a nasal catarrh need
be described.
Everybody knows
the symptoms without their disgusting recital.

12,848 22

Admitted assets.$3,012,672 69

Liabilities December 31, 1913
Mrs. Wallace R. Tarbox of Fryeburg, Me.,
Net unpaid losses.$ 129,535 24
is a member of the cou cil of administra- Unearned premiums. 1,662,146 62
56,168 34
tion,'Ladies of the G. A. R., is in town and will All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,176,832 49
De a guest at the Massachusetts department
;orvention, at the American House, next
Total liabilities and surplns~.$3,012,672 69
Wednesday and Thursday.—Boston Transcript
FIELD A QUIMBY, Agents,
8wl4
Belfast, Maine
April 3d.
who

To the Merit of Lydia EL Pinkham’s Vegetable Com-

operation.

You Have Nasal Catarrh
Not Very Bad, But—
It Bothers You a Good Deal.
—

WINE*RON
45 ll 55 TESTIFT

to live.

gone to

not

Albion

drug

Miss Josie Shute is at home from Auwhere she has been at work.

con-

W. P. Jones and wife were in North
Montville and Knox Tuesday.

HrniL.

Keep
Plant Only
Them Growing.
Good seeds to grow should be pure or
free from other kinds of seeds, be true

w. H. STEVENSON.

E. K. PARKINSON.

II*

Beal live One* and

—

fuss In rearing of chicks
There is less
A warm brooder.
0 few years ago.
tUM
tine litter, cracked grain and grit,

\

OCCUd

SOIL MOIST-

a

SANDYPOINT.

$232,883 65
15,659 37

Assets.$ 217,224 28
Liabilities December 31, 1913.
Not Unpaid Losses.$
28,938 34
Unearned Premiums
43,015 93
All other Liabilities...
7,586 91
Cash (Capital
100,000 00
37,683 10
Surpius over ail Liabilities.
Admitted

..

Total Liabilities and Surplus. $217,224 28
WILFRED H LORD, Agent,
3wl4
Winterport, Maine

11
!

Congregational Church Notes. Sunday1
Mr. E. H. Emery of the Civic
League of Maine spoke in behalf of that orreadganization. Mr. Emery used az scripture
the
ing the 18th chapter of Romana to show
relation between government and religion.
Government ia of Divine origin and the highest
call next that of preaching the gospel ia that

SEARSPORT.

April 6, 1914,

with
W. S. Carleton ia confined to his home
abscesses in hiB head.
Fruit Co.
Antonio Croce of the Searsport
went to Boston Monday on business.
the Searsport
F. A. Cole of Boston, agent of
on business.
Water Co., was in town last week
who spent
Mrs. A. T. Shute and son Austin,
home last week.
arrived
in
Boston,
the winter
of R°chMrB. George Ausplund and children
land are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Ausplund.
the
*Miss Jessie C. Nickerson, who spent
home Saturwinter in Tampa, Fla., returned

I

of misrepresentation
of alum baking powders,

amount

etmr

Elisa bate port; 4, ar

Mohawk, Boston; 6,

Perth Amboy; 6, aid, atm

ar,

barge Tipton,

Mohawk,

eastward.

NewSpring Goods

FOREIGN PORTS.

The Fact Remains
No

| land; ar, barga Sovereign.

by the

Puerto Mexico, April 2, 9 a m Steamed, atr
Washingtonian, Parse, Delaware Breakwater.
Salina Crus, April 2, 6a m Arrived, (tr
Georgian, Nichols, San Francisco and Los
! Angeles.

!j

|

MARINE MISCELLANY,
of an honest politician. Only from association
j New York, April 6 Schr R P Pendleton,
no
has the word “politician” become unpleasant
I from Black River for Stamford, reporu bad
the
It is the universal duty to be interested in
I heavy weather; broke rudder stock, split foreor
or
man
sail and flying jib and received other damage.
Cbriatian
No
...
State.
welfare of the
Portland, April 6 A admiralty action has
or
she
who
Be
or
woman can abrink that duty.
or
been instituted in tbe United States District
tnose wno want tne
holds aloof ia wasting leaven needed by the
court by Edwin S. Pendleton and others of
can
the
New. York, owners of the schooner Susie H.
*■
loaf. The laws of a Republic are made by
and
Davidson, against 496,000 feet of lumber, of
people, and upon the people rests the responwhich Perley R. Eaton of Fitchburg, Mass., is
the
is
What
purpose
enforcement.
newest
day.
claimant. The lumber iB libeled for demurrage
sibility of
wes in town
and (750, having been brought from Truskett,
of our State, and how canwe best carry on that
Mrs. Louise Bailey of Lewiston
W.
this season, we say:
Fred
N.
to
on
Portland
the
is
Mrs.
S„
Davidson.
of
the
Constitution
of
been
purpose! The preamble
Friday to attend the funeral
Newport News, Va, April 3. When the
the answer to the first question. Read it and
The
we
steamer
Field.
Robert
M.
Thompson was struck
(he
from Swan Lake you will find that it is in perfect harmony with
amidships early Thursday, off tbe Virginia
Frank Overlock has moved
it not
show will
Capes by the schooner Augusta W. Snow, the
your eye.
on the Black
the teachings of the Book. Then, should
avenue to Lonely Vale cottage
impact shifted the coal in the steamer’s bunkbe our highest purpose to carry foward
ers and she listed so heavily that the two holes
The
values
we
offer
will
road.
from
and “harmony”
the schooner had ripped in her hull were lifted
is visiting her "justice,” "liberty”, "peace”
the
Mrs. Mary Sargent of Alton
threaten
that
evils
clear
out
of
the
all
water.
out
But
for that the
and to stamp
your
on Steamboat
steamer would probably be at the bottom of
niece, Miss Lucy A. Sargent,
Gambling in
destruction of these virtues !
the ocean instead of waiting repairs here,
Call
once and see our
at
the
of
avenue.
all
in
parts
ways is carried on
Friday. The schooner was waterlogged and
is
F. Gilkey, ar- petty
her crew was taken on board the Thompson.
stock of
immense
Slot machines, dice and lottery tickets
Ship Timranda, Capt. Nathan
State.
from Barba(The Augusta W. Snow is a fourmasted
the public. Anything
and most
rived at Vineyard Haven Saturday
are within the reach of
i
of
schooner
671
tons
net
built
Stetson
at
the
be won by
does, for orders.
from a cigar to an automobile may
yard in Brewer in lii05 and hails from Bangor.
theBe
was in town
She sailed from Jacksonville,
March 28 for
the “lucky”. Allow a boy to take
Miss Julia Carr of Frankfort
Richards
not
P.
New York, in command of Capt. Armstrong.)
he
had
H.
which
for
Mrs.
that
chances of winning
ast week visiting Mr. and
that
for
boy. Sunday
on Nichols street.
paid and the end is ruin
Mud! and more mud is the order of th<
HORN
overhauled desecration is the breaking of law written not
Must th< 1
streets row-a-days in this locality.
Frank French having thoroughly
also in the bone and
it
but
in
God's
Book,
House
opened
Bishop.
In
only
Bucksport, March 12, to Mr. arid
and renovated the Searsport
traveling be worse before it can be better
Mrs. Fred L. Bishop, a son, Leon Chandler.
muBCle of man and teest. "Six days shalt thou
Easter greetings to our Stocktonites far and There seems
Monday to the public.
great diversity of opinions upoi
Bailey. In West Liberty, March 27, to Mr.
stores or open
be
it
open
Whether
near.
and child of Bel- labor”.
and Mrs. Fred Bailey of Knox, a daughter.
the question. Some contend that there is bu
Dr. and Mrs. J. B. Darling
the broken law
Bagley. In West Liberty, March 30, to Mr.
of Mr. and mills the result ia the same,
Mr. Harry Verrill left Monday to visit his little frost to work out of the ground, because
fast were in town last week, guests
be
a
mUBt
and M rs. Samuel Bagley, a daughter.
will lead to broken het 1th. Sunday
mother at her home in Old Town.
the continued covering of snow. Other
of
aged
Mrs. W. S. Downes.
McDonald. In Toronto, Canada, February
the
of
subject,
day of rest. Through fear
*_Ca+nrAav from
stickiness and deej
14, to Harry Douglass and Margaret S. (MitchCapt. Ralph Morse, West Main street, was a argue that the tenacious
Myron r.
is little discussed. Readers of the
Purity
ell) McDonald, a daughter, Margaret Douglass.
the serious
mires are to come.
remain blind to the business visitor in Bangor Tuesday, returning
Monroe, where he wee called by
Robinson. In Rockland, April 1, to Mr.and
press, however, cannot
who hai
Mrs. Charles B. Devereaux, Sr
last train.
Mrs. Oscar E. Robinson, tv ins, son and daughby
is
a
Here
illness of his mother.
Traffic.
Slave
White
horror of the
ter.
with her daughter
finished
Dr. C. E. Britto, West Main street, went to b_>en spending the winter
Steamer Penobscot, Capt. Harding,
situation beyond the reach of the Church.
m
for an Mrs. De Witt C Reed, at St. Augustine, Floricoal dock Apn The State
fajone through the enforcement of Rockland last Saturday to join his wife
discharging at the Penobscot
much
improver
last
week,
returned
north
da,
married
laws has the power to er.d this immoral indefinite time.
2nd and sailed for. Norfolk.
in health. She will spend the month of Apri
an operation
traffic. All of these questions are important;
Mrs. William Morrison, Church street, is (
and
Royal Monroe, who underwent
Devereaux,
with her son, Charles Bryant
Boyce-McLaughlin. In Belfast, April 7,
Co. hospital, Bel- all are dangers to the happiness and prosperity among the victims of the distressing influenza
for appendicitis in the Waldo
wife, and expects to pass the summer monthi by James S. Harriman. Esq., Joseph Boyce and
of our homes. That danger that lies nearest prevailing throughout our whole town.
fast last week, is doing finely.
Orphelia Thompson McLaughlin, coth of Cariin her new home at Stockton Springs.
than
must be dealt with first. Nearer at hand
bou.
sen of Dedham,
Little Miss Ruth Lathrop, only daughter of j
are
as
as
Mrs. Fred W. Deitze and
Mrs. Josiah L. Lancaster took Monday's boat
to the youth
Coombs-Ryder. In Belfast, April 8, by Rev.
any of these, and more dangerous
street,
are guests of
Chuich
and
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Lathrop,
ir
husband
Mass., arrived Saturday
her
W.
to
this
F.
For
Freeman
Emerson
en
route
Evil.
Coombs
for Boston,
Sturtevant,
join
of our State, ia the Liquor
street.
is sick with the grip at this writing—Monday.
of Whitman, Mass., formerly of Islesboro, and
Mrs. C. E. Whitcomb on Main
Cambridge, Mass. She had been ten days with Miss
battle the Civic League is the servant of the
Lettie Collins Ryder of Islesboro.
2nd from
The regular Satuioay evening moving pic- her
and Mrs. Horace M. Griffin.
is to secure the enforceparents.
Capt.
Barge Sovereign arrived April
Its
Church.
Luce-Tasker.
In Monroe, March, 28 hy
purpose
hcuseB. Stockton, Middle
of fertilizer to the
Rev. C W. Lake of Newburg. Luther J. Luce
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